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INTRODUCTION 
The severe Schooles shall never laugh me out 
of the Philosophy of Hermes ••• that this visible 
world is but a picture of the invisible, wherein, 
as in a pourtrai t, things are ::lOt truely but in 
equivocall shapes, and as they counterfeit some 
more reall'substance in that invisible fabricko 
Sir Thomas Browne, ReligiQ lledici, I, 12. 
Edwin Muir's poetic vision is bOLmd up with that 
belie~ in a twofold structure of reality that in European 
culture has been called Platonist but which is so ancient 
and widespread that no one can determine its origins~ 
Though no longer fashionable in a time when materialist 
philosophies flourish and even Christian clerics are busy 
ffde-mythologizing" their faith, it has been the potent 
source of our greatest poetry and perhaps, as Kathleen 
Raine believes, of all true poetry.l Those who hold 
this conviction regard the sensible world as the re£lection 
of an nintelligible tt or spiritual world which gives meaning 
and purpose to life, and they see the objects of nature as 
images that evoke the ideal forms of a divine realityo 
For poets, as for traditional men, this belief is less a 
metaphysic than an intuitive way of apprehending and 
ordering experience, a fllearning of the imaginationu2 
inherited from ancient and mysterious sources. To Muir it 
came directly and spontaneously in the symbolic images of 
lKathleen Raine, Defending Ancient Springs (London: 
Oxford Univ. Press, 1967), p. 110. 
2Ibid., pp. 107, 110. 
2 
dreams, and the Iact that he entitled the first version of 
his autobiography The Story and the Fable3testifies to the 
importance, both for his life and his poetry, of his belief 
in two corresp?nding orders of experience. 
With this in mind, the discourse that follows 
commences with a brief outline of the IIstOr'J" of Muir's own 
personal experience and then proceed.s to examine, with 
re.ference to his poetry, the general form of the ".fable ff 
which gave it universal significance. Since the story 
and the fable are linked by certain traditional or mythic 
symbols, such as Eden, the Fall, the Journey and the 
Marriage, these are studied in terms of their origin in 
Muir's individual experience as well as their function and 
development in his poetry. At appropriate points in the 
enquiry, comparisons are drawn with certain other poets who 
have made special use o.f such symbols. In the last chapter, 
what arises in the course of the discussion is measured 
against a critical perspective formulated by the tTmyth 
critics,,4, in an attempt to find a framework of literary 
theory that most appropriately accommodates the kind o.f 
poetry I\luir wrot e • Finally, six selected poems are 
analysed in some detail to illuminate the relevance of 
the present study to an understanding of Muir's poetryo 
This study has grown slowly over the course of the 
3London: Harrap, 1940. 
4 Graham Hough traces the de-velopment of this approach to 
literature in An Essay on Criticism (London: Gerald Duckworth 
& Co. Ltd., 1966), Chap. 20, and, despite certain reserva-
tions, cites Northrop Frye as the author of an impressive 
system of myth criticism, the broad outline of which he says 
is "bound to become a part of our normal critical apparatus tT 
(ibid., p. 150). Consideration is tru~en of Frye's system, 
together with works by Edwin Honig and Angus Fletcher. 
past four years, springing originally from the writer's 
obscure feeling that Muir's archetypal symbols reflect, 
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whether consciously or unconsciously~ an ancient and 
relatively coh~rent body of traditional symbolism less 
generally familiar to the modern reader than those aspects 
of it embodied in the Book of Genesis and in standard classi-
cal mythology. Preparation of material for this dissertation 
had been largely completed before Kathleen Raine's collection 
of essays entitled Defending Ancient Springs was published, 
and her essays "On the J:Iyt:b.ological ll and "On the Symbol U5 had 
not yet come to the present writer's attention. Had they 
done so, it is possible that considerable time spent in explor-
ing the relation between literary symbolism, neo-Platoni~m, . 
medieval alchemy, Jungts Archetypes and the metaphors of the 
analogical cosmos might have been spared, and the preparation 
of material facilitated, or at least pursued with more 
confidence. 6 Similarly, the views of the myth critics were 
50p • cit., pp. 105 - 138. 
6Another work, not available at the time, which has since 
corroborated the present writer's line of enquiry is Daniel 
Hoffman f s Barbarous Knowledge : I1.yth in the Poetry of Yeats, 
Graves, and Muir (New York: Oxford University Press, 1967), 
from which the following passage is quoted: !fAs a poet who 
seeks his truths in 'dreams and fantasies' Edwin Muir summons 
the phantoms of his own unconscious life with the certainty 
that these are not merely the tormented or triumphant imagin-
ings of one particular man, but take their forms and reveal 
their meanings as part of the inheritance of the race. In 
his Autobiography 1:1uir has much to say about his dreams and 
their sources in childhood memories stirred up by latel' con-
flicts. It is quite clear that the images of animals, of 
struggles, of journeys, of recurrent visitations in certain 
landscapes attained to by great effort and endured with a 
sense of inevitability - all these materials are akin to those 
patterns of memory wbkh Jung has proposed as the archetypes, 
residing not in exterior experience but inherently in the 
human m5~nd. It is clear, too, that a workable correlation 
exists between such a theory of psychology and the Platonic 
conception of reality, a conception particularly attractive 
to a poet who inherits the intellectual attitudes of late 
Romanticismtf (pp. 227 - 228). 
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taken into account only at a late stage in the development 
of the argQDent so that the enquiry made in the second, 
third and fourth chapters into the images of the lost para-
dise, the womaq, and the quest was undertaken largely without 
prior knowledge of the extent to which myth criticism would 
bear it out. 
'What is original in the present study, at least as 
far as the writer is aware, is the attempt to make a compre-
hensive examination Of the archetypes that represent the 
stages of J:luir t s fable, adding to a study of the more signifi-
cant symbols of Eden and the Fall, usually noted by commentat-
ors on his work, such motifs as may be termed the quest, the 
sacred marriage, the apocalypse, etc. Furthermore, a 
tentative enquiry has been made into the relation of the 
concept of the paradise of childhood to the doctrine of 
archetypes or innate ideas and to neo-Platonist aesthetic 
theory in so far as this helps to illuminate Huir's position. 
This, in turn, has led to a development of the comparison of 
Muir with Vaughan, Traherne and Wordsworth which has been 
suggested by various commentators and, indeed, by Muir him-
self. 7 Finally, the systematic application of the 
principles of myth criticism to Muir's poetry has not, to 
the present writer's knowledge, been attempted by anyone 
else so far. 
As an explanatory note, it should perhaps be added 
that the term "archetypal", as it is employed in the title 
to qualify the word IIfable tl , is intended to be understood in 
7Edwin Muir : An Autobiography (rev. ed., London: Hogarth 
Press, 1954), p. 179. 
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the widest sense, embracing both Platonic and Jungian interpre-
tations and also suggesting the congruence of Muir's fable 
with the theory of archetypal patterns in literature for~ulated 
by the school ~f myth criticism. Since these connotations are 
dealt with as they arise, the term does not require more 
precise definition at this stage. 
CHAPTER I 
THE SEARCH FOR UNITY 
I have said before 
That the eJ~erience revived in the meaning 
Is not the eA~erience of one life only 
But of many generations - not forgetting 
Something that is probably quite ineffable. 
T.S. Eliot, tiThe Dry Salvages IIll.l 
The co-ordinating theme of Muir's poetry is the 
search for the lost e~erience of unity of beingo States 
of inner division, though probably universal, are considere& 
to be particularly acute in contemporary European culture, 
for, as D.G. James, in a book on the poetic imagination~ has 
remarked: 
It is a commonplace of reflection that the modern 
world, issuing from the unity of Catholicism in 
the Middle Ages, became a scene in which the 
different modes of experiencing reality were set 
in conflict. Where previously, philosophy, art 
and the entire conduct of life were unified in 
the Catholic view of the universe and the place 
of man in it~ the modern world is one in which 
there is no stabilized centre around which our 
varied acti2ities may move and to which they may be related. 
This relatively recent disruption of the inner unity of 
human experience has sharpened, while tending to obscure for 
most people, the age-old dichotomy that was traditionally 
lCollected Poems 1909 - 1962 (London: Faber and Faber 
Limited, 1963), p$ 208$ 
2D~G. James, Sc~pticism and Poetry (London: Allen and 
Unwin, 1937), p. 243. 
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felt to exist between the body and the soul. Even more 
confusing, contemporary attitudes frequently deny such a 
dichotomy altogether, interpreting inner conflict as a 
collision between contradictory impulses rather th8J.1. as a 
dislocation between two orders of existence. In so doing, 
they have largely vitiated the ultimate significance of 
personal moral struggle. Certain psychological theories, 
such as those of Freud and Jung, have re-shaped the 
traditional warfare between flesh and spirit into a drama 
involving two aspects of mind and personality which are 
called Ego and Unconscious; Jung, in particular, has 
emphasized man's need to integrate the individual rational 
ego 1:1i th the daemonic powers and intuitive wisdom of the 
"racial unconscious f!4 In poetry, this fundamental dis-
junction in human experience has been seen as arising from 
the opposing elements of inward and outward awareness that 
can only be reconciled by bringing the bodily eye and the 
mind's eye into perfect focuso 3 
7-: 
./This is what Wordsworth means by the Ifharvest of a 
quiet eye II (II A Poet's Epi t aph II) and the realisation that 
the individual mind and Nature are exquisitely Iffittedtf to 
each other. See Preface to The Excursion (181,4), 11063-71. 
Similarly, Rilke speaks of a fldouble spherel! of d.ream and 
reality, which must be achieved by calling up subjective 
images to match the perceived objects that surrolli1d us: 
1I!1ag auch die Spieglung im Teich 
oft uns verschwimmen 
Wisse das Bild. 
Erst in dem Doppelbereich 
Werden die Stimmen 
Ewig und mild. "(ifS tt 0 h II ) 
. one e an rp eus 0 
ItEven if the reflection in the pond often blurs for us, Imow 
the pictureo Not till the aouble-sphere will the voices be 
~terl1al and mild. 11 (Trans._J.M. Cohen, Poetry of This Age ILond~n: lITrow Books, 1959), p. 54). On the other hand, 
Yeats s gyres ~~d phases of the moon appear to be an elabor-
ate projection of the varying tensions between subjective 
a:nd objective e:x:perience which can find equilibrium only in 
the "dance of the opposites". 
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I\luir t S own painful experience of inward conflict and his 
urgent desire for healing and integration gave him a keen 
insight into both ancient and modern ways of interpreting 
and expressing what he came to see as a universal human 
condition; yet, in the final analysis, it was his ovm 
intuitions, his dreams and memories, that provided the 
impetus for his spiritual recovery as well as the inspiration 
for his poetry. 
Those familiar with Muir's autobiography are aware 
of the events that made his concern with inner division so 
agonisingly acute. Nevertheless, a brief recapitulation 
will help to lend perspective to the themes of division and 
unity that will recur throughout this discussiono During , 
the earlier part of his life, Muir was exposed to more than 
ordinarily painful shocks to his sense of identity and of 
the inner coherence of his experienceo One of these 
disturbances was the violent confrontation beti;leen tvlO 
distinct stages of European history. From a chilill~ood 
rooted in a remote island community where traditional 
patterns of conduct, the ancient bonds of kinship, and a 
living relation with both the natural and the supernatural 
worlds still nourished the imagination, he was transplanted, 
during the most vulnerable period of his adolescence, to 
the hostile soil of industrial Glasgow as it was at the turn 
of the century.4 This dislocation in his life experience 
accounts for much that is individual in his poetry and may 
4M . J.-.LUlr, An Autobiograp~y, pp. 90 - 93. 
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be responsible, in part, for his marked preoccupation with 
historical tine. The sudden substitution of the simple 
pieties of his home in Orkney by the impersonal ~nd root-
less ways of Glasgow, with its "mean men and terrible 
children ff ,5 induced in him a figurative astigm.atism, often 
expressed in his poems as? feeling of the distortion of 
6 images and of things bein3 in the wrong place. 
But, long before this disruptive transplantation, 
there had been another terrifying experience of the anxiety 
and alienation that must come to all children, in one form 
or another, but which, in his case, occurred so late and was 
in such sharp contrast to the peace and harmony of his 
infancy that it eventually became the central motif of his 
vision of life ~nd the prime symbol of his poetic myth. 
This e:xperience of lIthe Fall" is examined in some detail in 
Chapter II, where it will be seen to have laid down a fore-
boding pattern of guilt and separation that the course of 
subsequent events would implacably follow. Not only were 
the happy islands of childhood to be lost forever, but, 
within a short period, four members of his close-knit family, 
of which Edwin was the youngest, were to wither away in the 
bitter airs of Glasgow. The sudden death of his father, 
5Ibido, ppo 91 - 92. 
6See liThe Three Mirrors tf , "The Window ll , IIHolderlin's 
Journey", etc. This was latei' to be set in contrast with 
the healing experience of things being "in their place ll , by 
lJhich he m.eant something similar to Traherne' s vision of 
childhood: "All things abided eternally as they were in 
their proper places II (Centuries of Meditations, III, 3), 
and the recovered experience of Felicitie: uYou never enjoy 
the \Jorld aright, till you see all things in it so perfectly 
yours that you cam~ot desire them any other way : and till 
you are convinced that all things serve you best i}l their 
prop~r places1! (Centuries of Meditations, I, 38. LDobell, 
1908_i) • 
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the experience of his brother Willie's illness, during which 
Edwin shared the older boy's secret awareness of his approach-
ing death from tuberculosis, the agonising spectacle of his 
brother Johnnie's protracted death from a brain tumour, and 
above all, the thought of his mother's private torment as 
, 
she grieved for a husband and a son and nursed John.rl.je th:!iough 
savage attacks of pain while concealing the first symptoms 
of' her own fatal disease, were too much for the eighteen-year-
old youth to bear. In poor health himself, he desperately 
threw up a great dyke against the advancing flood of grief 
and loss and, creeping behind its bleak shelter, yielded up 
the memory of his family and his own past. 
This repression of sorrow and guilt (for guilt is 
usually bound up in some w~ with mourning for our ~amily), 
together wjth his denial of the formative influences of 
childhood, resulted in a severe recoil of his developing 
emotional and imaginative powers, a retreat from li~e that 
condemned him .for many years to a lonely, frustrated 
existence and dogged submission to drab clerking posts 
amongst squalid and even disgusting surroundings.? Two 
experiences of religious conversion of the revivalist type 
that, in adolescence, had helped to contain emotional 
turmoil and a growing sense of alienation from the world 
now seemed entirely spurious, and his attachment to 
evangelical Christianity was repudiated for ever~8 For 
a time, Socialism took its place, and, on one occasion, 
?E.g. the bone factory at "Fairport" (ibide, PPt) 130 -
132)0 
8lbid., PPQ 85 - 89~ 
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a May Day procession, complete with bruLners, brought him a 
dreamli~;:e experience of identification with all men every-
where, seeming to trQllsfigure a degraded humanity into an 
incoTruptible st~te of glory.9 But such exalted moments 
were rare an.d soon. fe.dect. His real self seemed to lie under 
an evil spell, bound~ in a tirleless viorld of shadovls, while 
a.nother false self de 8,1 t VITi tIl the trivial business of daily 
existence lild compensated for inward lilQ outward servitude 
with intellectual speculations culled from the translated 
irlorks of Nietzsche a.I'lQ :"li th political and economic schemes 
for social justice. 
Hot! long tllis bondage would have continued had the 
spell not been broken through the happy chance of his meet-
ing al1.d marriage vii th \·lilla .Anderson, one does not know; 
but freedom is fearful to one who has lain long in prison, 
and his recovery of em.otional health was slow a.nd difficult. 
Only after an incomplete course of psychoanalysislO did the 
great weight of repressed fear and guilt, grief and pity 
begin to roll away and leave him free to search for his own 
original identity and unity_ His poetry, which he began 
to \'Jrite seriously at the comparatively late age of thirty-
five, consists largely of meditations upon or projections 
in fable form of the stages of this search. Honest, 
restrained, even austere at times, these meditations are 
entir~ly lacking in bitterness or self-pity. The brittle 
• • ..c> I. - i\",'" 11 d th . . 1 . lronles oJ. vJe l'loaerns an e surprlslng y savage eplgrams 
9IbidiJ, P 11 114. 
lOIbido, pp_ 157 - 159. 
llPublished under pseudonym "Edward r100re 11 (London: 
Allen and Unwin, 1918) CI This work5 now unobtainable, is 
discussed by Peter Butter in Edwin Muir : Nan and Poet 
(Edinburgh: Oliver lli~d Boyd, 1966), ppo 59 - 65. 
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12 published.. in The New Age during his l-Jietzschean phase have 
given wa~y in the poetry to a humble acceptance of paradox as 
he has learned to universalize his own personal erperienceo 
As he travelled b~ckwards in time on his journey of self-
discovery, he began to recognize half-obliterated landmarks 
of the long pilgrimagG of m~~(indo His OVnl islaDd childhood, 
shining at last from the midst of the clouded landscape of 
memory, becam.e the childhood of the hU!11221 race, fu"'1.d he 
realized that individual experience becoDes me~~ingful in the 
degree to which it is seen as a parable that both reveals and 
conceals the truth of a wider reality. 13 Growing out of 
this insight, many of his poems take the form of parables with 
a polysemous texture in which the ostensible situation or 
narrative is a sign of several other layers of analogical 
. 14 
meanlng. 
Muir's search for unity ranges over a scale of 
experience from the immediate subjective condition to the 
most abstract metaphysical concepts. He reflects upon the 
division between intellect and imagination, betvleen necessity 
and freedom, guilt and innocence, between the self in child-
hood and in maturity~ between conscious and unconscious 
mental powers, between man and man, psyche and cosmos o 
Central to all these divisions is the Platonic separation 
between t'i".'o orders of reality, seen in traditional terms as 
natter allc1 spirit, time and eterni t:T. SOlliG comme~tators 
12He contributed to The New Age during the first \~orld 
War, when it was editcd by A.R. Orage, who recognised and 
encouraged Muir's giftso 
l3See Nuir' s account of the story and the fable (F...n 
Autobiography, po 49)0 
14E • g ", IlTroylJ, !1The Enchanted Knighttf ,"Telemachos Remembersf! 0 
13 
on Muir 1 s poetry, notably Kathleen Raine~5 have made particu-
lar mention of his "double vision u , in the sense of his 
recognition of that other dimension that so much modern 
thinking iJrgnores.16 In the beginning, hovlever, double 
vision had been no more than a symptom of the painful inward 
splitting induced by psyc~ic distress. Only when this split 
came to have an outward co~terpart in the cosmic division 
between matter and spirit could he bring the double view into 
focus and accept it as a necessary condition of vision in 
depth. 
Muir's account of his analysis by Maurice Nicoll1? 
some fifteen years after his traumatic bereavements suggests 
that its extreme painfulness may have been due not only to 
the tenacity of his resistance (as he himself suspected)18 
but also to the fact that it forced him to take up the bitter 
task of mourning at precisely the point at which he had cast 
it down so long before. His emotional re-awakening from 
inward paralysis could only come about through a return to 
the stage at which the arrest had occurred, for there is no 
15Kathleen Raine, "The Journey from Eden tJ , New Statesman, 
23rd April, 1960, p. 595. 
16The Scottish psychiatrist, R.D. Laing, considers that 
HOur civilisation represses .0. any form of transcendence. 
Among one-dimensional men, it is not surprising that someone 
with an insistent experience of other dimensions, that he 
cannot entirely deny or forget, will run the risk of being 
destroyed by the others, or of betrayiJ;tg what he knows tf 
(The Divided Self [Penguin Books, 1965J, p. 11). 
l7Nicoll later became a follower of Ouspensl~ and 
Gurdjieff and a successful writer of books on their elaborate 
philosophy of time and of self-development. See The Mark 
(London: Vincent Stuart, 1954). 
IBM • uUlr, ~D Autobiography, p. 158. 
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time in the unconscious, as Freud observes in his writings 
and Muir testifies in his poetryo A vivid dream that he 
experienced in Germany seventeen years after his mother 1 s 
death expresses ~he healing and reviving power of the natural 
release of his grief,19 and is referred to in Chapter III in 
connection with the resurrection of the feminine image in 
Muir's imagli~ationo 
describe in fable form a condition of extreme paralysis of 
natural feeling, and suggest that this state is associated 
with a refusal to mourno In the former poem (originally 
entitled "The Trance") the state of death-in-lii'e is 
presented as a scene from a fairy tale in which the spell 
cast upon the knight permeates the poem with a feellng of 
catatonic or trance-like lethargy. Yet there is, at the 
same time, a peculiarly precise awareness of physical 
surroundings, the detail of which is woven into the trance 
and becomes the decoration of a world of fantasy. The rust 
on the knight's armour has formed a design that resembles 
the flowers of an autumn field, and the spider's web that 
stretches from his ttsharp breastplate to his iron hand" is a 
ffphantom shield" 41 The ploughshare driving nearer is merely 
a flying shadow on the plain, and footsteps pounding past 
his ear bring only the image of armies passing in endless 
line or the forms of ancient friends to whom he cannot res-
pond. A bird's cry is a fflong-lost voice fl belonging to a 
19Ibid., po 1080 
20Edwin Muir, Collected Poems (London: Faber and Faber, 
1963), p. 74. (Hereafter re.ferred to as CP.) 
2lIbido, p. 218. 
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world of action and genuine sensation that remains cut off 
from him. 
But if a withered leaf should drift 
Across his face and rest, the dread drops start 
Chill on his foreheado Now he tries to lift 
The insulting weight that stays and breaks his hearto 
This concluding stanza portrays the profound aYl-xiety 
that attends the impulse to rctLITn to normal reality. Though 
the drifting leaf is a much slighter stimulus than the driv-
ing plough, the pounding footsteps, or the bird's c~J, in 
touching his face it makes a more intimate contact, and 
possibly arouses associations of passing time, the dying 
year, and death itself. It makes the knight suddenly afraid 
of his endless trance; but he is even more afraid of the 
world to 'tvhich he knows he should return. 22 The weight of 
armour on his limbs is really the weight upon his heart that 
paradoxically both stills and breaks ito It is ttinsultingl1 
because the spell is an affront to his sense of being and of 
personal identii ty; but there is also a suggestion that the 
bre~~ing of the heart could shatter the spell, if pride 
would only permit the utter abandonment of grief. 
Professor Butter has rightly remarked that it is 
not necessary to bring in any knowledge of r1uir's life in 
order to respond to this poem; it acts on the imagination 
because it is clearly visualized and Itsuggests a spiritual 
state of alienation'f. 23 One may wonder, however, whether 
the introduction, in the first line, of fiLa Belle Dame Sans 
22The first word of the poem, "lulled ll , is itself 
equivocal, since a mother fflullsft her babe to sleep but 
we may be ttlulled tf into a false sense of security. 
23p • Butter, Edwin X'luir , Writers and Critics Series 
(Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1962), p. 64. 
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Nerci ft (lI'lhich, with its echoes of Keats and of an older 
chivalric tradition, seems a not entirely successful 
intrusion) is related to Muir's feeling that it was the 
withl~olding of pity, particularly for his mother, that was 
crucial in the development of his emotional illness~24 What 
is only obliquely hinted at in ttThe Enchanted Knig.h.ttf is 
much more explicit in a later treatment of the numbing of 
the heart in "The Charm tt , also presented as a scene from a 
fable. This time the poet seems less immediately involved 
and is seeing the tranced condition in a wider perspectiveo 
Language and rhythm are more vigorous and the romantic image 
of La Belle Dame is replaced by the classical figure of 
Helen, who has offered the victim a drug that can take HAll 
memory and all grief" away". When this drug tal;:es effect., 
the drinker's perception of his surroundings begins to 
function at one remove and the outside world becomes both 
uncontrollable and meaningless. 
The crystal spheres on Helen's brow 
Took and gave back the coloured world, 
Yet only seemed to smile or glare 
At nothing but the empty air. 
The serving women crossed the floor 
Swept by a silent tempest, whirled' 
Into the light and through the door. 
This he saw and nothing more, 
~~ile all the charities, unborn, 
Slept soundly in his burdened breast. 
24R•P • Blackmur remarks that, with the exception of lithe 
modern and moody word 'insulting''', this poem is a Brune in 
old ballad form to express and purge the nightmare of the 
White Goddess" ("Edwin Muir : Bet¥-een the Tig~..f f S Paws tf , 
Kenyon ReView, Vol. XXI, No.3, LSummer, 1959J) po 419. 
If we take this to mean the vengeance exacted for failure to 
pay dues to the primordial image of the woman and all the 
intuitive powers she comers upon her devotees, we may 
accept it as a valid insight into the meaning of the poem. 
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\ihat are these crystal spheres? Since they are clearly not 
the prophetic globes of the crystal gazer but seem to l1 smile 
or glare", they resemble eyes that reflect equivocal images 
of the outside 'world without relating them to any inner 
realityo25 Neitr£THelen nor her serving WOfien have any 
natural existence or relationship to the observer~ and, 
indeed, the evil enchantment is so pOVl8:cful that a man could 
look upon the death of his own son, "killed at his feet If , 
without the slightest alteration of his IIdreaming gaze"o 
But far within him something cried 
For the great tragedy to start, 
The pang in lingering mercy fall, 
And sorrow brerut upon his heart. 
The "great tragedyll is life itself, 1I;Jhich can only be 
experienced fully by one who has confronted grief, guilt and 
death and so become capable of joy, innocence and fullness 
of being. 
While it may be thought that truir's early experiences 
were exceptional in many respects, they actually subjected 
him, though in a more sudden and extreme form, to the very 
kinds of alienation that are characteristic of the modern 
condition. 26 The amputation of those deep spiritual roots 
that draw nourishment from the past, the impersonalities of 
a mass civilisation that make a man feel orphaned and alone 
amongst thousands of his fellows, the cold determinism of 
25This is Muir t s way of eJ;:pressing the false vision of the 
alienated self (which implies the corollary that the 
experience of unity is associated with the coalescence of 
inner and outer images). 
26Muir 's realisation of this fact is expressed in poems 
like "Impersonal Calami tytt, "The Interrogation", 11The Good 
Town", etc o 
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positivist philosophies that regard the mysterious world of 
nature as something merely to be eAylored and manipulated -
these have all contributed toward TIla-"king us strangers to our--
selves and to one another. Many who have IGlown no other 
, 
kind of life wrestle blindly with their intuition that some-
thing has gone wrong, and end in sGlf-decep-tion or cynicism. 27 
But Muir had identified his trouble. rtis personal experience 
had bridged more than two centuries of European life, enabling 
him to combine in himself, though at the cost of great personal 
suffering, the simple imaginative world of traditional values 
and the perilously confused world of modern experimentation. 
If his split was deeper and more painful than ours, his 
insight was keener, and his devotion to the work of reconcilia~ 
tion more unswerving. 
Probably the most potent factor in revealing to Muir 
that his own dilemma was a small but faithful reflection of 
a universal one was the powerful upsurge of unconscious 
psychic contents, in the form of extraordinarily vivid dreams 
and visions, that accompanied his experience of psychological 
analysis. The analyst, though influenced by Jung, seems to 
have been baffled by the mythic character of the symbolic 
images rising to the surface of his patient 1 s mind, and was 
not unnaturally alarmed at such a profuse outpouring of 
unconscious material experienced in the form of long sequences 
f ak ' .. 28 o W lng Vlslon. He therefore discouraged any cultivation 
27See lfThe Usurpers", CP., P9 187. 
28In fairness to Maurice Nicoll, it should be added that 
at this time (1920), Jung had not yet developed his theory 
of archetypes, but had emphasized the compensatory function 
of the unconscious, and Nicoll himself had published a book 
elucidating this view. See Maurice Nicoll, Dream 
PsycholoKf (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1917). 
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of such subjective events, and Nuir vIas left in the main to 
interpret them for himself. He recorded them meticulously 
and later included an account of them in his autobiography. 
Astonishing and exhilarating as they were to him~ he was most 
deeply impressed by the fact that they completely lacked ttall 
20 that is usually meant by hur.a.an tl • ./ In fact, they were 
remarkably similar to the kind of dream that Jung has since 
dascribed as archetypal. Noting that 1110St ordinary dreams 
can be interpreted with the help of the dreamer 1 s own 
associations, Jung claims that "when it is a matter of 
obsessive dreaming or of highly emotional dreams, the 
personal associations produced by the dreamer do not usually 
suffice rt to explain them~ for in such cases elements are 
present that do not arise from individual experience but are 
mental forms that tlseem to be aboriginal, innate, and 
inherited shapes of the human mind Tf • 30 He contends that 
just as the human body still bears traces of the general 
anatomical pattern of primitive mammals, so the dream 
pictures of the modern mind may show a relation to the 
primordial images and mythological motifs produced by the 
immensely ancient primitive psyche that was still close to 
that of the animals. 31 Freud had already recognized the 
presence in certain dreams of trJhat he called ltarchaic 
remnants" 0 It is such elements that Jung calls "archetypes", 
29An Autobiography, p. 1670 
30Man and his Symbols, ed. C.G. Jung (London: Aldus 
Books, 1964), p. 67. 
3lMuir possessed a vivid sense of this ancient relation-
ship to the animals, which is referred to in Chapter IV. He 
also speaks of the "animal soult! in his account of his dreams 
(oP. cit., p. 166). 
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by which he means not fixed images but tendencies to fo~m 
varying representations of certain basic motifs; spontaneous 
manifestations, in fantasies and symbolic images, of innate 
urges that occur as mysteriously as the impulse of birds to 
migrate, and which astonish us when they appear in our 
consciousness. InstffilcOS of such arcbetypes are the various 
phases of the hero myth, rituals of i:i.J.itiation (includip.g 
submission to death and re-birth and the sacred marriage) 
and motifs of transcendence (represented by symbolic images 
such as pilgrimage, winged dragons, entwined serpents, bird-
32 flight, etc.). 
Muir himself was aware that his waking dreams had 
IfcomeU to him in some such way, for he felt that Hit ;,vas not 
I who dreamt it, but something else which the psychologists 
call the racial unconscious and for which there are other 
names ll • 33 And indeed there are marked similarities in 
these dreams to the archetypal motifs of transcendence that 
Jung interprets as symbolic representations of the difficult 
process by which the Self seeks wholeness and fulfilment 
through re-integrating the conscious ego with the intuitive 
powers of the unconscious. 34 Though one cannot consider 
all such similarities here, one dream sequence in particular 
deserves mention since it centres upon images notice~bly 
similar to those that Jung observed in certain symbolic 
32Condensed from Man and his Symbols, pp. 67, 69, 110 -
135, 149 - 157. 
33An Autobiography, p. 164. 
34 e • g • the dragon (ibid., p. 160), entwined serpents 
(p. 161), ~light (p. 16~re-birth (p. 164). 
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paintings made by a woman patient in 1928 (some eight years 
after I1uir ' s dream), which led him eventually to formulate 
his theory of archetypes. 35 One of the images painted by 
this Woman compri'ses a sun or sphere in conjunction with 
serpents36 and recalls Muir's description of similar imagerye 
I was standing besid.e a little mountain pool 
fringed with rushes.. T;'le sky had. t:le whitish 
bruised look which it sometimes has before sunrise. 
As I looked at it I saw two little clouds like 
scraps of paper floating towards each other, and 
for the first time I was afraid, I could not tell 
why. The two clouds met, blazed up, and turned 
into an angry sun. The sun began to revolve 
across the sky. As it revolved, two serpents, 
one red and the other yellow, broke through its 
crust and began a furious locked battle. Still 
revolving, bearing the battling serpents with it, 
the sun l)urst into flames and in a moment turnBd 
to ashes 9 Black now, it went on wheeling across37 the paper-white sky. 
In the remainder of the sequence, the sphere stopped 
ffi1d sent out legs, climbing spider-like down an invisible 
thread towards the dreamer, who now saw it to be a fabulous 
creature with an armoured body and a head that was part 
woman and part bird. The dreamer found himself to be naked 
and armed with a broadsword, with which he struck the 
creature on the brow. As this produced no effect, he 
thrust the sword in at the joint of the armour and twisted 
35He fOU~ld that these images, unconsciously ejl2.ploY8d to 
e::hrpress a process of inward transformation, closely resembled 
ti.le mystical s:YTlools of the Hermetic and alchemical tradition 
and that ot~Gr patie~ts in sinilar circumstances also 
a~0peared to -orocLuce tllem spontal1.eously.. See e.G. Ju...11g, 
Co11ected -\:]orks, trans 0 R.F .. C" Hull (London: Routledge and 
Kegan ~au~, 1959), Volo IX, Part I, entitled The Archetypes 
and the Collective Unconscious, ppo 295 - 313~ 
36See reproductions in ibid .. , Pictures 3 ~ L~, 5, 9'} 10 'J 
following ~o 2920 
37.:.\..11 Autobiof5ra.ph7, p. 161 .. 
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it furiously 0 Thereupon the mail burst open and something 
with white wings, robed in white, fluttered into the sky, 
while the torn armour closed itself and disappeared into 
the ground. The entire sequence seemed to iiuir to have 811 
apocalyptic significance. The sun seemed to be lIa fantastic 
image of tine It ~ and If the ~at·tle with the wh.eeling sun, which, 
after r~uming through all its revolutions, becomes the 
sphin..x, is the last battle with time!l that finally releases 
the spirit into eternity.38 If, however, one permits 
oneself the liberty of fitting some of Jungls psychological 
interpretations to MuirJ s imagery, one may see the angry 
sun as a symbol of the self rejecting its own elements of 
feeling and intuition and burning itself out to a death-like 
state of extreme opposition. 39 This could well be an 
accurate reflection of I-1uir f s psychic condition at about 
this time. But there are cosmic implications as well. The 
SUll, climbing dO"lrm an invisible thread like a spider, recalls 
the Indian image of the sun us a spider or IIcosmic weaver H 
38Ibido, p. 165. 
39The battling serpents are possibly a form of the 
entwined or coupling serpents in the emblem of the Hermetic 
caduceus; their colours, red and yellow, represent feeling 
and intuition (Jung, Ope cit., pp, 311, 379). The black 
sun in the white sky, suggesting opposition, recalls Blake's 
black sun surrounded by black and white spiders in the 
"infinite AbysstJ. 
!lBy degrees we beheld the infinite Abyss, .fiery as the smoke 
of a burning city; beneath us, at an immense distance, "ltvas 
the sun, black but shining; round it were fiery tracks on 
which revolv'd vast spiders, crawling after their prey ..• 
r now asked BY companion which was my eternal lot? he said: 
'between the black and white spiders'tf (liThe l-larriage of 
Heaven and Hell, 11 The Poetical Works of William Blake, 
ed.John Sampson "(London: Oxford University Press, 1934), 
pp. 256 - 257). 
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binding the world to itself,40 while the second part of;the 
dream sequence, as Muir himself understood, suggests that 
the sphinx 1 s riddle of the nature of the divided self can be 
solved if it is seen in terms of flesh and spirit, and so 
offers the possibility of self-transcendence.41 These 
spontaneous mythoJogical images fulfilled the f1L'Ylction of 
ordering and 81cpressinG t~e profound transformation that was 
taking place in ~luirJs subjective life, and simultaneously 
gave him the enduring belief that dreams, myths and fables 
enshrine the eternal truths of man's nature and destiny. 
The conviction of 1timmortalityu42 that came to him at this 
time was not connected with any systematic doctrine, but was 
a way of describing an experience of the expansion of the 
self into a non-temporal and non-spatial order of being. 
J1Lng observes that such a feeling accompanies a break-through 
into the world of the unconscious, and may be aroused by 
participation in religious ritual or the initiation ceremonies 
of the mystery religions;43 but, whether one calls it the 
collective unconscious, the Anima Mundi, or the world of 
spiritual reality, the fact is that Muir felt freed of the 
limitations of everyday conscious personality and had entered 
408ee Mircea Eliade, The Two and the One, trans. J.l1. 
Cohen (London: Harvill Press, 1965), pp. 171 - 1730 
41These images were to be employed in "The Ballad of 
the Soul tt and ltThe Fall", but one feels that their personal 
significance for 11uir outweighed their utility as elements 
in his poems. 
42An Autobiograph~, p. 170. 
43Jlmg, The Archetypes of the Collective Unconscious, 
ppo 117, 136, 142. 
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into a sense of freedom and timelessness completely different 
in quality from the false timelessness of emotional paralysisu 
This is reflected in his poetry, where the unreality of liThe 
Charm ll or of the 'first part of liThe Labyrinth" -
For in the maze time had not been with me; 
I had strayed , it seer::ec-:' 'J past S1.ill and season anc1 change, 
Past rest and motion, fer I could not tell 
At last if I moved or stayed; 
is a sort of perversion of the vital moment of vision in lfThe 
.Annlmciation fl , where the angel and the girl are locked in a 
mutual gaze of spiritual love and are transported beyond 
normal time-bound existence. 
Outside the window footsteps fall 
Into the ordinary day 
And with the sun along the wall 
Pu~sue their Ul~returning way. 
SOlmds' perpetual roundabout 
Rolls its numbered octaves out 
And hoarsely grinds its battered tune. 
But through the endless afternoon 
These neither speak nor novement m~~e~ 
But stare into their deepening trance44 
As if their gaze would never break. 
How like, and yet how utterly unlike, the immobility in "The 
Enchanted Knighttt and the tranced gaze into the crystal 
spheres in "The Charm 1t this mystical state is. Such moments 
of tthigher consciousness lf , as Eliot has called them, resemble 
the timeless eJ~eriences that seem to come naturally to poets 
in early childhood.45 
44uITlh 
..... e .Annunciation ff , OP., p. 223. 
450ne thinks of Thomas Traherne : fJThe corn was orient 
and immortal wheat, which never should be reaped, nor was 
ever sown. I thought it had stood from everlasting to 
everlasting 11 Cpenturies of f1editation~, III, 3). 
My childhood all a myth 
Enacted in a distant isle; 
Time with his hourglass and his scythe 
Stood dreaming on the dial, 
And did not move the whole day long 
That immobility might save 
Continually the dying son~ 
The flower, the falling waveo 
And at each corner of the wood 
In which I played the ancient play, 
Guarding the traditional day 46 
The falthful watchers stood. 
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This IItraditional day" differs from the tfordinary day" (ttThe 
.Annunciation ff ) chiefly in that time stops and the sun seems 
to stand still; in such passages a condition of stasis 
characterises the experience of being at one either with a 
world of spiritual love or with the world of natural beauty. 
In a late poem, this mystical power of stopping the process 
of temporal life seems to be recovered almost at will. 
I see you stand at your window and softly arrest 
Tree, bird and man and the nightward hastening sun 
In an endless stasis, and what was given before 
You opened your eyes upon the changing earth 47 
Is there, and for a moment you are at home. 
Thin is in marked contrast to the poisoned stasis of deadlock 
found in "The Enchanted Knight", for, where formerly the 
poet's whole inward life was arrested, in the true vision the 
universe itself is lifted into the eternal day of unified 
being. The first state expresses conflict, the second trans-
cendence. 
To sum up those elements of Muir's personal 
experience that are of particular significance for his 
poetry, one may say that the special quality of his verse, 
46 uThe t1yth tf , QE:., p. 144. 
47uDialoguetf, CF., p. 275. 
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which has little in common with contemporary trends, can 
perhaps be attributed to the unusual circumstence that his 
sensibility was bred upon a few simple but grandly patterned 
images and his imagination nourished by traditional ballads 
and folktales and scriptural and classical myth. 48 When 
this essentially pastoral sensibility was confronted with the 
meaningless multiplicity of impersonal nodern objects,49 and 
subjected to the shock of a fourfold bereavemem, it found 
itself unable to order its sensations and feelings in any 
patterns that corresponded to its inner configurations. The 
resulting mental aDd emotional split seemed total, ~Ultil his 
healing visions convinced him of the enduring validity of 
inborn images behind and beneath the flux of human history. 
The timelessness and completeness of his original world of 
infancy, his 1Jfalltf into self-consciousness and moral conflict, 
and his search for a new synthesis, were the separate acts of 
a great mythic drama of Eden, the Fall and the Promise that 
links each individual life with the life of the universe; 
and the pain£ul split itself was the shadow of that Platonic 
structure of appearance and reality, the actual and the ideal, 
that characterizes all traditional cosmologies and forms the 
twin pillars supporting the world of art and poetry. But 
48Helen Gardner chose Muir as the subject of her W.D. 
Thomas Memorial Lecture for two reasons, one of them being 
the fact that he "left school at fourteen and never attended 
a university. He was something that is becoming r~r and 
rarer under our new educational system : a self-educated man • 
••• He was quite outsid~ the professional pattern of most 
poetE of this centuryU(~University of Wales Press, Cardiff, 
1961J p. 5) ." 
49See Edwin Muir, The Estate of Poetry (London: Hogarth 
Press, 1962), pp. 7, 8, ~or an account of the way in which 
"secondary objects" isolate us from the natural world. 
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these insights were only to grow upon him graduallya In his 
autobiography, he tells us that he had been writing verse for 
ten years before he realised that he was writing a "poetry of 
symbols drawn froin memoryff, 50 and then only Vtlhen it was pointed 
out to him. 
Mllirts poetic vision is given to us, then, in terms of 
an archetypal world of traditional syr:bolic images instead of 
the actualiti8s of contemporary life. Amongst his most 
characteristic images we find not the tube-train or the gas-
works but the stylised forms of heraldic art : mountain and 
hill, forest and plain, castle and harvest field, hound and 
quarry, fabulous beasts and pastoral animals, and the 
strangely static battle scenes of allegory. Even in a poem 
entitled IJThe Wayside Station", Muir admits only the crawling 
serpent of smoke from the engine before turning to the sky, 
the landscape, and the wakening farmhouse rousing to the ache 
of daily existence, for only images stamped and humanised by 
ancestral experience seem valid currency to him.5l In the 
same way, his diction is the "common language of English 
literature: direct, without syntactical complexity, easily 
under:stood by ar:w ordinarily literate person. There is no 
straining after originality or special effects, only the 
sincere (occasionally too earnest) attempt to communicate an 
authentic personal vision which penetrates beyond the immediate 
50Muir, An Autobiography, p. 208. 
~~uir possessed a birthright rare in the modern world, 
and perhaps irrecoverable, in being able to write for his 
tribe, to speak with the voice of the ancestorsft (Kathleen 
Raine, Defending Ancient Springs, p. 10). 
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sur.face of li.fe. By the modesty o.f his means and the honesty 
and charity o.f his intention, he is al)le to remind us that 
this vision is also our common heritage. 52 
All we have seen it; while we look we are 
There truly, and even now in memory, 
Here on this road, .following a .falling star. 53 
Yet, .for many moderns, the traditional images Muir 
employs may seem to have su.ff'ered an irreversible attrition6ll 
Eobert Graves, in an earl3' poem entitled !tIn Procession", tells 
how this dilemma prevents him .frcm mc~ing any authentic poetic 
use of those images that appear on the edges o.f sleep. He sees 
them, nevertheless, and lists them in deliberately ironical 
juxtapositions so that they deteriorate into nursery rhyme and 
nonsense verse, the rhythmic unreason o.f children's songs, the' 
"Land o.f lJhippergiunytf. Yet they are precisely similar to the 
images that Muir employs for an entirely serious purpose. 
The Carnival wagons 
With their saints and dragons 
On the scroll of my teeming mind, 
The Creation and Flood 
With our Saviour's Blood 4 
And .fat Silenus t .flagons ••• 5 
52uHe compels our assent not by the force of an argument 
but by the clarity with which he has illuminated a part of 
the deepest truth our culture can give USH (Daniel Hof£man, 
Barbarous Knowledge~ MYth in the Poetry of Yeats, Graves and 
Muir [New York: Oxford University Press, 1967J, p. 255). 
53 CP., p. 174. See Appendix D. 
54Robert Graves (Penguin Books, 1957\ p. 44. 
This recalls ~Iuir I s "The Solitary Place". 
It 0 certain prophecy, 
And .faithful tragedy, 
Furnished with scenery of sorrow and stri£e~ 
The Cross and the Flood 
And Babel's towers 
And Abel's blood 
.And Eden's bowers." 
( OP., p • 81.) 
~here are many more similarities of imagery between Graves's 
poem lli"'1.d Muir's work as a whole, e.g. the procession itsel.f, 
the mountain, banners, horsemen, rare beasts, the goat horned 
vIi th gold (see Muir f S rr Archaic goat 1.vi th silver horn!f in ffThe 
Island ll ) and even the Town of Hell itself (see HOn Saturday 
nights in every street in HelIn in "Miltontt). 
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Graves regrets that, on waking, he lacks the courage to 
renew his speech with these images, 
But cowardly I tell 
RatheF of the town of Hell 
<II • • • • • 
Where between sleep and sleep I dwell. 
Muir, however, by virtu3 of his early life in Orkney, is 
still able to speak of the anciel'l-c f'or:::.s that appear in 
dreams. In "Day and Nighttt, he describes hovi, in childhood, 
he learned .from the night: 
only what I knew, 
Knew, yet never had been told; 
A speech that from the darl~ess grew 
Too deep for daily tongues to say, 
A~chaic dialogue of a few 
Upon the sixth or seventh day. 
And shapes too simple for a place 
In the day's shrill complexity 
Came and were more natural, more 
Expected than my fathert s face 
Smiling across the open door, 
More simple than the sanded floor 55 
In unexplained simplicity. 
Early experience had taught him to respond naturally to the 
symbolic utterances of the dreaming mind, so that, in later 
life, he was able to find wholeness in the dialogue between 
the ego and the unconscious, and to bear witness to this 
discovery with simple dignity. His constant endeavour to 
blend the two voices of dar~Jless and daylight precluded the 
assumption o.f any pose or lfmask ll ; indeed, he deplored the 
cultivation of personality in this sense, and the qualities 
to which his friends and acquaintances testify56 - his 
55 g~., p. 240. 
56See Peter Butter, Edwin Muir : ~an and Poet (Edinburgh: 
Oliver and Boyd, 1966) for personal accounts of such 
impressions, e.g. those of ~ITs. Oeser and Tom Scott (pp. 156, 
157) • 
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gentleness, his peculiar radiance, his muted voice, and the 
eJctraordinary integrity T.S. Eliot felt in him97 aTe faith-
fully reflected in his poetryo 
57 UHis personality made a deep imlJression upon lile, and 
especially the impression of o~e very rare fu~d precious 
quality. There have been other enColmters in my life 
1tlith men who have left m.e wi tIl the im~9ression of this 
particular quality, including several men l,vhom I have never 
come to know well. The:r have been those men of whom I 
should say without hesitation that they were men of complete 
integrity. And as I have grown older, I have come to 
realise how rare this quality is ••• I stress this unmistake-
able integrity, because I came to recognise it in Edl,vin 
T1uir f s work as well as in the man himselftr (Pre.face to Edvvin 
Muir: Selected Poems, ed. T.S. Eliot (London: Faber and 
Faber, 1965J ). 
CHAPTER II 
CHILDHOOD AND THE LOST PARADISE 
Remember therefore fro:-a whence thou art fallen o 
Hevelation 2 : 5. 
Make him know his childhood again; the unconscious 
and the wonderful and the saga-cycle, infinitely 
rich in darkness, of his forebodeful opening years. 
Rainer I-Iari a Rilke. 
When Muir came, many years later, to look back upon 
his first attempts to write poetry, he said: 
I must have been influenced by something, since 
we all are, but when I try to find out what it was 
that influenced me, I can only think of the years of 
childhood which I spent on my father's farm in the 
little island of Wyre in Orkney, and the beauty I 
apprehended then, before I lcnew there was beauty •• 0 
I do not know whether in others the impressions of 
the first seven years of their lives remain so vivid 
and lasting, or if it is good that they should. In 
any case we need a symbolical stage on which the drama 
of human life can play itself out for us, and I doubt 
whether we have the liberty to choose it. The little 
island was not too big for a child to see in it an 
image of life: land and sea and sky, good and evil, 
happiness and grief, life and death discovered them-
selves to me there; and the landscapelwas so simple 
that it made these things simple too. 
\irren he and his wife moved from London to Europe 
in the summer of 1921, he was just beginning to recover from 
his long ttillness II. Three early poems, 1I0ctober at Hellbrun fl , 
IIAutumn in Prague ff2 and "When the Trees Gr01l'T Bare on the High 
Hillstf, which are the fruit of this development, seem filled 
IMuir, .An Autobiograph.y, p. 206. 
2See Appendix A. 
/ 
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with the delicate, brooding peace of convalescence. During 
this period, reviving memories of childhood reminded him 
that he had once possessed a sense of undivided identity and 
of complete harmony with the natural world, a feeling of 
"immortality" undisturbed by the passage of time or the 
process of change and decay_ Of the early poems which were 
retained in Collected Poems 1921 - 1958 (some of those 
rejected had expressed a vague, romantic nostalgia for the 
past), the first two are based directly on genuine early 
memories. The first, entitled simply "Childhood", presents 
the small boy's view of his island landscape with all its 
separate objects lapped in the harmony which sprang from his 
sense of unity ;.1ith his home and parents. 
Long time he lay upon the sunny hill 
To his fatherts house below securely bound. 3 
From this hill he gazes out upon the dark islands lying in 
mist upon the "silent, changing sound" and, although from 
this vantage point they all appear joined together, he lcnows 
that they are actually separated by "unseen straitstf. In 
imagination, he sees their shores, with the light shining 
upon the sand, and he walks joyfully from one to another 
through the clear, shallow waters. A passing ship moves so 
slowly that it seems motionless and the whole world timeless; 
the coming of evening is heralded only by the length of the 
shadows cast by the grass and the sound of his mother's voice. 
3HiS father's house became a symbol of the centre of 
identity, e.go the house in ffThe Journey Back" and ttThe 
Sufficient Place tf, and it reappears in fl.Abraham 11 0 Its signi-
ficance as a linlt between the story and the fable is doubt-
less reinforced by Muir's recollection of his father's 
Sunday prayers, which always included a reference to II an 
house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens ll (lliS!., 
p. 26) 0 
The grasses threw straight shadows far away 
imd from the house his mother cal:ed his name. 
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The ending of the poem not only echoes the link \vith h0111e 
that was establ~shed in the beginning but evokes a sense of 
the m.ystery of one's ovm identity that the calling of one r S 
name often conjures up in early childhood. The unity of 
time and space that enfolds this infant world is linked 
with the knowledge of himself as paEtof the close kinship 
of his family, and the poem comes full circle in an aware-
ness of home, balanced bet~."een the father and the mother, 
which embraces a vision of the world gathering together its 
disparate parts (the dark islands upon the sound and the 
voyage that appears motionless) into an lIimage of forever, 
one and whcl e tl • 4 Everything Muir had lost and now knew 
that he yearned for was to be found again preserved inviolate 
in the storehouses of memory, precious images which were to 
be projected in imagination upon the whole of his later 
eA~Grience, gathering it into mythic patterns and neutralis-
ing his fear of disorder and alienation, of the ultimate mean-
inglessness of contemporary cUlture. 5 
The second poem, flHorses fJ, is an early instance of 
this kind of projection in action, for it presents an 
experience in which farm animals seen in adulthood are 
suddenly clothed with the numinous power they had for the 
poet in childhood. The fllumbering horses in the steady 
_._-------
4This phrase is taken from Muir I s last poem~ 1fI Have 
Been Taught n , in which his debt to his parents and the past 
is again acknowledged. 
5Something of this childish vision from the hill on the 
island reappears in the mythic image of the "gods ll in ffThe 
Labyrinth 11 • 
/ 
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ploughtt , so solid and commonplace, become in that instant 
terrible, "wild and strange ll • Their conquering hooves seem 
to move in an archaic t1ritual tf ; they are tlcherubim u '~hose 
eyes gleam "'lith an "apocalyptic light". 6 Once again, 
movement (~'their hooves like pistons ff ) is oddly combined 
with a sense of ttstanding still", and when this other-worldly 
vision fades, the poet is left longing 
for that dread country crystalline 
Where the blank field and the still-standing tree 
Were bright and fearful presences to me. 
It is a world of the mythopoeic imagination that combines 
contra:'py feelings (tJbright and fearful t1 ) in a mysterious new 
synthesis.? This point will be taken up again in Chapter 
IV when one comes to consider the function of Muir 1 s emQlems. 
A glance at a later poem will help to illustrate the 
development of Muir's sense of the healing power of childhood 
memories and his affirmation of the permanent validity of 
images first recognised in infancy. "The Sufficient Place",8 
from the collection ~ourneys and Places (1937), opens with 
the injunction to usee" that the winding, silver roads lead 
in !fto this still place like evening ll • Some focus of 
experience is being asserted here; the house, the hill and 
the feeling of evening recall the remembered landscape of 
t~Childhood11, but now the addition of tall trees, heavy 
6Despite derivative elements, this poem conveys a fresh 
and immediate sense of a primitive kind of imagination at 
work on ordinary images, and already includes some of the 
aspects of myth that are considered in Chapters IV and Vo 
?In recording the mixed feelings of terror and love that 
he felt for his father's horses when very small, Muir com-
ments that this combination of emotions lIaclded up to vlorship 
in the Old Testament sense" (An Autobiography, p. 22). 
8 OP., p. 86. 
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with ffsummer :foliage U and cro\'lded Ylith birds (which 
certainly do not belong to Orkney but are traditional 
symbols of spiritual maturity), links actual memories with 
the archetypal images of dreams ~ 9 The parental figures 
are not simply the felt presences of the earlier poem but 
have become generalised allegorical images or symbols. 
Within the doorway stand 
TloJ'o .figures, Man and y./oman, simple and clear 
As a child t s f"irst images. 
Inside the house is a room where uAlI's suff'icienttf; it 
is a place of spiritual replenishment to which the world 
comes in and goes out again. Like Kafka, Muir often 
employs the image of a room or house to symbolise a 
psychological state, though in Kafka's experience it was 
never possible to reach any centre of wholeness and unity 
from which to draw strength.9a The house, the ~igures in 
the doorway, the room within, are Muir's still centre, his 
uhome tf , \rlhera the. circling tumult of temporal life is 
caught up into the peace and harmony of' imaginative vision. 
He specifically calls it tfthe Pattern" and ttthe .Archetypes u 
which, by some magical process, can tlchanget1 one's eyes 
and make fa summer silence / Amid the tumult u • Although 
not entirely successful, this poem is of interest for its 
9Muir once dreamed of his home as being surrounded by 
great trees w'ith dark, thick leaves (An Autobiography, Pfl 64)0 
9a:aa1ph J 0 1'-1i11s comments on Muir and Kafka: fi\fuat K 
doesn l t know and Muir learns before our eyes in his poetry is 
that the castle is just next door and requires an alteration 
within us for entrance : a. movement costly to make because 
our own lv-eight is terrible to lifttt (flEd\'lTin 1"Iuir : A Speech 
from Darkness Grown tJ , Accent, XIX, (Winter 1959), p. 56). 
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definite statement of the position Muir had arrived at 
t 
by this time. 10 One notices that the nsilver roads" are 
contrasted with ttthese roads tt , emphasizing the polCU'ity 
of the ideal and the actual and Muir's sometimes Ullcertain 
tenure ot-both orders,ll and that the still centre is able 
to arrest a cyclic movement that is uwildu at the periphery 
but winds in toward the mid-point. 
It is apparent that at this stage Muir was no 
longer unconscious of the usymbols drawn from memoryU that 
governed his poetry and had come to understand their func-
tion of ordering the chaotic elements of experience~ 
Already, in Variations on a Time The~ (1934) he had 
related hia own childhood to the myth of Eden and begu.u 
to explore the parallels between individual experience and 
the Old Testament stories. 12 But though he had discovered 
that early childhood held the key to the imaginative order-
ing of experience, it was not an easy task to recover the 
pure vision enclosed at the very heart of memory. This 
was partly because it had been overlaid by custom and 
education but chiefly because the unity and timelessness 
lORis al"lareneSS of his own use of symbolism must have 
dated from about 1931. 
11A similar poem, tfThe Return lt , first published in ~].1e 
Listener in 1947, is based on a dream, and seems to express 
a pairiful conflict between the profound desire to rest per-
manently in the peace and harmony of the centre and the lleed 
to follow the road of this world to the end (CP., po 166). 
1211 A child in Adam t s field I dreamed a1J1a:s-
I1y one eternity and hour less day 
Ere from my wrist Time's bird had learned to fly, 
Or I had robbed the Tree of which I die, 
Whose boughs rain still, whose fruit wave-green 
shall fall 
Until the last great autumn reddens all. It 
( ltVariations on a Time Theme III, 11 C~., 1"'. 42). 
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of the infant world are bound up with a state of uinnocence u 
t 
that cannot last. 13 The necessity to become conscious of 
one's own separate individuality in relation to people and 
things and to take moral responsibility for one's own 
actions and feelings brings conflict within the developing 
personality and division between the self and the surround-
ing world. This is the Utall into time tl • In his auto-
biography, Muir has given a moving account of this crisis 
in his own life which provided his primary symbol of the 
Fall from Eden. 14 
He outlines three stages of early childhood which 
take place before school~going age, at which time, he says, 
Ita part of our childhood stops for good". For him, there 
was the earliest memory of all, in which he seemed to be 
lying in a cradle, watching the motes dancing in a beam of 
sunlight and feeling his mother's pervading presence& 
Then there was the "petticoat stage": that of the toddler 
umoving safely among enormous presences", and this, in 
turn, was followed by the trouser stage, which brought 
the knowledge that he was a boy, not a girl, tlno longer 
in the world where there is no marriage or giving in 
marriage It • During this third stage, the child 1 s original 
vision of the world is lost, harmony is shat-tered, and 
"contradiction enters life tt • In Muir's case, an illness, 
13ane wonders whether this state is more marked under 
traditional conditions; the modern formula-fed infant, 
forced to fit into the clock-watching routines of the con-
temporary world, can hardly have much unity and timeless-
ness to surrender. 
14E~g. It appears in the poetry in various forms: as 
the loss of vision in "The Three I1irrors u , "The 1tJindow" 
and JtThe Young Princes tt , as the disintegration of society 
in ItScotland 19L~1 fJ and tiThe Good Town tt , and as exile after 
the fall of Troy in flA Trojan Slave. 1f 
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the painful death of a friendly neighbouring farmer, and 
an obscure feeling of foreboding combined to make this 
crisis particularly terrifying. His sense of guilt may, 
he thinks~ have had its origin in a child's brooding 
curiosity' about sex, ftnatural in i tsel! but coloured with 
guilt by the thoughts of their elders l1 • This strange 
simultaneity of innocence and guilt was to be recreated 
in a poem entitled tiThe Gate tt , 15 where t\vO children are 
corrupted by their uneasy perception that adults, in 
attempting to protect a child's innocence, are putting on 
masks flover their tell-tale facesfJ, and it was to develop 
eventually into the paradoxical sense of the creative 
embrace of good and evil which emerges in poems like 
ffOedipus f1 and HOne Foot in Eden" 0 The adult's judgmen-t 
of sin is accepted on trust by a child, so that he is 
i"illed with a fear and guilt that he cannot explain, much 
less confide to his parents. In the seven-year~old Edwin's 
mind~ this floating anxiety became attached to hj.s father' s 
prohibition against touching a poisonous sack of sheep-dip. 
He could not be certain that he had not touched it, and 
went about in constant fear of death, washing his hands 
many times a day until they appeared wasted and transparent. 
His mother often looked anxiously at him, sensing his 
isolation. 
And I had actually gone away into a world where 
every object was touched with fear, yet a world 
of the same size as the ordinary world and corres-
ponding to it in every detail : a sort of 
parallel world divided by an endless unbreakable 
sheet of glass from the actual worldo 
It was like Ha clear cloud or bubble tf surrounding him, and 
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"when that film dissolved, th~ world my eyes saw was a 
different world from my first childish one j which never 
returned againo fj 16 In f-act , although the glassy barrier 
had soon melted away, he had already experienced the 
ominous foretaste of that psychic split that was to over-
take him in early maturity. 
This first e;perience of guilt was very beautifully 
recreated in Muir's novel, Poor Tom,17 where it is associa-
ted with a little girl from a neighbouring farm with whom 
the child, l'-lansie, had played secret games of innocent sexual 
curiosity. To him it now seemed a "sin of awful dimensions", 
but it was only in the adult \,lorld that he felt guilt; tfin 
the other country where he lived with his playmate there 1vas 
no evil". Hence, it was a ltfabulous sinff, belonging to 
another order of values, and not a sin to him, only to his 
elders or to a shadowy figure that might be God. During 
adolescence, this memory becrune more shameful, since it now 
had projected upon it the awakened sexuality of puberty, and, 
seen in this light, it even possessed something of "the dis-
grace of impotence". Eventually, as the memory itself faded 
all that remained was a thickly woven cloud, cor-
poreally oppressive, and both bright and dense, like 
a golden nightmare weighing on his mindo Yet at the 
same time he felt that this cloud lay deeper in child-
hood than any other memory he could summon; lay there, 
ring-shaped~ in an almost terrifyingly secure and 
still zone., at that very heart of childhood into t'>lhich 
it is perilous even for children to venture too fare 
Its radiance was richer than the light on the li-ttle 
green hill behind the house where he had lain so often 
and watched the ships passing over the sOlmd in the 
shadow of the black islands - passing so slowly that 
he could discern no motion in them, and yet saw, withlB 
a feeling of ,vonders that they had moved. 
l6This account is condensed from An Autobiogran4y, ppo 
34 - 35-
17 London: J.M. Dent and Sons, 19320 
l8These quotations are all taken from ~bido, pPG 110-112. 
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In such passages, one can see the actual memory of an early 
t 
emotional experience undergoing development into a traditional 
mythic symbol of the loss of primal innocence. It becomes joy-
ful as well painful, secure though perilous, and full of 
strange meaning, for behind the wall of shame lies hidden the 
golden memory of the lost Eden, where the figures of Mansia 
(surely his name is equivalent to little Adam?) and the little 
girl play forever in original spontaneity and freedom. Once 
again, one finds the suggestion that mythic symbols have a 
cryptic power of combining contrary feelings in new and 
significant; syntheses. The image of the cloud reappears 
in the poem of that name,19 where it i~ associated with the 
recognition that the image of fallen man: 
the face once broken in Eden, 
B~loved, world-without-end lamented face, 
is bound up in love, grief, and hope with our true identity. 
The image of the cloudy ring enclosing the symbolic memory 
evolves, later in the book, into the perfect circle of 
mystical experience that surrounds Mansie in the presence 
of Tom's body,20 and is also related to the "grassy ringlt in 
the poem entitled f1The Ringft~21 
Another memory belonging to this period, which 
develops in Poor Tom into something very like an emblematic 
device and thus presumably illuminates Muir's sense of the 
reconciling power of emblems, is the incident concerning the 
19"The Cloud It , OF., p. 245_ 
20Thi . . f d t .. Ch t IV"" f . s experlence 1.S re erre 0 agaJ.n 111 ap 'er 0 
the present discussion. 
21Cp ~, p. 113 e 
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new-born lambs. In his autobi9graphy, Muir describes it as 
follows: 
I have a picture of my mother taking me by the hand 
one green spring day and leading me to the yard at 
the back of the house to see two new-born lambso 
Some bloody, wet, rag-like stuff was lying on the 
grass, and a little distance Rt'lay the two lambs 
were sprawling with their spindly legs doubled up. 
Everything looked soft and new - the sky, the sea, 
the grass, the two lambs, which seemed to have been 
cast up without warning on the turf; their eyes 
still had a bruised look and their hoofs were freshly 
lacquerede They paid no attention to me when I went 
up to pat them, but kept turning their heads with 
sudden gentle movements which belonged to some other22 
place. 
Some pages later, he adds: 
With my first sight of the two lambs that foreign, 
dirty-red, rag-like stuff is associated like a stain12~ 
and I still cannot see. them without seeing it. ,~ 
Yet, in Poor Tom, this picture has become a simplified and 
healing image, quite free from distressing or disgusting 
elements. Mansiels mother, allowing him out for the first 
time after an illness, had taken him to see the new lambe 
As between two folds of cloud he could still see 
the black lamb beside its mother against the spring 
sky •• 0 the lamb seemed both surprised and glad to be 
on the earth. And suddenly as though it had come 
for thi8~ a black lamb cast up without warning on the 
green sward, it charmed him out of his nightmare, and24 he sa~l the young sky and the great world outspread. 
It is not difficult to see in this black lamb on a green ground 
a conventionalised heraldic image symbolic of the child's ovln 
subjective state and erpressing both transcendence of the con-
fIlet between guilt and innocence and reconciliation with the 
source of love. Such an image might lrlell have develcped in 
22An Autobiogr~, po 31, 
23Ib · d 36 
-2....-, p. 0 
24 Poor To~, p~ 115. 
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the poetry into the tradition~ symbol of Christ as sacri-
£icial victim had it not been ~or Muir's strongly ambivalent 
emotions in this regard 0 25 
Mourning for the lost world of childhood, that had 
disappeared with the first fear of death and the advent of 
the glassy barrier, was surely the emotional root that 
blossomed imaginatively into that strange and poignant poem, 
"The Child Dying", 26 which is filled "lith such stark appre-
hension of approaching dissolution. One feels that it 
carries much the same allegorical overtones as Blake's 
The 
ffLittle Boy Lostt1 and seems to echo its appeal to the father 
1\ 
who leaves the child behind. Some of the ac·t;ual elements 
of the poem show a relation to Muir's own experience; f9r 
instance, in the first stanza, tfbeyond all doubtH and 
I1miracle u seem to recall his account o:f the child's taking 
on trust the incomprehensible judgments of the adult world, 
an act \-Thich is somehow necessary before a more mature stage 
25This attitude is considered in some detail in Chapter 
IV of the present study. As it is, within two years of the 
publication of Poor Tom, one finds heraldic emblems appearing 
in UVariations on a Time Theme Xu (OP. p. 52), but they are 
the dragon and the lion, presented as primordial images that 
are still faithful guardians of the mythic meaning of death 
and rebirth, even though they have lost their transforming 
pO~ler in the popular imagination~ Here it is the lion, a 
traditional symbol of resurrection~ who u,,/as crucified ff , 
while the death of the dragon is a Hermetic symbol of spirit-
ual transformation. Soon after this, Muir wrote tiThe 
Original Place!! (CPo, po 85) lrlhich ends ~lith a statement of 
the existence of an inscrutable IIstronghold ll at the centre 
of temporal reality which can never be overthro1V,U since it 
marks the point vlhere eternity intersects timee 
if There the hero was slain 
That bleeds upon our shields. U 
But it is not a lamb. That image only appears in the form 
of the mild flocks of millennial pastures. 
26g ,!., po 178. 
of life can supervene. At the same time, the extinction of 
t 
the child's view of the universe robs the eternal world of 
its substance and the actual world of its splendour. 
Father~ father, I dread this air 
Blovln from the far side of despair, 
The'cold, cold cornero \{hat house, what hold, 
What hand is there? I look and see 
Nothing-filled eternity, 
And the great round world grows weak and old. 
Hold my hand, oh hold it fast -
I am changing! - until at last 
My hand in yours no more will change, 
Though you~s change on. You here, I there, 
So, hand in hand, twin-leafed despair -
I did not know death was so strange. 
While the poem evokes a powerful sense of the painful bewilder-
ment aroused by the act of dying in a life that has scarcely 
yet begun, familiarity with Muir's thought and experienc~ 
suggests that it can also be regarded as a kind of parable of 
the divided human creature seen symbolically as a developing 
conscious adult and a dead child fastened together in mut.ual-:--
loss and despair. Such an additional dimension of meaning 
need not detract in any way from the pathos of the child's 
fear and distress, for he is actually slipping a .... 1ay out of 
the only world he knowso 27 It is also consistent with Muir's 
recollection of the anguish of this experience and with his 
placing of it in the fable. In the mythopoeic world, the 
death of a child is the death of all childhood everywhere. 
27The separation from the universe is a fall into non-
being, the very antithesis of Traherne's recovered experience 
of Felicitie: 
uYou never enjoy the world aright till the sea itself 
floweth in your veins, till you are clothed with the 
heavens, and crowned with the stars, and perceive 
yourself to be the sole heir of the whole "'lorId, and 
more so, because men are in it who are everyone sole 
heirs as 1'1e11 as you It (C enturie s of Medi t ations.1- I, 29). 
Muir's preoccupation with the need to achieve inner 
t 
completeness by resurrecting the dead childhood world and 
uniting it with the everyday adult one28 had already been 
expressed in the form of an extended parable in his novel, 
The Marion~tte.29 This tale is set in Salzburg where Muir 
himself had a striking experience of renewed freshness of 
vision and the almost terrifying i~nediacy of perceived 
objects this brings with ite It concerns the relationship 
between Martin Scheffer and his son, Hans. Martin scarcely 
ever saw his young son, whose mother had died at his birth, 
and he hated to be reminded of him. As the child grew, it 
became apparent that he was feeble-minded, and the fatherts 
sensitiveness and shame only increased his former neglect. 
He dropped the fact of Hans' existence into an 
abyss and in his consciousness the child lay 
slain and buried. [Italics mine]. He dropped 30 
into the same abyss his memories of his wifeo 
Hans avoided everybody and liked empty rooms, only loving 
certain things in the garden: flowers and inanima.te objects. 
His anxiety and isolation were so great that his o-vm face in 
the mirror appeared vacant and hostile, and he usually feared 
28The parallel between this idea and psychological theories 
of the need to re-integrate the conscious ego with the buried 
intuitive powers of the unconscious is apparent enough. 
29Ed\'lin ~Iuir, The i'1arionette (London: Hogarth Press, 1927). 
This novel \'las completed during the l"Iuirs t stay in tlenton~ 
\-Jilla i'hlir remembers that, after finishing it, "he had the same 
feeling of release that he had after recounting his visions tlo 
me in London ft (Belonging - A Memoir [London: Hogarth Press, 
1968]) po 134-)e In 1929, in a letter to Sydney Schiff, I'hrir 
mentioned his recent discovery of Kafka's Das Schloss, saying, 
lilt appeals particularly to the part of me which YJrote Th~ 
Marionette" CSome letters of Ed"Jin 11uir tt , Encounter, Vole llVI, 
Noe. 1, [J Cilluary, 1966J, p" 8). -
30Ibide, p. 13" One notices a parallel here ,·ri th Muir's 
O\V,n repression of childhood memories and of grief at his 
mother t s (le ath • 
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t 
everything that moved; tta lizard scuttling across the stones 
would make the place insecure. He saw nature as a terrifying 
heraldryH 8 31 Alienation from himself and others as well as 
from the natural world is revealed in this fear of movement, 
which is the very signature of the world of time. 32 On Hans's 
fourteenth birthday, the housekeeper, Emma, who loved him, 
insisted that the father should recognise his sonis existence. 
The boy entered his father's study ca1~rying a new soldier 
doll that Emma had given him, and Martin was filled with pity. 
This emotion, rul important one to Muir since it had been 
proscribed by Nietzsche but had played a significant role in 
his own recoveryj33 caused Martin to re-live the whole pain-
ful episode of his wifets death, and this release of feeling, 
together with the recognition that Hans was her child, too 1 
helped to reconcile him to his shame. 34 From this moment, 
he began to make attempts -to foster some kind of relation .... 
ship with his son, and the remainder of the book deals with 
his efforts to overcome the boy 1 s fears and enable him to 
enter the real world represented by Salzburg itself. He 
did this by encouraging the imaginary life of Hans's dolls 
and then of the moving dolls of the marionette theatre, ~ 
chief of which were Gretchen and Faust. 35 Hans's increasing 
31Ib O d 7 ~., pe • 
32Cfo UEternity is the measure of a permanent being; 
while Time is the measure of movement ff (Thomas Aquinas, 
Summa Theologica, Fourth Article)e 
33See HVru:iations on a Time Theme IXft and Chapter III 
of the present study. 
34Ibido, Chapter II. 
35Ibid ., Chapter V It The significance of these tvlO 
dolls is referred to in Chapter III of the present study 0 
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identification and relationshiD 1tlith the figures in this 
imaginary world, together with certain vivid dreams, helped 
to break down his isolation so that father and son were 
finally united in a positive companionship, which, as 
Professor Peter Butter suggests, represents a necessary 
balance between dream and reality.36 
Though this novel is a fascinating projection of 
Muir's own experience of schizoid alienation and of his 
recovery from it, it is not projected far enough. 
Butter is justified in saying of Muir: 
Professor 
He did not have the kind of imagination which a 
novelist needs, and found it difficult to create 
living individual chaxacters and a solid fictional 
world. He tells us that the characters possess 
such and such qualities, but when he comes to show 
them in action he gives them, the central ones, his 
own sensibility, and they live with their creator's37 
life rather thanwith a fictional life of their own. 
Nevertheless, the writing of the novels seems to have served 
a necessary purpose in Muir's development, providing a 
catharsis in which long-pent suffering ''las finally purged and 
leaving him free to turn more co~idently to the creation of 
poetry~ Despite the fact that they are not really successful 
as works of fiction, they contain such sustained pa.ssages of' 
fine prose and reveal such power to convey subjective 
experience that they should not be lightly dismissed9 
It lv-as not merely in psychological terms that Muir 
came to understand the significance of achieving a s.ynthesis 
of adult empiricism and childlike vision. His friend, John 
Farrar Holms, the J~FoH~ of the poem (QPa, p. 91), whom !1Uir 
36Edwin ~~ir : Man and Poet, pp. 116 - 117. 
37Ibido, pe 114. 
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greatly admired and who had a strong i~luence upon him 
t 
when he was still breaking free from neurotic inhibitions, 
helped him to formulate some of his intuitive insights. 
Holms was interested in seventeenth century literature, 
perhaps on, account of his familial connection with the 
Ferrars of Little Gidding, and I1uir tells us: 
He held Traherne I s and Vaughan 1 s and "/ordsv-Iorth f s 
theory of childhood which was bound up with his 
belief in immortality; in time he converted me to 
it, or rather made me realise that my Olin belief was38 the same as his • 
.As this Utheoryll is associated with the neo-Platonist doc~ 
trines so congenial to !1uir's outlook and experience, it may 
be illuminating to consider just what it was and to examine 
any significant similarities between Muir and the three· 
poets he mentions. This teaching, which was fairly wide-
spread during the seventeenth century, having become avail ... 
able mainly in the form of the Hermetic writings or through 
the newly translated works of Jakob Boehme,39 insisted 
upon the innocence of early childhood and celebrated this 
period as a time in which the soul has clearer spiritual 
perceptions than it can have in adult life. The follo'l.ring 
passage from the Hermetica illustrates the general point of 
38An Autobiography, p. 205~ 
39The Corpus Hermeticum, ca. 2nd Century A~Do, was a 
collection of Platonist writings which had been transla-ted 
by Ficino in 14710 The first treatise of the Corpus, 
entitled The Poemander ~ 1'laS translated into English by 
Dr. EveraI'd in 16490 It was believed at the time to be 
of immense ~~tiquity~ A seri6s of English translations 
of Boehme's ,{lorks had beg1Ul to appear soon after his death 
in 1624. (Desiree Hirst, Hidden Riches : Traditional 
Symbolism from the Renaissance' to Blake, [London: Eyre and 
SpottisHoode, 1964], P IJ 83;. 
view: 
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Look at the soul of a child, my son, a soul that 
has not yet come to accept its separation from 
its source; for its body is still small, and has 
not yet grown to its full bulk. How beautiful 
throughout is such a soul as that! It is not 
yet fouled by the bodily passions; it is still40 hardly detached from the soul of the Kosmoso 
That this way of thinking contrasted with the Puritan emphasis 
on original sin is clear from a comparison with ~lilton. 
Assuredly we bring not innocence into the ''lorld, 
we bring impurity much rather; that which puri-
fies us is triall, and triall is by vlhat is 41 
contraryo 
Yet there were Puritans \'lho subscribed to the idea that Eclen 
exists within the mind of childhood and can be recovered by 
the regenerate soule Peter Sterry, Cromwell's chaplain~ 
was a Platonist who could write of: 
the Divine Presence in the Creation, the Earthly 
Paradise? in the ~idst of.man stood this Faradise;42 
In the Midst of thlS Paradise man walk t d, 
employing a paradoxical reversal of~ imagery that affirms a 
mystical coincidence of inner and outer elements of 
experience. 
The poetry of Henry Vaughan (1621 - 1695) was 
4%erm~~tica.2 Libellus Xo, quoted LeCo !'Iartin in "Henry 
Vaughan and the Theme of Infancy 11 , Seventeenth Centurx 
Studies Pre~ented to Sir Herbert Griersog, ed. Jo Dover 
Wilson \~~ord: Claredon Press, 1938), po 2470 
41AreQ,Qagitica,edo Edward .A.rber for English Re12rints 
(London: 1869), p. 450 
42From HA Catechism", quoted Louis L.J1artz in The 
Paradise Hitbin: Studies in Vaughan, Traherne and. Hilton 
~aven ruld London: Yale University Press, 1964), po 33e 
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strongly influenced by the idea~ of his twin brother, Thomas, 
who was learned in many ancient traditions, including neo-
Platonism, the Corpus Hermeticum, the Caballa, and the symbol-
ism o:f alchemy, which had aroused the interest of certain 
scholars of xhe time. In Euphrates, or the Waters of the 
East (1655), Thomas Vaughan suggests that a child m~ be 
spoiled by educatiori, adding that 
the naturall disposition of Children, before it is 
Cor..r1.!J2ted with Customes an~ Nann~rs, is one of those 
things about which the Anc~ent Philosophers have 43 
busied themselves even to some curiosit·y. 
This was to be echoed when Traherne came to describe how the 
pure vision of childhood becomes clouded by the Ucustoms and 
manners of menu and the t1dirty devices of' this worldu •44 
Henry Vaughan, in Olor Iscanus, translated Boethiusls Metrum 
.2 thus: 
Happy that first white age! when wee45 Lived by the Earth 1 s meere Charitee. 
Later, in his famous poem, "The Retreate U , this became: 
Happy those early dayes! When I 
Shined in my Angell-iniancy 
Before I understood this place 
Appointed for my second race 
Or taught my soul to fancy ought 
But a white celestial thought 
o " ~ 0 .: r ~ 0 • -II • • <> 
But felt through all this fleshly dresse46 Bright shootes of everlastingnesse. 
43Quoted in Seventeenth Century Studies, po 253. 
44 Centuries of Meditation~, III, 3, 7. 
45Quoted in Seventeenth C~ntury Studies, p. 246. 
46The Me~12hysical Poets, edo Helen Gardner (The Penguin 
Poets Series; Penguin Books, 1957), P6 2650 
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That Vaughan was borrowing from a complex of ideas fairly 
t 
common at the time is illustrated by a quotation from 
Felltham's Resolves (ca. 1623): 
The Conscience, the Caracter of a God Stampt in it, 
and the apprehension of Eternitie, doe all proue it 47 
a shoot, of everlastingnesse (1631 edition, p. 197). 
In such writings, the neo-Platonic theory of innate ideas is 
linked with the Christ~an concept of' the divine image, so 
that the infant is regarded as being born vlith a natural aware-' 
ness of truth and goodness, and an experience of unity with a 
divine order. From such perceptions spring the child's con-
viction of UimmortalityJt, which is part of the sense of' being 
at one with the universe in its eternal reality.48 The 
passing of the organic ~eeling of childhood is thus seen .as 
corresponding to Adam's loss of Paradise, but Christian 
Platonists believed that the divine image stamped upon the 
soul at birth, even though buried beneath the ruins of the 
Fall, could yet be recovered by spiritual discipline and the 
arousal of the :powers of memory 0 49 
47Quoted in Seventeenth Century Studies, p. 251. 
48Jung 's interpretation of the archetype of the child 
.found in myth. and folktale includes the idea that the child 
"is born out of the womb of the unconscious, begotten out 
of the depths of human nature, or rather out of living Nature 
herself {I It is a personification of vital forces quite out; .... 
side the limited range of our conscious mind; of ways ru1d 
possibilities of \1hich our one-sided conscious mind knoHS 
nothing; a wholeness which embraces the very depths of 
Naturee It represents the strongest~ the most ll~eluctable 
urge in every being'1 namely the urge to realise itselflJ(The 
Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious, p. 170). 
49Louis Lo I"lartz has shown that this idea is related to 
Augustine's view of the interior illumination at the centre 
of the mind or memory which works toward knowledge through 
the guidrulce of the divine Light (opo-=citQ, preface). See 
St9 Augustine, Confessions (Penguin Books, 1961), Book X, 
20, 21, pp¢ 226 - 228. 
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M.H. Abrams, in tracing the development of Platonist 
t 
aesthetic theory during and after the Renaissance, points out 
that the belief in innate Ideas corresponding to the eternal 
and unchanging Ideas of transcendent Being led to a replace-
ment of the,metaphor of art as a mirror held up to nature by 
a concept of the work of art as a joint product of the per-
ceived object and the projected feeling of the observer. 
This was expressed in the metaphor o~ the mind of the artist 
as a lamp casting its own radiance upon the object of sense. 
\fuen a particular dogmatic system or cosflology maintains a 
correspondence between transcendent and i1L~ate ideas, as the 
medieval world view had done, a balance between the inner 
and outer elements of experience is preserved; but, without 
this safeguard, the turning of the eye invlard to the arche-
types presGnt in the mind itself m~y cause ~~ to become too 
subjective and too remote from the external vlorld of sense 
. 50 experlenceo Consequently, such a tendency became 
apparent when the doctrine of innate ideas vIas revived during 
the Romantic period, and is particularly noticeable in the 
prophetic books of William Blake. 51 The German Romantic 
philosophers (of whom Jung is the natural heir) placed the 
innate ideas Ifin the tumult of human passions or the strange 
depths of the unconscious H ,52 and the poets imluenced by 
50r'loH AI Abrams 9 The Mirror and the La:.:J.D : Romantic 
T~eory and the Critlcal Tradition (New York: Oxford University 
~ress, 1953), po 43. -
51irlhat appears to be Blake f s own account of the innate 
ideas or primordial images is to be found in tiThe I'Iarriage 
of Heaven and Hell ll (The Poetical ',larks of l,·lilli8111 Blal:e, 
ed. Jo1L.~ Sampson (Lond.on: Oxford lIniversity Eress, 19.?Li-] 7 
p~ 255), \'lhere they take tile form of the dragons, vipers, 
eagles and lions that shape the energies of the Unconscious 
mind in the IIPrinting house in Hell U • They may well have an 
affinity withthe more static forms of 11u.ir's heraldic enblemso 
52 Abrams, op& ci-t~, p~ 44~ 
I 
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them, who include Wordsworth an& Shelley, projected sub-
jective life and passion onto natural landscapes~ 
During the seventeenth century, however, it was still 
possible to believe in a correspondence between mind and 
nature that 'was part o.f the pre-ordained harmony of God's 
creation in which man could be regarded as a microcosm and 
each individual life as an image of the life of mankind. 
Thomas Traherne (1637 - 1674), whose poems and prose medita-
tions were discovered in 1895 and attributed to him by 
Bertram Dobell in the early years of the present century, 
also follovled closely in the Christian Platonist traditione 
Recalling his own early vision of the world, he could say: 
III savl all in the peace of Eden ••• All Time vIas Eternitie, 
and a perpetual SabbathU or f1.All things abided eternally as 
they were in their proper places H • 53 Traherne believed 
that the lost Paradise of' in.fancy can be recovered through 
spiritual regeneration, so that man may realise his chief 
end, which is to enjoy God 1 s creation, as it really is, in 
the mystical unity of I1Felici tie 11 • In such visionaI'Y states, 
the God ind\velling in the human soul is felt to be merged 
with the divine power revealed in the universe; to express 
such double awareness, he sometimes employed the Platonic 
metaphor of the self as a sphere or hollow orb which is able 
to contain Hini'init spacet! and to reflect every object in 
the realm of nature. In the final stanza of HOn NevIS If , th..-Ls 
metaphor combines both the tfinfant eye 1f and the tfring" 
enclosing the natural universe. 54 
53Centuries of Heditations, III, 20 !-luir \'lQuld make use 
of the same imager:i (.8den, Sabbath, proper place) to e)...---press 
his own childhood memories or mystical experiencese 
54This recalls both \-lords\V'orth IS 11 quiet eye" and Rill:e 1 s 
"double sphere l1 , referred to in Chapter I411 
But little did the Infant dream 
That all the Treasures of the World were by: 
.And that himself lvas so the Cream 
And Crovm of all, which round about did lie. 
Yet thus it was. The Gem, 
The Diadem 
The Ring enclosing all 
That stood upon this earthly Ball; 
The Heavenly Eye 
1'1uch wider than the Skie 
vfuerein they all included were, 
The Glorious Soul that was the King 
l1ade to possess them, did appear55 A small and little thing. 
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Vaughan had also made use of the image of an endless ring, 
in the traditional allegorical manner, as an emblem of 
eternity: 
I saw Eternity the other night 
Like a great Ring of pure and endless light56 All calm as it was brightg 
bU'1:i Muir, in his verses in terza rima entitled tiThe Ringll,5? 
speaks of a kind of fairy ring that has been broken into and 
desecrated by Nature, now no longer an embodiment of divine 
reality but merely physical and animal~ This ring represents 
the old organic cosmos that Traherne believed in; for ~uir, 
characteristically, it is a vforld of kinship and kingshipo 
Long since we were a family, a people, 
The legends say; an old kind-hearted king 
Was our foster father, and our life a fable. 
Within its compass lies the treasure of traditional symbols 
(or innate ideas) that once linked the story of our lives with 
the universal fable6 It is in this breaking of the ring that 
we find the difference between 11uir ru1d the seventeenth century 
55The l"let8;J2hysical Poets, p. 291. 
56uThe \·lorld ll , ibid~, p. 271. 
57 CP 0, po 1139 
Platonists, for, though it was ra~idly coming to an end, they 
still lived in the organic world of the ancients and of the 
Middle Ages, filled with the beauty and order of the great 
chain of Being a~d echoing to the music of the spheres. For 
11uir and the moderns, there is no UHing enclosing all U ; each 
poet is now constrained to construct his Oi.vn magic circle, 
counting himself fortunate if memory yields recollections of 
hO'11 it once felt to stand within it .58 Where Huir is exception-
al is in his inspired recall of a traditional childhood that 
was much closer to the seventeenth century than to the present. 
To see 'ltlords1:lorth in relation to the neo-Platonic doc-
trine of childhood, one has first to remember that, with the 
close of the seventeenth century, the remains of the medieval 
and Renaissance cosmology were swept away and the allegorical 
and emblematic modes which were its natural expression came to 
be regarded 'VIi th contempt. Locke denied the innate ideas, 
seeing the human mind as a tabula rasa 1-1hich passively receives 
impressions of the external worldo 59 From this time onwards, 
the old balance between body and soul ~ inward and outward 
reality, vias disturbed, so that some thinkers emphasized matter 
at the expense of mind, and vice versa. The philosophical 
systems arising from the new ideas tended towards the opposite 
58Cf • Coleridge r S IfEubla Khan tt : 
ttYleave a circle rOllild him thrice 
,And close your eyes \'1ith holy dread 
For he on honeyde"l hath fed 
.And drunk the milk of Paradisee It 
59Hence Blake's fury at Locke's widespread influence, since 
it denied the inborn power of the creative imagination: 
III turn my eyes to the Schools and Universities of Europe, 
And there behold the Loom of Locke, tv-hose "'loof rages dire, 
Wash f d by the water-,\1heels of Nevrton : black the cloth 
In heavy y.Jreaths folds over every Nation. II 
(Jf~.r£salem, 15, 11. 14 - 17)0 
It attempts to '\"leave a fabric of the woof of outward experience 
wi thout the \'larp of inborn ideas 0 
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extremes of Realism a~d Idealismo Bishop Berkeley, in 
t 
response to Locke, stated that if we know nothing but our 
own sensations, then we have no proof that the external 
world exists at all. Hume went further in saying that we 
cannot de~onstrate the existence of matter or of mind either. 
We kn01'f only that sensations, impressions and thoughts suc-
ceed each other; we cannot even prove that the self existse 
Kant believed that there is an external world beyond O~~-
selves, but asserted that we can never know what it is 
really like, since the mind receives impressions and forms 
patterns according to its own nature, not according to 
external realityo Even Space and Time are only the forms 
into "Which Mind fits sensations; they have no independ~n·G 
existence 0 This kind of Idealism persisted into the late 
nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries in the thought 
of Bradley although scientific influences had given rise to 
the positivist philosophies of Comte and Mach. In modern 
psychology, the divergence between the behavioQ~ist and 
psychoanulytic traditions has sprung from a similar tendency 
to emphasize either the outward or inward view of human 
experience. All such theories have reflected the progres-
sive disintegration of man 1 s traditional idea of himself; 
in the light of such developments, the almost obsessive 
dualism that one finds in Muir's poetry can be seen as the 
determination to affirm and to bring into a true equipoise 
both mind and matter, internal and e~~ernal reality, time 
and eternity, and, in so doing, to realise the true nature 
of human identityo60 Indeed, a serviceable balance 
60"The Solitary Place" (Q,P •. , p. 80) seems to contain a 
re£utation of philosophical idealism 7 especially in the 
final paragrapho One also finds traces of the vitalist 
philosophy of Bergson in such poems as tiThe Journey Back 21J 4 
See Appendix Co 
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between the inner and outer wor~ds·does seem -GO involve the 
necessity of postulating innate mental patterns liru(ed by 
some kind of correspondence to eternal patterns of reality 
which are reflected in the natural universe. The medieva~ 
doctrine o~ man as a small scale sign (microcosm) of a large 
scale order (macrocosm) had once provided a basis for such a 
theory of correspondences, but, since such doctrines had come 
to be derided by the new thinkers of the eighteenth century~ 
they were forced underground, to be preserved in the more 
occult form of the writings of Boehme and Swedenborg, from 
whence they were re-introduced into English poetry by Blru(e~ 
who firmly announced a return to double vision.61 
Now I a fourfold vision see 
And a fourfold vision is given to me; 
Tis fourfold in my supreme delight 
And threefold in soft Beulah 1 s night 
And twofold llwa:yse May God us keeP62 
From Single Vision & Newton's sleep. 
Wordsworth and Coleridge~ inheriting the philosophi-
cal and psychological systems that had flourished in the 
eighteenth century, felt repelled by the new mechanical 
universe and by the deistic image of God as a glorified 
"watch ma1(er ft e They sought some divinity that could be 
thought of as indwelling in the human mind as well as in 
the natural creation, and they became familiar with the 
writings of the Cambridge Platonists in which God, Man and 
61See William York Tindall, The Literary Symbol (Indiana 
University Press, copyright Columbia University Press, 1955), 
Chapter 110 
62From a letter to Thomas Butts, 22 November, 1802. In 
the same poem, he also says: 
ttFor double the vision my eyes do see 
And a double vision is always with meo 
\-lith my inl/Jard eye I tis an Old Man grey 
1tli th my outward, a Thistle across my way 0 11 
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Nature were held together in a living relation, and in which 
t 
childhood was given special significance as a source of 
genuine spiritual insight. Wordsworth's own early experience 
made him particularly sympathetic tovlards such a theory, but, 
since well over a century of thought and history had inter-
vened, in which the dissolving harmonies of the great Chain 
of Being had been finally silenced, his interpretation of such 
traditional ideas would necessarily be more complex. For him, 
the correspondences between man's faculties and the structure 
of the universe were no longer the definite ones once cele-
brated in allegory and metaphor, but vaguer analogies based 
on personal associations and powerful feelingso He subscribed 
to the metaphor of mind as a fountain and saw poetry as a 
11 spontaneous overflow of povlerful feelings tt, but he anchored 
his aesthetic theory to the external Vlorld by declaring th2.t 
he had always endeavoured to look steadily at his subject and 
that the emotion vias 1trecollected in tranquillity It , the spon-
taneity of its overflow being the reward of a prior process 
of deliberate thought. This thought connected the feeling 
with matters really important to men and so rendered the poem 
significant to his audiencee63 
Muir f s ftdevotion for t-Jordsv]orth,,64 probably ste:mmed 
originally from Holms's influence, but it must undoubtedly 
have thriven upon a distinct congruence between that great 
poet 1 s thought and experience and Muir's OWllo In addition 
to their common adherence to a double vision that links the 
63Abrams, opo cit., p. 479 
64An Autobiography, p. 205. 
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visible world of nature with the invisible world of subjective 
experience i and their loyalty to it in the face of popular 
dissent, there are a number of striking paxallels in the 
actual course of their lives. Both, like Vaughan, spent 
their early, childhood amid scenes of natural beauty and in 
the traditional order of a rural community far removed from 
the confusion and squalor of industrial citieso Both came 
to realise that the source of their imaginative life lay in 
the memory of this early period, its deepest origins concealed 
in the preconscious state of unity with the mother t s mind and 
person, in which there is no distinguishable boundary between 
the phenomenal world and the child's inward apprehensions of 
ito Unlike Vaughan and Traherne, who believed that this 
early experience is a universal birthright of divine origin, 
each came to understand that his bi.rthright was mediated to 
him by love at first the free gift of the mother alone 
(lithe heart / And hinge of all our lea.rnings and our loves tf 
[The Prelude, V, Ie 258]), and later a reciprocal relation 
with other members of the family as well. For this reason, 
Wordsworth and Muir were both aware of the sense of unity 
with nature as a "filial bond tJ , an occasion of lInatura~ 
piety 1t, which in adult life became more in the nature of all 
espousalQ \-Jordsi."lorth had much to sexy on those "firstborn 
affinities that fit / Our new existence to existing things,,65 
and the thought that ltHath no beginning". 66 
65The Prelud~ (1850), Bk~ I, le5550 
66Ibido, Bko II, 1.232. 
·From early days 
Beginning not long after that first time 
In which, a Babe, by intercourse of touch 
I held mute dialogues with my mother's heart, 
I have endeavoured to display the means 
Whereby this infant sensibility, 
Great birthright of our being, was in me 67 
Augmf3nted and sustainedo 
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Muir 1 s autobiography contains many passages of similar import,68 
and, indeed, the first edition of it is largely an account of 
the ttgrowth of a poet's mindllo Though he does not usually 
refer directly in his poetry to his mother's influence, he 
projects it in symbolic form, especially in what may be 
referred to as his lIanimatl poems (to be discussed in Chapter 
III) or in the description of certain dreamso In Muir ' s 
case, the image of the mother was to be transmuted into the 
image of the wife, though still serving the same function of 
relating him to the natural world. In "The Confirmation tJ , 
addressed to his wife, he suggests that she corresponds to 
an inner image which he had been waiting to match, so that, 
just by being herself, she recovers for him, in a more mature 
form, his early apprehensions of the world. 
Your open heart, 
Simple with glvlng, gives the primal deed, 
The first good world, the blossom, the blowing seed~ 
The hearth, the steadfast land, the wandering sea, 
Not beautiful or rare in every part, 69 
But like yourself, as they were meant to bee 
67Ibid$~ Ek. II, 11. 266 - 2720 
68See the memory of the motes dancing in the beam of sun-
light a.nd his mother f s presence (An Autobiography:~ p. 18)" 
Also: u\-mere all was stationary my mother came first; she 
certainly had always been with me in a region which could 
never be known again 0 0 0# Our first childhood is the only time 
in our lives when we exist \1ithin immortalitytt (i"Qid., pQ 25)Q 
6 9CP f>, po 118. 
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v]ordsvlorth t s change from filial to conjugal metaphor 
is more deliberately employed in the service of a theory of 
the poetic imagination. Abrams refers to the remarkable 
passage from the conclusion to the first book of 1fThe Recluse u 
in \vhich "lords\'1orth announces this great undertaking as a 
Jt spousal verse u, in other words, as Abrams says ~ It a celebra-
tion of the marriage of mind and nature, and the consequent 
creation (or procreation?) of a living perceptual worldH~70 
He proclaims: 
How exquisitely the individual Mind 
(And the progressive powers no less 
of the whole species) to the external World 
Is fitted: - and how exquisitely too -
Theme this but little heard of among men -
The External World is fitted to the Mind: 
And the creation (by no lower name 
Can it be called) which they with blended might71 Accomplisho 
Immediately, one is made aware of the great difference bet1tleen 
these t\10 poets. Wordsworth speaks as a IIdedicated spiri ttl , 
one who has felt the power of poetic genius stir within him, 
and who is ready to probe 
The incumbent mystery of sense and soul g71a Of life and death, time and eternity, 
or to tell of artistic creation in sy,lelling tones, whereas 
Muir's voice is quiet and modest, tentatively eA~loring his 
experience as it arises from circumstance, dream, or memory, 
and constantly falling back into an anxious sense of the 
opposition betvleen imagination and ordinary a~·Jareness. He 
is a man learning to live and turning his lessons over and 
70Abrams, op cito,p. 664 
71Preface to The Excursion (1814),11$ 63 - 71. 
71~he Prelu~ (1850), Bk~ XIV, 11. 286 - 287Q 
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over in the meditations that make up so much of his verseo 
On the relation of the mind to the external world, he, too, 
has faith in their affinity, but none of the oracular con-
fidence of the great Romantic poet. He relates the child's 
mind to the lnherited wisdom of the racial unconscious, with 
its mythic images and "archaic dialogue U , 811d attempts to 
recover this natural wisdom in middle ageo 
A man now, gone with time so long -
YIy youth to myself grOitll fabulous 
As an old land's memories, a song 
To trouble or to pleasure us -
I try to fit that world to this, 
The hidden to the visible play, 
Would have them both, would nothing miss, 
Learn from the shepherd of the dark, 
Here in the light, the paths to know 
That thread the labyrinthine park, 
And the great Roman roads that go . 2 
Striding across the untrodden day.7 
For him, the correspondence between mental forms and the 
shapes of the phenomenal world is often obscure and mysterious, 
only to be understood through myth or symbol and expressed in 
the form of parable. The J1 shepherd of the dark ft is presumably 
Hermes, guide of dreams, who had power to lead souls through 
the gloom of the underworld and back to the lighto (If so, 
the association with the doctrines of the Hermetic tradition 
might well be intentional.) In the case of Wordsworth, the 
mental forms that are so ftexquisitelytt fitted to the universe 
are usually deeply felt emotions, often associated with moral 
promptings and sometimes iHith a feeling of tlholy calm". So 
sublime are these feelings and of such profound irnport that 
only the most beautiful or awesome natural scenery can match 
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theme The quaintly fashioned ~edieval chal~ of the tradition-
al country of the soul, with its Heaven and Hell and its Earth-
ly Paradises no longer serves to guide him through a visionary 
landscape that has become the vast and cloudy image of a night 
scene from the top of Snowdon, when the nruced moon shines out 
upon the vapours of the dark abyss and all the "laters roar 
Although Nuir's antiquarian instinct 
responds naturally to the fabulous ciphers of the traditional 
maps, the old landmarks are often too deeply eroded to guide 
the travellere Consequently, in both poets, the fitting of 
the v~seen to the visible forms of experience seems to lack 
the joyful and trusting, truly childlike recognition of a 
Vaughan or Traherne, to whom such congruence is a sign and 
guarantee of God's loving providence as well as of the enduring 
harmony at the heart of His creation. Yet it was just suell an 
insight into the relations betvleen. God, Man and Nature that: 
both "lordsworth and Muir longed to recapture" 74 
Another link between these two poets is tbJat both of 
them recall the experience of fear in childhood and its 
relation to a sense of guilt. For Wordsworth, these emotions 
were not too pai~ul at the time to prevent a shudder of 
delight, not unlike the thrill of fear aroused in Huir by his 
.father's horses. Indeed, the occasion of the stealing of 
the boat 011 the lake of Esthwaite, when the l1huge peak, black 
and huge", like a living thing strode after him, and the time 
",hen, having rifled another boy's snare, he heard 10"1 
73The Prelude (1850), Bk. XIV, 11. 40 - 60v 
74 0 "" r 0 HI think of Giotto the Tuscan shepherd's dream, 
Christ, ID811 and creature in their inner clay 0 JJ 
("The Incarnate One", CPo, Pi' 228)6 
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breathings coming after him, were actually nourishers of the 
imagination, feeding his anthropomorphic sense of the living 
and voluntary power of natureo Muir, in an essay entitled 
liThe Poetic Imagination l1 , refers to these very instances as 
an illustration of how Wordsworth's imagination was involved 
with things recollected, so that, in the instance of the huge 
peak, it was wakened by a terrifying experience and reawakened 
when he recalled it in writing T~e Preludeo 
Practical intelligence could have told him by then 
that the huge cliff that pursued him was a childish 
delusion, but he vIas not content with thato The 
experience was real, and he gave it that uncommon 
attention \'ihich is due to real and ine:x.-plicable 
things5.e In The Prelude we see the imagination 
working at two stages, first on the incident itself, 
and then on recollection, where it takes on ~5 
universal significance. 
What !1uir refers to here as the at'lak;ening and re"""awakening of 
the imagination is the operation of two phases of imaginative 
projection: in the first stage, the childls self-condemnation 
was projected outwards upon the peak or upon the ambient air 
stirring behind him; then, upon recollection, the entire 
reciprocal experience of a feelins being reflected in the 
world around him was accepted and projected upon the structure 
of the universe itself, giving rise to the conviction that the 
mind is fundamentally ufi tted ll to Nature, a metaphysicB.l con=-
cept that may well be a true insight, despite the delusory 
aspects of the original experience. 
Although Muir I s own early experience of fear and guil-t 
was so prolonged and intense that it was actually injurious to 
his imagination and feelings, producing the numbing effect of 
7~dwin Muir, Essgys on Literature and Societl (rev~ and 
enlarged ed.; London: Hogarth Press, 1965), p. 222D 
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the glassy barrier, it, too, wl}s involved with projection. 
Awareness of transgression had taken shape in the fantasy of 
the poisoned hands and this, in turn, had aroused an urgent 
fear of approaching death, bitter indeed to one who had so 
lately enjQyed the infant's sense of immortality~ "'men 
recollected in maturity, these experiences, worked upon and 
projected by the imagination, yielded a universal significance 
central to Muir's poetic view. For him, this significance 
was not so much a theory of poetic genius as part of the 
spiritual drama of the whole of mankind. His imagination, 
like that of the seventeenth century Platonists, was focused 
upon the figural correspondence between individual experience 
and the Hebrew myth of Genesis. Adam~ once innocent and 
immortal, had eaten of the fruit of the tree of the knowledge 
of good and evil and was cast out from the peace and unity of 
Eden to become a wanderer in the earth and to taste the pains 
of mortality. The Iffable u is, in one sense, a great tradi-
tional projection of the development of human consciousness, 
and the Fall is part of it: ru~ ancient mythic symbol express-
ing an early crisis in the lives of all men worthy of the 
th t . t d' th d" . 76 name~ a lS, crea e In e lVlne lmage. wbere Vaughan 
longed to "travell back" to that state in which he originally 
came 9
77 and where Traherne, having passed through his crisis 
of u\'Jant and horror,,78 and having learned to live by a saintly 
76In both Wordsworth and Muir, then, the imagination works 
by projection, conforming to the nea-Platonist aesthetic 
theory that the object perceived is illumined by the mind, 
which casts its own radiance upon ito In Hordsvlorth, the 
projected ra:y is cast full upon natural objects; in :r-luir, 
it is frequently cast upon a backcloth of wythe 
7711The Retreate, If The l'1etaphysical Poets'J pp. 265, 2660 
78Traherne, Centuries of Meditation2' III, 23. 
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rule of spiritual discipline, seemed to have become able 
freely to enjoy a sense of unity with the uniV'erse in the 
mystical experience of Felici-'cie, l:'1uir accepted exile as a 
necessary part of the pilgrimage toward the land of the 
Promise, though not without many a longing backward look. 
Wordsworth finally accepted exile, tooo 
Lionel Trilling, in an essay on liThe Immortality Ode fl , 
argues that the entire loss of the ftvisionary gleam lt of child-
hood vJas not regarded by 1;lordsworth as the loss of poetic power; 
though he no longer saw in this way, he had submitted to a. new 
control, which was a moral and a humanizing ones A deep dis-
tress had humanized his soul, saving him from being "housed in 
a dream", and relating him more closely to the sorrows and 
struggles of mankindo 79 Trilling identifies the uvisionary 
gleam lt as the perfect union of the self with the universe, 
relating it to Ferenczi's account of the infant's inability 
to distinguish between self and external thingso 80 He points 
out the ambivalence in Wordsworth's response to the diminution 
of this power, both resisting and accepting it as a condition 
of grovrthe "He is not saying farewell to poetry; he is saying 
farewell to Eden, and his ambivalence is much what Adam's was, 
81 
and :r-1il ton 's, and for the same reasons" fI Though the original 
power has fled, the child hands on the ftprimal sympathylt to the 
79Lionel Trilling, The Liberal Im§gination (London: 
l'1ercU1:~y Books, 1961), p () 137. 3 
BOcf • Rousseau's concept of the ffstate of nature ff in 
children and primitives, and Nietzsche~s account of the 
DionY'sian experience in The Birth of Trap;edyo 
81Ibido, p. 148. 
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hampered adult through the power of memorye tfThe sympathy 
is not so pure and intense in maturity as in childhood? but 
only because another relationship grows up beside the rela-
tion of I1an to Nature - the relation 01 man to bis fellows 
in the moral VJorld of difficulty and pain ll • 82 This is the' 
theme of Muir's :poem in blank verse, If Adam's Dream ll , in 
which alienation from humanity is gradually overcome -~~til 
Adam dreams that he is amongst them, 
and S8.i.q each face 
Was like his face j so that he would have hailed them 
As sons of God but that something restrained him. 
And he remembered all, Eden, the Fall, 
The Promise~ and his place, and took their hands 
That were his hands, his and his children's hands, 
Cried out, and was at peace, ru1d turned again 8A In love and grief in Eve's encircling armso ~ 
Muir 1 s 01'lll ambivalence towards the loss of Eden 1'lill be con-
sidered in Chapter IV. 
There is also a distinct similarity between \.JordsvJorth 
and Muir in their immediate response to exile: the ]?e:riod of 
loss and despair, "change and subversion lf , that each had 
undergone 0 Both had been forced to assimilate a sensation 
of terror and dismay at the I1deformities of cro'wded life u 
in a great City, where even neighbours were strangers, and 
the streets were filled with ftmean shapes fl and fltrivial 
formsHo For Wordsworth, the French Revolution, in its 
82Ibido, p. 151. 
83CP~, p. 212 .. In this poem, the recovery of relationship 
to mankind is related to the acceptance of the hmlds that 9 
when contarn.inated with guilt, had been an instrument and sym.-
bol of isolation.. J-luir often employ's hand L"TIagery to e:x.--press 
alienation or reconciliationo See: "The Child Dying II ~ fj·rhe 
Private Placet!, tlThe Unattained Place", etctl 
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subsequent course, combined with the conflict involved in 
Britainls declaration of war upon France (which must have 
exacerbated his feelings of guilt and remorse towards Annette 
Vallon and her child) brought agonising disillusionment both 
lvith himseli" and with his hopes for the future of mankind. 
He suffered 
a sense, 
Deathlike~ 0:£ treacherous desertion, felt 84 
In the last place of refuge, my ovrn soule 
For Muir, the destruction wrought upon his family by the 
contagions of Glasgow re-activated his early fears of 
separation and death together \vith the associated feelings 
of guilt and contamination~ The repression of emotions 
too painful to be borne was later to seem an act of treachery 
and betrayal against all that waE most truly his own. 85 Just 
as \.Jordsworth turned in his distress to intellectual specula-
tions, political theory, and the views of Godwin, losing all 
confidence in the truth of the imagination, so Muir turned 
to Socialist doctrine and the v~itings of Nietzschee86 Each 
later recovered the sense of his true direction through the 
faith and encouragement of a Hbeloved woman", namely Dorothy 
Wordsworth and Willa Muir, and, much as friendship with 
Coleridge stimulated and guided Wordsworth at this period 
84The Prelude (1850), Bke X, l1e 413 - 415$ 
850f t> IIPity the poor betrayer in the maze tt (l1Effigies 
21f? .2f:., po 234) e 
86This is not to suggest that Nietzsche I S It'1ri tings aI'e 
purely intellectual, but his speculations did arrive at a 
point of total scepticism concerning any flUldamental rela-
tion between mental events and physical phenoll1ena~ and this 
was, perhaps, a terrible projection of the disintegration 
that finally overtook himJ> This scepticism l1uir was later 
to reject with all his strength. 
'\, 
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of his development, BO the fertilising influence of Hol~s 
helped to direct 11uir a\vay :from his former udeni,al of poetry 
and the past It. Wordsvlorth had felt the same revulsion: 
an emptiness 
Fell, on the Historian's page, and even on that 
Of Poets, pregnant with more absolute truth(l87 
The works of both withered in my esteemo 
Even Natlll"e 'was subject to the ftmicroscopic view tl , his only 
delights being those of 'but ward senseI!, until recovery 
brought a renewed awareness of his ovm imaginative powers 
and of their source in the remembered eyperience of childhood. 
I had felt 
Too forcibly, too early in my life, 
Visitings of imaginative power88 For this to last. 
Recalling those strangely significant Itspots of time ft in 
which he had felt most deeply that the mind was ulord and 
masterU , he recognised that the in~'lard povJ'ers take precedence 
over the perceptions of outward sense in establishing a true 
vision of eternal reality, enabling one to seek 
the gifts divine 
And universal, the pervading grace89 That hath been, is, and shall be. 
I1uir I S recovery was linked with the memory of the ff child I s 
original vision of the world lt restored to him through the 
transcendental dreams and visions that accompanied his treat-
ment by ffilalysis. 
87The Prelude (1850), Bk. XI, 110 90 - 93. 
B8lb o .. ~()~ Bk.XI, lle 251 - 254. 
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I think of this picture or vlslon as that of a 
state in which the earth, the houses on the earth, 
and the life of every human being are related to 
the sky overarcmng them; as if the sky fitted 
the earth and the earth the sky 0 Certain d:ceams 
convince me that a child has this vision, in which 
there is a completer harmony of all things 1vith 90 
each other than he will ever knOvl againo 
This image of harmony (which again suggests the perfect sphere 
or circle of the Platonists) was broken for Muir far sooner 
than for Hordsworth, and the long struggle with "contraclictionH 
was entered upon early in life, never to be finally resolved 
except in rare moments of visionary contemplationo Yet the 
Itoriginal vision lt had been a deeply human one, more so than 
Wordsworth t s "mighty forms 1/ and unoise of vlaters If e Instead 
of roaming half the night on the mountainside or hanging over 
crags in a strong wind, while no-one appeared to suffer any 
anxiety on his account (and Wordsworth \vas grateful for such 
freedom), I-luir awoke to consciousness in a simple pastoral 
scene peopled with the beloved figures of kinsfolk and filled 
with an underlying sense of the raw, vivid existence of 
H 
animals. ii<J.is landscape of memory vIas composed of an island, 
a farmhouse~ a green motUld, the wide sea scattered with 
neighbouring islands, a distant tovver, a..'Yld the over-arching 
sl~. The long northern winters helped to tighten the close 
family circle and~ although secular literature VIas fro'tmed 
upon (so that Muir lacked the books 1tlords\vorth enjoyed), old 
songs and ballads, tales of the supernatural~ and the playing 
of the fiddle supplemented the regular readings from scripture, 
giving him his undying reverence for the ancient tradition of 
9°An Autobiogr~hy, p. 33$ 
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oral poetry that he was to Bee disappearing everyvJhere in 
the vlorld. In place of "lordsltlorth f s splendid freedom, Huir 
early learnt the formal beauty of traditional patterns that 
shape commmlal life: the spring sowing, harvest, a country 
1-ledding, the' young man "V'lho It came home to die 11, and the 
funeral procession passing on foot through fields that were 
deserted out of respect for the deado Though this last 
scene was a melancholy one, it nevertheless granted him a 
deep sense of tf\iTonder and acceptance 11, just as the rituals 
connected ldi th animal life - the serving of the COYI, the 
ringing of the bull or the killing of the pig - imbued him. 
with a strange feeling of the mixture of guilt and necessity 
in man 1 s relation with the animals and of the wa:y in "[hich 
ritual actions resolve such conflicts. The memory of such 
traditional rites, restored to him in maturity, vIas to yield 
intimations of the way in which ambivalence and contradiction 
may themselves become Noven into a harmonious pattern of 
mortal existence" 
Both Vaughan and Wordsworth, after their experiences 
of loss and moral crisis, returned to spend the remainder of 
their lives amongst the hallowed scenes and sheltering moun-
tains of childhoodD Traherne tended his parish and farmed 
the glebe-lends of his rectory in the fair countryside of 
Herefordshireo But Muir, whose recovery was longer deferred 
than theirs, was to spend the larger part of his life in the 
tOY·fiS and cities of Britain and Europe, earning his living 
by translating and reviewing literature, and later by teach~ 
ingQ He was seldom wholly free from anxiety~ either financial 
or related to concern for his wife's healthG The long road 
of this 'hTorld 1'laS often a toilso11.e one for him, though he 
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never entirely lost sight of the "winding roads lt of the gods, 
vlalking tthigh in their mountain landH • 91 His poetry \~as 
composed in the little time left over from routine commit-
ments, ~~d the best of it was written in his late fifties 
and sixties' ... the fruit of the constant extending and 
refining of his insights, from which was distilled a deeply 
pondered wisdom~ serene 811(1 radiant, that seemed the mature 
counterpart of the clear vision of childhoodv It is tempt-
ing to suggest that his development continued throughout 
his life because he never ceased to pursue the distant and 
longed-for goal of that perfect unity th~t he had knO\~ 
once and believed to exist eternally in the divine order of 
things 0 \-Ie do not know vlhy Wordsworth I s poetry seemed to 
lose pO\'ler after the glorious achievement of his great 
period& Perhaps he had said it all; but, it is possible~ 
as Charles Williams contended, that the deterioration 'vas 
bound up "lith his conviction that he had acquired the 
Hphilosophic mindH , and therefore ceased to l.'lork out in the 
poetry itself the reconciliation of lifetsttdiscordant elee» 
ments ff o 92 Be that as it may, it is certain that Muir's 
poetic gift, though late in developing and limited in 
range, remained stubbornly faithful to its own authoritY9 
slowly assimilating the divided elements of his experience 
into the synthesis o~ its own myth. 
His familiarity "lith, and personal kn01tlledge of ~ 
modern conceptions of the unconscious mind al~owed him to 
91 tf The Journey Back 6 If, IT", p. 174. See App endix D £) 
92Charles Williams, Th~English Poetic Mind (Oxford: 
Clar-emon Fress, 1932), pp.1660< .. 1670 
under st anding: 
The days gone by 
Return upon me almost from the dawn 
Of life: the hiding places of man's power 96 
Open. I would approach them, but they close. 
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Yet he affirms what Coleridge regarded as the distinctive 
power of the creative imagination: 
there is a dark 
Inscrutable workmanship that reconciles 
Discordant elements, makes them cling together9M In one society. I 
He sees it here as the producer of harmony within the mind 
itself, and one recalls l-Iuir's more tentative account of a 
power that seeks to restore psychic equilibrium: 
I think there must be a mind vIi thin our minds 
which cannot rest until it has worked out, 
even against our conscious will, the unresolved 
questions of our past; it brings up these questions 
vlhen our i:lill is least 'Vlatchful'J in sleep or 08 
in moments of intense contemplation. / 
This reconciling power is at its most dynamic in both 
poets when it achieves the mystical union of the self 1'lith 
the surrounding universe, bringing all things 1-vi thin the 
scope of a single act of the imagination. WordSVlorth,) in 
his moment of apocalyptic awareness, saw the eternal, unchange-
able and infinite reality underlying the changing face of the 
world ~ and sa"'l it in terms of the Hmighty forms 11 and tlnoise 
of waterstl of his childhooclo On the Simplon Pass, such awe-
some images, appearing again before his bodily eye, became 
the tttypes and syubols of Eternity", V'lelding together movement 
96The Prelude (1850), Bk. XlI, 11. 277 - 280. 
97Ibido, Bk~ I, 11. 341 - 3440 
98 An Aut obi o g-r apl1y , :p. 44. 
and stasis, mutability and changelessness. 
The immeasurable height, 
Of woods decaying, never to be decayed, 
The stationary blasts of waterfalls 
• • • • •• ••• 
The unfettered clouds and region of the heavens, 
Tumult, and peace, the darkness and the light -
Were all like workings of one mind, the feat~res 
Of the same face, blossoms upon one tree, 
Characters of the great Apocalypse, 
The types and s~bols of Eternity, 9 
Of first} and last, and midst, and without end. 9 
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In this glimpse of the eternal and infinite~ the demonic 
forces of nature and of the human mind, forever at stri.fe, 
are merged and blended in the harmony of the divine order$ 
With Muir, such harmony is usually expressed in the scriptural 
symbols of apocalypse that came so naturally to the seventeenth 
century Platonists; it is the tfharvest U , or tithe daylf, or a 
millenial dream of Canaan, a uradiant kingdomtl that uflo"tvers 
and shinestte 100 Though his world is rent from top to bottom 
101 by contradiction, torn between light and darkness, there 
is an l1 eternal dialogue tt of peace that is symbolised by the 
ttSabbath of Sabbaths", 
the day where all are gathered together, 
Things and their names, in the storm I s and the 
lightning's nest, 102 
The seventh great day.and the clear eternal weatherc 
There are always people and animals in !1uir' s rad.iant 
kingdom, just as we find them~ redeemed ru~d reconciled, in the 
visions of Isaiaho We see them at a distance in his dream of 
99T'ne Prelude
b
(1850), Bko VI, 110 624 - 6 i l-O. 
lOOuThe Transfiguration", CP., pe 19941 
101Ct 0 "Oedipus tI, CF 0, p. 189 ~ 
102"1'11e Days1t, CP!.~ }) .. 210 0 
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flthe gods U in uThe Labyrinthtt; t they are closer in "I1oses tf , 
with ttbyre, barn and stall, sweat-sanctified smell of l'eace u ; 
in liThe TransfigurationU , they seem more like the allegorical 
creatures in a medieval painting, and, i"inally, in ttThe Horses u , 
these a..Tlimals are once more reconciled \vith man after a cata-
clysmic war 0 There is nothing here of the lofty isolation 
characteristic of the great Romantics, or of that inner 
citadel of solitude in Wordsworth's soul where the aged 
~lichael was to stand forever alone beside his unfinished 
sheepfold6 Was it that the fthumanization lt had been incomplete 
after all, that those enigmatic, solitary figures who appear 
in \.Jordsworth f s poetry are emblems of some unassimilated part 
of his experience, some guilt left unpurged? Despite the 
marriage of minds with Dorothy, despite domestic bliss at 
Grasmere, Lucy was in her grave, just as Coleridge's damsel. 
with a dulcimer would appear in dreams no more. Muir had not 
been humanized by his deep distress; his imagination had 
been humanized once :for all, in the begilming, in Eden. It 
was exile that had frozen his gentle heart, and healing tears 
o~ pity that finally washed away its brittle protective cover-
ing, so that, in his own inrlard landscape of sea and islands, 
Orpheus \1aS :forever re-united ''lith his lost bride, and the 
l'landerer, Odysseus, was turning homeward to Ithaca and the 
:faithful Penelopeo103 
With this reflection, one turns to the role played by 
the image of woman in Muir"s search for unity, a topic that 
will be considered in the ~ollowing chaptere 
l03See ffOrpheus' Dream" (CF., p. 216) and "The RetuI'n of 
Odysseus': (CP., p. 114):~ 
C1W?TER III 
THE IM)~GE OF WOMAN 
Siehe, innerer Mann, dein inneres Madchen. 
Rainer Maria Rilke. 
During Muir's period of psycho-analysis "in London 
in 1920, he dreamed, for the first time in many years, of 
his birth place - the island of '-lyre" Part of this strange 
and wonderful dream unfolded as follows: 
I was walking along a browp. path level vli th the 
sea~ picking great light violet-hued, crown-shaped 
flowers '1 which \ii thered at once in my hands 0 1 I 
came to a little chapel or shrine on the shore. On 
one wall a brolfln clay image was hanging: a \\Teather 
beaten image of an old \-'loman naked to the 'Haist, with 
sun-burned tyrinkled dugs 9 I went up to the imE'..ge, 
and as if I were fulfilling some ritual pressed one 
of the nipples with my finger. A trembling flowed 
over the figure and, like a wave running across 
another in counter-motion, the texture changed; the 
clay quivered and rippled with life~ all the marks 
of age vanishing in that transparent flood; the 
breasts shone smooth and round, and rose and fell 
"lith living breathe .At the same time at the centre 
of my breast I felt a hot tingling fire~ and I knew 
that a yellow sun t'1as blazing there,) and 'I.-lith its 
beams which filled my body with light and soft power, 
was raising the image from the deado The figure came 
do~m from the wall, a dark brown girl'i and stood 2 
beside me. 
lThese flowers apparently represent the nostalgic 
longing for the past ~Jhich'peI'vac1ed SOl:le of r'luir 1 s rejected 
early poemso In this dream, it is recognised as fruitlessQ 
2An Autobiog~~, po 61+0 r-luir comments that this dream, 
\vhich opened wi til a sea voyage to his old home but 1-"hich 
never reached there,} was "offering me something else instead; 
re-animating another image of tv-hose existence I did not knowe 11 
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Not long after'V'lards, while accustoming himself to a 
t 
ne\'j life in Germany; he had another dream. 1flhich referred 
~irectly to his mother's death and released the pent-up grief 
he had been unable to express before o In this dream, he is 
called to the bedside of his dead sister (whom he understands 
to be a dream-substitution for his mother), but instead of 
joining the mourners, he leans on the mantelpiece and weeps 
freely for a long time until his tears cease of themselveso 
Approaching the bed at last, he gazes at the pale face and 
closed eyeso 
As I looked I thought I saVl a faint glow tinging 
her cheeks , it deepened, and in a TI10nent she vIas 
burning in a fire f> The glo11 appeared to come from 
within her: but I knew that it floHed from a warm, 
limpid and healing point in my o\vn breast 0 Her eyes , 
fluttered and opened, she held out her hand, ~~d I 
turned to the others, crying, 'Look, I have brought 
her to life i • But at these ~1ords, a terrible fear 
came over me, and I hastily added, as if to blot 
them out and destroy them, fLook! God has brought3 her to life! I 
Muir interpreted this second dream as confirming that 
his mother had come to life again in his Ol'm mind, together 
with his past, his love of poetry, and his belief in imrnortal-
ity¢ The experience of the warm~ 1ife~giving power in his o~m 
breast9 common to both dreams, seems to point to a powerfully 
creative interaction between the dreamer and the revived 
image, which is associated with the recovery of love and 
intimate human relationship_ Professor Peter Butter has 
3An Autobiography, pp~ 108 - 1090 In the light of the 
previous chapter~ it would seen that the image is re-animated 
by the proj ected life from the glovling point within the 
dreamerfs breast, so that the dream presents a paradigm of 
the neo-Platonist metaphor of the mind as a lampe That God 
is hastily brought into this scheme suggests a belated ackno~J­
ledgment of the creative role of the divine I-tind, which is 
reflected in the mind of the poeto 
\ 
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rightly remarked that this image of resurrection refers also 
to the buried part of Muir's own nature. ttThe intuitive 
feminine part of himself, in Jungian terms his anima, was 
coming to life u • 4 
These dream images were not employed anywhere in 
Muir's poetry in their original form, although the second 
dream was described in The Marionette, where it marks a healing 
crisis in the development of the relationship between the idiot-
boy, Hans, and his father, 11 art in 'I both of l.vhom, as indicated 
in the previous chapter, seem to represent alienated aspects 
of one subjective personality. Hans
'
s Q~eam concerns Gretchen, 
a marionette from the puppet theatre, who dies and is reSl~­
rected as a real girl in exactly the same way as the girl'in 
J:luir' s dre am 0 5 The image of the sun glowing '-Jithin the 
breast appears in a slightly altered form at the end of tfThe 
Place of Light and Darkness tt , where it refers to the recon-
ciliation of the visions of time and eternity. 
He goes on 
Bearing within his ocean-heart the jewel, 
The day all yellow and red wherein a sun 6 
Shines on the endless harvest lands of timeo 
It is interesting to note that in the original published 
version of this poem,7 the last two lines read as follows: 
The day all yellow and red where Christ the Sun 
Shines on the endless harvest lands of timee 
4Edvlin T'Iuir : Han a.."'1d Poet, P e 80 II It vJill be suggested in 
Appendix A that lIAutun:n in ..Prague ll is, in one sense, an early 
anima poem. 
5The Harionette, ppo 150 - 151. 6CPo , po 80. 
7Published under the title of liThe Harvest II in 110dern Scot, 
V, Jan~, 1935~ One notes that the colours, yellow and red, are 
the S81lle as those of the serpents in Muir's vision (referred 
to in Chapter I) 0 They also recall the scar'let and gold. of his 
baptismal suit (An Autobiographx, p~ 18)8 
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As in the second dream quoted above, there appears to have 
been some conflict between attributing the creative and 
visionary power to a divine source and claiming it as the 
f 't f' h· f 8 rUl o· l~er psyc lC orceso If, however, divinity is 
regarded as immanent as well as transcend-ent, and Cbxist is 
understood as a traditional symbol of the reborn and re-
integrated self, in whom temporal and eternal existence is 
reconciled, then the original version becomes entirely 
a.ppropriate to the whole conception of the poem. 
As has already been touched upon in Chapter I in 
connecti on vIi th ttThe Enchanted Knight II, 1:1hile the image of 
the woman lay unacknowledged in the buried part of the poet's 
mind, it became the agent of emotional paralysis, an evil 
genius of p.liena tiono But when the acceptance of guilt and 
the full experience of grief released the imprisoned and 
imprisoning image, then love, creative imagination, and a 
recKovered sense of wholeness and identity viere revived v:i th 
it. It is this feeling of joyful liberation that lies at 
the core of "Orpheus' Dream u ,9 in which the elements of 
classical myth are transposed into 11uir
'
s subjective land-
scape, recreating an eA~erience that is both personal and 
universal 0 Unlike Rilke, to whom the irrevocable loss of 
E d · . th t' ~ dOt' f t' t' t' 10 ury lce lS e essen lai con l lon 0 ar lS lC crea lon, 
Muirts Orpheus~ recovering his lost bride in the underworld 
BIt is possible that the conflict produced in the young 
Muir by his parents' religious objections to secular litera-
ture lies at the root of this difficulty. See An Auto9i'2.f-:Ea:'O~y, 
p. 76~ 
9cpo , pI> 2160 This poem was first published in 1951 under 
the title HEurydice. tI 
lOSee 11 Orpheus , Eurydice, Hermes.'! This is in keeping wi th 
Rilke's insistence on the need to allo\'? the obj ects of percep-
tion to become images steeped in the rich darkness of the 
Unconsciouso 
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of dream-images, emerges to find her incarnated in the 
world of physical reality. Only in a living relationship 
of love and forgiveness can they discover their identity 
and follovl tb.e natural movement of their lives. 
The abruptness of the opening statement: If And she 
was there l1 , suggests a sudden revelation after long expecta-
tion and conveys the Ugivenf1 quality of her presence. This 
underworld is not the classical halls of Hades, but Muir's 
childhood landscape lost in an ominous region of nightmareo 
The dreaming mind is a ~rail boat drifting in despair 
amongst "perilous isles u far from the borders of waking 
experience, when suddenly it stops because of flhertt presence, 
and is almost overwhelmed with a joy (11e uses Trahernefs word, . 
Hfelicityff) that seems to transcend conscious existence9 
As if \~e had left earth t s frontier wood 
Long since and from this sea had won 
The lost original of the soul, 
The moment gave us pure and whole 
Each back to each, and swept us on 
Past every choice to boundless good. 
Had the lost bride of the divine singer been submerged until 
this moment beneath the waters of dream? And does their re-
union mean that the "lost original of the Boul tt is a conjunc-
tion of masculine and feminine elements - an ancient symbol 
of psychic and spiritual wholeness? Is Uthe moment U an 
instant of time linked \vi th a timeless experience of innocence 
and unity, transcending all moral conflict (Upast every choice") '} 
re-integrating the vlill (fJswept us onff) and restoring a spontan-
eous response to the t1good tt , understood in Plato's sanset The 
final stanza opens with a triumphant statement of release from 
guilt and separation and of the actualisation of love in all 
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its reconciling aspects. This experience grants them 
courage to look back compassionately upon the symbolic image 
of Eurydice, which appears as an insubstantial sh ad 0\,1 ("poor 
ghost U ) of the living reality. Yet the unchanging mythic 
, 
image still remains tfin her silver chair", fixed in the 
underworld of the poetic imagination, so that, although she 
is merely a poor ghost to the poet and his beloved, the poem 
itself balances image ~~d reality, leaving both imprinted 
equally upon the reader 1 s mind. 
Two earlier poems had been concerned with a connec-
tion between the loss of the image of the beloved woman and 
a condition of disordered vision. Both of these appeared 
in the volume, Journeys and Places, published in 19370 
Entitled ttTristram's JourneyJf and "Holderlin's Journeytl,ll 
both are in the ballad form that came naturally to a poet 
nurtured on the Scottish ballads. Professor Butter comments 
on the first of these that the story is taken from Chapters 
17 - 21 of Book IX of Malory's Morte d'Arthur and that fRlir's 
intention is made clear by the way he modifies the original 
tale. Tristram, believing Iseult to be false, rides away 
from Tintagel and becomes deranged, living as a wild man 
amongst shepherds. He is captured and brought unrecognized 
to the castle, where, one day, he is made known to Iseult 
through being recognized by her brachet. Professo~ Butter 
adds: If In the poem the brachet is the means not just of 
making him known to Iseult, but of restoring him to a know-
ledge of himself and to contact with the outside world tt • 12 
llCp~, ppo 64~ 66. 
12Butit er, Ed\"lin I'luir 11811 and Poet, p. 1210 
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\-!hile Huir did attribute a special significance to the life 
of the animals and often regarded them as symbolizing the 
natural feelings, one should not allow this to obscure the 
possibly gre~ter significance in the poem of Iseult1s recog-
nition of Tristram. It is surely this moment of mutual 
recognition that finally restores h.im to himself and to 
contact with waking reality, and such an interpretation 
would be in keeping with Muir's usual treatment of the 
£eminine role as it is defined in this chapter. 
The poem is of particular interest for the way in 
which the economy of language, the conventional imagery and 
the emphasis upon action natural to the ballad form are used 
to dramatize a subjective experience 0 Upon leaving the 
castle, Tristram rides first into the forest, where he begins 
to lose the sense of time and the normal apprehension of the 
outside worldo 13 From the second to the seventh stanza 
there is a progressive blurring of images and a distortion 
of perspective, together with an increased disturbance of 
time relations. Soon the inability to distinguish between 
object and image gives place to the loss of all images, 
including the memory of Iseult herselfo 14 In rage and 
/' bitterness, he tears branches from the Ifclashing trees H until 
13 
14 
/' 
HAnd hill and plain and wood and tower 
Passed on and on and tur'ning came 
Back to him, tower and wood and hill, 
Now different, now the same. 
There was a castle on a lake, 
The castle doubled in the mere 
Confused him, his uncertain eye 
\.Javered from there to here. tt 
lIEut nO\i he searched the towers, the sward, 
And struggled something to recall, 
A stone') a shado\-, to Blanlt the lake, 
.And empty every wall. lt 
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~.alm returns to him and he finds refuge ~Ti th shepherds, 
. 
rounding up their flocks and sleeping with their dogs at night. 
~fuen he attacks and overcomes three of Mark's knights, the 
king has him brought to Tintagel as a captive, but again he 
is unable to distinguish between real persons and their 
pictured forms upon the tapestrYo15 Just as in tfThe Enchanted 
KnightH and tiThe Charm t' , the shapes of life seem to him no more 
than moving figures in a dream in which he himself remains 
paralysed; but, once again, as in tfThe Enchanted Knight 11 , it 
is a touch upon the face that arouses the will to respondo 16 
It is as Tristram leans (and surely he must be leaning over 
Iseult, who lies in a swoon) that he comes to himself and 
recovers the clear vision of reality. Focus and perspective 
return; the Hmisted grass" clears "blade by blade"; the 
round walls hcu"den, and he is in his "place f1 (which a.gain 
recalls T:eaherne I s image of things in their flproper places ll ) Q 
It is interesting to notice that grass, as in the early poem 
IfChildhoOd lf ,17 is once more associated with an experience of 
me pc-e..ts 
unity and identity, and that the remembered elements of ~ 
o~m life are linked with a traditional story to create a dream-
like narrative of mysterious significance. 
15 
16 
17 
/ 
"He \'-loke and saw King Mark at chess 
And Iseult with her maids at play, 
The arras where the scarlet knights 
And ladies stood all day. If 
UNone knew himQ In the garden once 
Iseult walked in the afternoon" 
Her hound leapt up and licked his face~ 
Iseult fell in a swoono 
There as he leaned the misted grass 
Cleared bla.de by' blade belolt1 his .face, 
The round walls hardened as he looked 
And he was in his placeo lf 
"The grasses threw straight shadows far away 
llnd from the hou.se his mother called his namee lt 
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ftHolderlin's J01ll'neytt, in the same ballad m.easure, 
. 
deals with a similar theme of madness associated with the 
loss of the beloved, but in this case the story is based on 
an actual episode in the life of the German poet, whose work 
Muir greatly admired. In 1802, Holderlin was working as a 
tutor in Bordeaux when he suddenly left without any explana-
tion and walked all the v.lay back to his mother t s house in 
Nurtigen, where he appeared, some two months later, in a state 
of severe mental disturbance - the prelude to the onset of 
permanent insanity in 1807. Little is knO\'ln 'of this strange 
journey, but it is linked with the fact that Susette Gontard, 
his beloved t1Diotimalt, was dying in Franki'urt during the same 
period~ Muir makes his own use of the story, suggesting that 
loss of the real woman led to the ascendancy of dream images 
in Holderlin's minde 18 The first and last stanzas of the 
poem serve as introduction and conclusion to the tale, which 
is told by Holderlin himself in the remaining thirteen 
stanz~s. He describes the journey as taking him first through 
a landscape of deceptive appearances, a "maze of little :Q.ills l1 
(an image derived from one of r~lUirts 01ffi dreams) \vhere he and 
Diotima seek each other in vain; from there he enters a wood, 
where a mouldering gate is flanked by pillars topped 
with deer's heads. Here he sees a living deer gazing upon 
18Daniel Hoffman, comnenting on this poem, says that 
Platonism and Jungian archetype pass dramatically into one 
another in ItHolderlin's Journey:!;' lILike .socrates, like Holderlin.; 
Muir has learned from Diotima that \"Ie attain to kno\vledge of the 
Forms by passing from love of the beautiful to love of the idea 
of beautye Her death then means the extinction of the Platonic 
possibility, a 'broken mind', the end of the imagination's power 
to unite created things with uncreated perfection" (Hoffman, 
Barbarous Kno\vl§!dg~, po 228) 0 One feels, however, t!lat I~Iuir 
is more concerned with the incarnation of the inborn images 
than with the ascent from the concrete to the abstracto 
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its stone replica as though upon its· ovm death, and suddenly 
he knows that Diotima is deado l8a When he reaches the moun-
tains, he sees everything displaced or distorted in one of 
~~irts characteristic descriptions of disordered vision mirrored 
ill a cracked and flavled landscapeg l9 A relentless, mechanical 
determinism is suggested by this kind of seeing in a stanza 
that employs the \>/ord ttirontt in every line and evokes an insane 
world with the sinister image of swallovls gliding on iron 
\illheelso 20 The bells that might once have rung for weddings, 
and had been heard faintly ringing in the maze of hills, are 
tolling now for a burial; but by this death the living reality 
and the pictured image have become t1 confounded tI in one, trans-
lated into a stationary and timeless \'lorld of symbol" In an 
essay on Holderlin, l1uir has remarked that after his mental 
. breakdo'lfm his "symbolism became more significant~ for it 
ex-pressed his immediate experience tf, 21 and C .1'1. BovJra considers 
that Holderlin I s great hymns, composed betl.'leen 1802 and his 
final collapse in 1807, are not the product of mental disorder 
but "rather the products of an iron control of threatening 
chaosHe 22 Muir conveys precisely the sense of an iron 
l8~heS~mages are possibly related to Holderlin's O\Vll 
simile ~~Sthe grieving poet and a stricken deer or stag 
~getroffene \.Jild lt ) in ffI1enon IS Klagen Um Diotimao U 
19 
20 
11 '\.['.aat made the change? The hills and tovlers 
Stood otherwise than they should stand, 
And \'1i thout fear the lawless roads 
Ran wrong through all the land. 1/ 
ff t Upon the swarming tovlns of iron 
The bells hailed dovID their iron peals, 
Above the iron bells the swallo\'lS 
Glided on iron vlheels. It 
21Muir , ESS8~S on ~it~atuIe and Societ4, po 870 
22C oN. BOv~Ta') InsJ?iration 8J1d Poetr-..r (London: Hacmillan,) 
1955), p. 1320 
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control of threatening chaos in the latter parti of his poem, 
except for the concluding stanza~ which is a moving reminder 
that acceptance and gratitude became Muir's own chosen way of 
affirmation, even in the midst of suffering. 
So Holderlin mused for thirty years 
On a green hill by Tubingen, 
Dragging in pain a broken mind 
And giving thanks to God and men. 
That I1uir t s concern with the idea of ma(mess arising from 10:58 
of the beloved woman sprang from something in his o\~ experience 
is ,confirmed by ~trs. Willa Muir, who, in a letter to the present 
writer, says that before their marriage Muir was himself in 
danger of a schizoid breakdo\vu. 23 Yet this motif in his poetry 
is far from being merely the projection of a personal cri~is. 
The profound transformation of his o~m life, seen in relation 
to what he divined of Holderlin's agony as being that of a mind 
broken upon the cross of contradiction (tton a green hill by 
Tiibingen II), seemed to reflect the human truth that the grea-I:i 
healing images \vhich constitute the fundamental matter of myth 
and poetry must be incarnated in the lives of those who would 
become whole .. If this entails setting life before art, Muir 
accepts the necessityo For him, relationship with the beloved, 
as one Sa1J.l in ttThe Confirmation It, restores those "firstborn 
affinities", learned through the infant's communion \"lith the 
mother, that link the natural world with the inward world of 
dreams and give us true perceptions of realityo 
23lf\·lhen I first met him he was in great danger of being a 
split personality, indeed, he VIas' already partly split 5 and 
would have become a schizophrenic, instead of a whole man~ as 
he finally did lf (Willa 11uir, in a letter dated 3/2/67) 0 
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A rather baffling poem vlhich may be illuminated by 
considering the significance Muir attributes to the feminine 
24 image as creative symbol and psychic reconciler, is uThen"e 
Two commentators have suggested different interpretations. 
Raymond Tschumi sees it as an evocation of the past of Scot--
tish history built on "the antit:2esis of cold cruelty and 
wounded sensibility revolting against blood and shaking the 
wall of enmity and struggle 11 .25 J.C. Hall refers to it as 
a ttpicture of the first anonyrlous unheavals of lifee"26 It 
may be axgued, however, that diction, tone and imagery convey 
a feeling of buried conflict, a nightmare of deep psychic and 
even sexu.al frus-t;ration expressed in \1ords such as: ff angry 
shadows If, t1 wall tt, ft groan If, "buried tl, U sweat ed If, "tortured 
wood ll , Ilbig drops n, "blood", and Iflull fl. These suggestions, 
together with the opening statement, 
There were no men and women then at all, 
But the flesh lying alone, 
seem to imply that without the interchange ·of bi-sexuality, 
either literal or figurative, there can be no creative tension 
of the opposites but only savage inner warfare and a sterile 
release of energy. The poem evokes a peculiar atmosphere, 
suffocating and claustrophobic, in which i.mages fail to take 
shape upon a wall that seems solid yet shakes and groans; 
these abortive images finally ooze out in anonymous blood-markso 
2~-CP 0, p. 9Ll- • 
2~aymond Tschumi, ThoD:ght in Tl,·,ent~eth Centu:r;::z Poetr;y: 
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1951), ·pe 87& 
26J •C" Hall, 'Edwin .l'luir : An Introduction, n ~enguin New 
\cJriting 38 (1949), pc 114" 
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In this painful struggle, the only hope of resolution seems 
JiO lie vii th I1mute maternal presences It who haunt the 1.1all, 
unable to express the healing povler of -their compassion. 27 
Itmat seems tQ be the expression of a po1tlerful experience of 
repressed rage and frustration could, at the same time, reflect 
a primordial struggle towards the conception of i~ases in some 
remote past of the evolving mind, or even suggest a prophetic 
dream of the animal soul, foreshadowing the fighting men and 
keening women of Norse Saga. Nevertheless'} one cannot overlook 
the suggestion in the final stanza that the tears of women 
might have gathered up the formless images, brought them into 
being') and made them meaningful again. 
In ItThe Old Gods ll , the maternal presences reappear in 
the guise of the Earth !1other, that di vini ty of the ever-
changing world of nature once worshipped by the men of pagan 
antiquity. 
Goddess of caverned breast and ch~nelled brow 
And cheeks slovl hollowed by millenial tears 'j 
Forests of autumns fading in your eyes, 
Eterni ty marvels at your comrted years 
And kingdoms lost in time,. and l10nders how 
There could be thoughts so bountiful and wise 
As yours beneath the ever-breaking bough 28 
And vast co:npassion curv:Lng like the skiese 
This tranquil sonnet, addressed to the archetypal deities of 
a matriarchal culture who have survived their sacred loci, 
suggests that, for ~1uir, it was mercy and pity (feared by 
27 !tIf there had been women 'there they might have vlept 
For the poor blood 'j uno\~ned, unvV'a..nted 'j 
Blank as forgotten scripte 
The ".JaIl was haunted 
By mute maternal presences whose sighing 
Fluttered the fighting shadows and shook the vIall 
As if that fury of death itself \"{ere d.yingfl) 11 
28 OF .. ~ p.. 120. 
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Nietzsche and once despised by himself) that chiefly character-
ized the maternal image. She was a Mater Dolorosa,29 a Demeter 
seeking her lost child, rather than a creator and destroyer 
like Cybele or the Hindu divinity, Kali. lience, although 
Muir's feminine image may be thought to bear some family resem-
blance to Robert Graves' s triple White Goddess, particularly as 
she appears twice as a remote agent of emotional paralysis (La 
Belle Dame and Helen), in her true form she is loving, faithful 
and forgiving: a type of the patient wife and mother, never of 
the capricious, cruel mistress. A comparison of Muir I s IIReturn 
of Odysseus lf or tlTelemachos Remem.bers!' with Graves's fine poem, 
ffUlysses tt , thrO~IS into sharp relief the essential differences 
between the tvro poets' experience and treatment of this symbol. 
In ffTelemachos Remembers H , Penelope I s daily task of 
weaving and then unravelling her tapestry is recalled by her 
son in such a way that the impatience ~~d incomprehension of 
the child he once was is mingled with the insight of matu~e 
underst &"'lding 9 He tells of the painfully slow process by 
which she created her woven images, "horse and chariot, spear 
and bO't-l", that always remained incomplete 9 mere fragments of 
the preconceived design. 30 He marvels at the patience that 
290ne naturally recalls the sufferings patiently endlITed by 
Ivru.ir's 01"m mother in G1asgovl. F .A .. Lea suggests that Nietzsche 1 s 
rejection of pity was partly an expression of his need to break 
free fron his ties with his over-solicitous, over-pious widowed 
mother,whose puritanical religion was responsible for his strong 
feelings of guilt and his ambivalence t01tlards Christe See The 
Tragic Philosouber: A Stud of Friedrich Nietzsche (London: 
1'Iethue~, 1957 ,. ppo 133, 321" It is a signiiicfu'1t coincidel:ce 
that Holderlin~ too, had an over-pious nother, responsible for 
his mixed attitude to Christianity: an allegiance to Dionysos 
which only later gave way to a difficult acceptance of Christ6 
30 
tI .. 4.nd what at last \Vas there to see? 
A horse's head, a tr~~kless man, 
Here odds aJld ends about to be 
lilld the thin line of augury 
"..'here through the \'leb the shuttle ran~ If 
(CF <I ~ P 9 219 .. ) 
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kept her at her weary task for the twenty years of Odysseus 1 
absence, and understands at last the significance of her sacri-
fice. Instead of obeying the impulse to create a perfect art-
work, she had woven a tissue of living values: ttpride and fidelity 
and love". Characteristically, Muir does not hesitate to 
affirm old-fashioned virtues or to give them their traditional 
names 0 Like many of his other poems, this one can be inter-
pre-bed in several wa::Js for which the literal meaning, though 
existing in its 01¥n right, is simply a parable or metaphoro For 
instance , it can be taken as an ill1.J.stration of Yeats J s view of 
the opposition bet't'leen Hperfection of the life t1 and Hperfection 
of -the work tl , or Penelope can represent the intuitive wisdom of 
the imagination that continues faithfully to produce its frag-
mented dream symbols despit'e the incomprehension of the estranged 
intellectc On a more metaphysical plane, Penelope ma~ personify 
the soul itself, patiently accepting the limitations of the world 
of Becoming as a necessary preparation for the unity of the world 
of Being. But even where Muir t s image of the woman may be 
regarded as a vehicle of abstract personification, she is still, 
at the same time, a part of his deepest experience and often the 
symbol of his own soul. 
Graves's Ulysses, unlike Muirts, fears and distrusts the 
woman even while pursuing her with forever unappeased appetite. 
He is unable to distinguish between Penelope and Circe, ltv-life or 
whore" • 
Their counter-changings terrified his way: 
They were the clashing rocks, Symplegades'~l 
Scylla and Charybdis too were they. / 
31Robert Graves (The Penguin Poets, 1957), p. 73. 
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There is no single true anima here; she is ffmultiplied into 
the devouring Sirens' throng", to whom he is bound by the 
rec-Qrring demands of the flesho 
One, two and many : flesh had made him blind, 
Flesh had one pleasure only in the act7 
Flesh set one purpose only in the mind -
Triumph of flesh and aftervlards to find 
Still those same terrors wherewith flesh was racked. 
There is in this poem no sense of deeper resonances of meaning 
beyond the purely psychological implications of Ulysses' wander-
ings, which correspond to those revealed in the rest of Graves's 
poetry~32 Love is constantly threatened by neurotic fears, by 
in£idelity, jealousy, and other more obscure conflicts. At 
this stage, Graves had not yet developed his mythic system of 
the Hhite Goddess in which he would project and 1IDify his own 
divided experience, but he had explored the psychoanalytic 
vieVls of Dr. Rivers and had subscribed to a theory of poetry as 
the resolution of internal conf1icto In a critical essay on 
some of Graves's early work, Muir made the follotTing comment: 
We are conscious that each poem is a theme chosen~ but 
subject and mind are not fused, it is not an experience 
that is registered but a..Yl hypothesise" e lITo Graves is 
forcing the natural growth of poetry \V'i th his intellect. 
The impulses of the unconscious have become categories 
rather th2....ll energies, so that they never achieve an 
organic expression, only a schematized one, and the 
poet is prepared for them in advance. 0 •• We feel a 
truth in poetry when there is an organic correspondence 
bet~een the external image and the inner conflict or33 deslx'e. 
32See I1Sick Love lt , lIVanityH, If Full l"Ioon", "Song of 
Contrarietylt, itA Love Story 11 , etc (> 
33Ed1tJin tluir ') Transi tion (London: Hogarth P".cess, 1926), 
ppo 170 - 1710 
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Elsewhere in the same collection, in an tfEssay on Contemporary 
Poetrylt, Muir says: 
Nothing is wholly real until it finds an image as 
well as a formula for itself. For the image is 
the ~ecord that a conception has been steeped in 
the unconscious and there accepted by the deeper34 potencies of the mind o c 
The difference between Muir and Graves at this stage is well 
illustrated by their respective uses of the image of the 
dragon. For Muir, the dragon in uThe Fall tf , in "Variations 
Xu, or in tiThe Jou.rney Back 11ft, is a spontaneous dream-
image from the great memory of the mythopoeic imagination, 
bearing all the mystical significance of an ancient tradition; 
l.;hereas ~ in ftVanityH, 35 Graves f s dragon merely stands for 
unresolved conflict and neurotic fear. 
Daniel Hoffman has shown tbat Graves's subsequent 
development (about 1948) of the mythic system of the vmite 
Goddess did provide him with a genuine symbolic counterpart 
-bo his own sexual and imaginative conflict~ ltv-hich gave it 
universal significance~ 
Barbarous as it seems in summary, the great value of 
this mythic pattern to Graves is tha-t it elevatesto 
divine, eternal and archetypal si8nificance the 
experience of love as it may be known to the individua136 sensibilityo 
He adds: 
Graves is grappling 1Alith latent dispositions of human 
character that have been overlain by a few dozen 
centuries of social lifeQ Call his theory atavistic, 
yet none can deny that he restores to an indestruct-
ible and necessary part of human experience its original 
mysterY7 spiritual energy, guilt and wonder oOG.[The 
muse-women to whom the poet is alternately the bringer 
of fruition ~Dd the sacrificed victim) serve him much 
as the idea of chivalric love served the writers of 
34Ibide, PII 195. 
350Q. cit II:) :p .. 65. 
36HOffr1B-'l'J., Barbarous KnO'Tflledg,£'1 p ... 211Q 
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the Petrarchan traditiono.~1 His love poems may be 
taken as mythical re-tellings of human love and as 
human re-enactments of mytha Of cOQrse~ these 
categories are interchangeable, in that the mythical 
lovers are the archetypes or originals of the living 
poet and his tluse, whose present passion is the real37 subject of such reconstructed mythical poemso 
, 
In Muir 1 s poetry, although myth has much the same 
general function as in Graves f s la-ter vlork, the feminine inage 
is not central to it, and she has little in common v-lith 
Graves's atavistic goddess. Far from being the mistress of 
the bards, with all-too-specific Celtic physical attributes 
(sea-blue eyes, long gold tresses and rOHanberry lips), or a 
fatal muse demanding submission, she suggests a closer kin-
ship with Danteis Beatrice or with Boelune!s Virgin Sophia, 
a symbolic figure, partly derived from Jewish mystical 
literature, which, like the paradise of childhood, is 
related to the Hermetic tradition~ Jakob Boehme held the 
doctrine that Adam, \1"hen he firs-t lived in Paradise, con..-
tained within himself the feminine element (Sophia) and was 
evenly -balanced bet\,leen light and darkness, the tHO great 
principles of "contrarium lt from whose dialogue proceeds 
creationc Tiring of the unity of Paradise, Adam slept and 
turned his imagination away from God. In this sleep~ Eve 
it/as created from him~ and he \'las no longer a purely spiritual 
being but a divided oneo This first "fall 11 '\"las follovied by 
the second fall into disobedience and death, but Boehme 
believed that ma."1 can be redeemed. in Christ and 1trill be 
restored at the last day to Adam!s original formo By means 
of his Christology, Boehme avoided the denial of man and the 
created tmiverse that is often found in neo-Platonist 
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mysticiSIDo He also believed that woman's role is to help 
save man by bringing him to a renewed communion with the 
maiden Sophia&38 The idea of an original hermaphrodite .or 
androgyne is ancient and widespread. Mircea Eliade says: 
Androgyny is an archaic and universal formula for 
the expression of wholeness~ the co-existence of 
the contraries~ or coincidentia o~positorumQ More 
than a state of sexual completeness a..Qd autarchy, 
androgyny symbolises the perfection of a primordial39 non-conditioned statee 
This is clearly the meaning of the alchemical symbol of the 
hermaphrodite (half king and half queen)40 which has been of 
such interest to Jung and which is related to his theory of 
the anima~ the female archetype who represents feminine ele-
ments in mants nature. In Muir's experience, this feminine 
image is aww{ened by his contact with a real woman and so 
restores him to original unity of beingo This unity is the 
keynote of his very fine love poems, all of which celebrate 
spiritual wholeness and harmony. In the e~cly months of 
Muirts marriage, when he was experiencing his extraordinary 
waking visions, there had been a climactic episode in the 
38This account is condensed from Desiree Hirst, 0Q~ Cit6~ 
pp 9 93 - 950 It calls to mind the "lost original t1 in I1Uil;T s 
poem 11 Orpheus 1" Dream" 11 Cf40 ~1aud Bodkin is reference to the 
image of lJIIOman as c osmic prine iple (Archetyual Patt~rns ... ~11 
Poetr~: :t:s:x:phological Studies of Imagination (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1934 ), p. 155. 
39I1ircea Eliade, I"Iyths, Dreams and M;yste:t:ies, trans 0 Philip 
1'-lairet (London: 1960) 'j p. 174 , quoted A..11.gus Fletcher, me~ordt: 
The Theor~ of a S~bolic Mode (New York: Cornell University 
Press, lij4) , p. 356n. In another work~ Eliade refers to the 
interest ShOVITl by the German Romantics in this symbol, as 
expressing the type of the perfect man of the future o Ritter, 
a friend of Navalis, developed a whole philosophy of the andro-
gynee Schlegel dealt v.Jith it in his essay ilUber die Diotima", 
and Franz von Baader, influenced by Boellille~ attributed great 
significance to the symbol of androgyny (The TvlO ~d the 0Il~'J 
transo J eH. Cohen (London: Harvill Press? 1965J, po 101) v 
40Graves uses the phrase Ilhermaphrodizing lovetl~ -together 
with Hermetic imae;8s, in liThe Terraced Valley!!, but ~ characteri 
tically, the ex~erience is an abortive oneo 
\ 
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first of them which actually res~bled the alchemical image of 
the winged hermaphrodite, though he does not appear to have 
been a\vare of this similarity. In the dream, he saw countless 
angels flying over a stretch of water in which they were reflec-
tedo Suddenly, he found himself amongst them, and someone 
took his hand : it was his wife~ They flew together for a 
while until he noticed that the wing on his shoulder next to 
her had fallen off and that her corresponding wing had dis-
appeared too, leaving them "mounting the air on two wings to 1141 
TVlenty years later, in a period of illness and financial worry, 
during which his wife underwent an almost fatal operation 811d 
a very protracted convalescence, he began to write poems that 
were filled with the certainty that their love had an eternal 
val~dity transcending the ravages of time and the tempests of 
earthly existence. Also about this time, he had experienced 
the moment of mystical insight in which his hitherto rather 
vague belief in God and immortality became specifically 
Christian in charactero 42 Increased understanding of the 
significance of incarnation and redemption helped him to accept 
this world as more than merely a distorted reflection of a 
true eternal one, so that it became a place in which all 
things move toward an ultimate fulfilmento 
In the first love poems there are certain echoes of 
Donne, particularly in the choice of titles - "The Annunciation It , 
tfThe Confirmation", lfThe Commemoration ll , in a reference to the 
relation between bodies and souls, and in the idea of two voices 
forming one speech or songo 43 There are few sensory images in 
41.An Autobiograph;y, pe 162. 
42Ibide, pp. 246 ~ 247. 
43 See Donne, I'The Extasie U ; cf 0 Itthis dialogue of one H wi-th 
11uir t s Hmonologue of tVIO I!t TI 
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these poems; they achieve their effect th.rough rhythm and 
t 
tone and the weaving of words into a pattern of song, tender 
and serene. In uThe Comrnemoration ft , the song seems to swing 
alternately between a joyful announcement of spiritual riches 
and a retreat into privacy. 
Invisible virtue now 
Expands upon the air 
Although no fruit appear 
Nor \sJeight bend do\·m the bough, 
And harvests truly grown 
For someone or no one 
Are stored and safely won 
In hollow heart and browo 
HOli'll can one thing remain 
Except the invisible, 
The echo of a bell 
Long rusted in the rain? 
This strand we weave into 
Our monologue of two, 
And time cannot undo 44-
That strong and subtle chain. 
The Itmonolo6Ue of two ft , a reversal of Donne's "dialogue of oneil, 
reappears in the last stanza of "Song : Why should your face so 
please me?tt which is a celebration of inward harmony and peacee 
And yet I still must wonder 
That such an armistice can be 
And life roll by in thunder 
To leave this calm with you and me. 
This tranquil voice of silence, yes, 
This single song of two, this is 45 
A wondero 
In 1949, when the Muirs were living in Rome, the great 
Christian symbols portrayed ever~lhere came upon him like a 
revelation, and he was confronted with the MadoIDla image, still 
revered as it had been for centuries in Catholic Europe. This 
gave him the inspiration for a second poem entitled I1The 
Annunciation ll ~ 46 in \ihich flesh and spirit, earthly love and 
44 "The Commemor ati on, 11 CP .. , p.. 119 .. 
45uSong, tJ OF b, p. 1470 
46CPc , p", 2230 
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visionary contemplation are caught up together in a single 
t 
timeless moment of ~Ulified vision. The spiritual eye of the 
angel and the bodily eye of lfthe girl H are fused in a mutual 
gaze; like lovers, they tremble with the mystery of conception 
that in due time will issue in creation, the incarnation of the 
divine image ~ 
Many years before, when Muir had first begun to dis~ 
cover a pattern running through the contradictions of his 
experience and to realise that he could impose an imaginative 
order upon his life by matching it with the great Biblical 
symbols that seemed to be stages in the fable of man's exist-
ence, he found that the central ones were Eden and the Fall. 
But the deeply implanted root symbol and matrix of his 
imaginative world was Eve, mother of all living. 
They sa:y the first dream .Adam our father had 
After his agelong daydream in the Garden 
When heaven and sun woke in his vla...1tening mind, 
The earth with all its hills and woods and waters, 
The friendly' tribes of trees and animals, 
And earthts last wonder Eve (the first great dream 
~fuich is the ground of every dream since then) -
They say he dreamt lying on the naked ground, 
The gates shut fast behind him as'he lay 
Fallen in Eve's fallen arms, his terror drowned 
In her engulfing terror, in the abyss 4 
Whence therets no further :t:all, and comfort is _ 7 
As the mother, she had once taught him the nature and name of 
all the things that lay around him in his islanded Eden, and!, 
like \-iords'ltlorth J s mother, had bound them together with a strong 
cord of love, joy and compassiono As the wife, her faith and 
love had restored to him the images of the natural world, from 
which he had become so deeply estrfu~ged, and had reconciled. him 
to the ffholy wisdom u (Sophia) of his own soulG Without either 
her memory or her presence, Muir could sa:;y with Othello 
"chaos is come againe tf 
CF-->ttPrER IV 
PSYCHn AND 0081":08 
o Nature and 0 Soul of I-la..7'J.! hO"l1 far beyond 
all utterance are your linked analogies! 
Hermru~ nelville, Moqy Dick. 
In the foregoing chapters, some attempt has been made 
to show how rluir's search for unity and identity lect him back 
to the past, restoring the uinf811t sensibilityl1 ~Iith its inti--
mations of immortality, and reviving the feminine image that 
\'las to re ..... a.\vaken his emotional and intuitive poi;lers" It 
remains to take account of the accompanying process by 't'lhich 
he gathered together the fragments of his broken image of the 
universe, recovering a traditional cosmology that helped to 
restore the order of his imler world~ 
1-luir himself regarded a consistent metaphjrsical vie~~J~ 
point as profoundly relevant to the w-riting of poetry, aLd the 
understanuing of a poet's beliefs as a vital part of the 
appreciation of his workc This is clear from his early criti-
cal essays, in one of which he discusses Graves 1 s early poetry, 
and ma...1.tes his point by a comparison with Donne. 
Donne.furnis~ed the scholastic, Catholic mansion anew, 
transf.orming it so that from the inside at any rate it 
seemed somethin;g completely novel; yet the original 
edifice remained. But ~x. Graves, in whose mind the 
theories of Professor Freud, Dr. Rivers, 3utler and Sir 
James G. Frazer jostle one &~other, has no cosmos in 
which to assemble them; the age provides none, and it 
is the lack of a fraBework of reality w~ich m~zes his 
fancies rem.ain merely fancies 'where Donne! s are as 
concrete as orn~ents on a great design •• c. Without an 
unconditional belief in the immortality of the soul, 
and in time and eternity as its two states, poetry such 
.. -'~'. " .. 
.. w·_ ... ~.t· 
as [Donne 1 s] could not be.writtens It is then 
the lack of any metaphysical foundations to I'Ir~ 
Gravests fancies which makes them so sinv~larly 
cold, so unconvincing •• e Donnels hypotheses 
started from problems which he had resolved by 
experience or by faith; ~~o Gravests st2Xt from 
this premise or that, and in general from the 
unresolved problems of the age 0 Poetry of this 
kind may be witty~ ironical, or suggestive, but it 
is not serious enough for its purpose~ it is not 
effectual. For the pressing need of any age of 
-cransi tion is to cease to be one, to attain to a 1 
resolution of its problems, not to poetize them. 
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In an even earlieI' essay, entitled lilt Plea for Psycho-
logy in Criticism ll , he states that a radical criticism must 
look, in a work of art, for the man who expresses himself 
through it, not as a social figure, but Has he is before God, 
the man in his relation to reality"o The critic should be 
able to discover what in the \\Ti ter is unique a..ncl \1hat is-
universal, and these are to be found in the traditional paths 
of criticism - in style, SUbject-matter and conception~ seen 
as symbols or symptoms of the artist I s minde 2 Clearly r"'Iuir 
does not here mean psychology in the narrow sense, but rather 
in the original sense of the study of the soul of man in j_ts 
relation to ultimate things. Perhaps one is justified, then, 
in making a modest attempt to examine his ovm vlork in such a 
light ~ 
Since Muir was primarily a philosophical poet~ even a 
tentative analysis of his metaphysical standpoint could involve 
almost the 1-lhole of his verse; nevertheless, a brief survey of 
certain selected poems, with passing reference to others with 
similar themes, which is all that can be accomplished in the 
present chapter, should suffice to illuminate the general 
framework of his thoughto 
l'J:ira:Gsi tion : Ess s on Conte!li"Jorar _Literature (Lon.don: 
Hogarth l":T'eGs~ 1926 ~ ppo 19(;, 1920 
2Latitudes (Lo;'-ldon: Andrew I'lelrose Ltdo, 1924), po 97f> 
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There can be little d01J.ot that the key to Nuir's 
world view lay in his experience of dreams and visions and 
his faith in their significance, not only for his o1 .. m life, 
but for the human condition in general. Like Blake, he 
believed that, to see the world as it really is, it must be 
contemplated in the light of this kind of visionary imagina-
tion, which creat es a ne~J heaven and a :c.e;'l earth, that is to 
sa:y, a new reality both in ourselves and. in the objects vie 
perceivee Deprived of the light of the mythtc imagination, 
1'1e sink into ffSingle Vision & Ne11ton 1 s Sleept1, in vlhich v.le 
see only the fallen world of the senses and Y'-I.'10W only division 
within the self. Since 1'-luir 1 s poem I1The Three !1irrors u3 
gives an explicit account of the fall fro!!l the original vision 
of childhood into the world of division 22-1 conflict ard of 
the subsequent recovery of a reconciled vie",'! of :eeali ty , it 
makes a convenient start1ng point for one's enquiry .. Here, 
the primary vision is expressed in the simplest i~ases of 
man I S natural life, making a peaceful and secure order, 
untroubled by mortality. 
Father and mother and child, 
The house with its single tree, 
Bed ~~d board ru~d. cross} 
And the dead asleep in the knolle 
Again one recognises the symbols of Huir's still centre: house, 
tree, man and woman, with the child at the heart of it, while 
hand in hruld with the material necessities of bed and board 
goes the symbolic image of the cross, accepted merely as a 
sign of the faith in unseen thin8s th~t illlderlies such 
traditional harmonies. :aut the vision of the fallen world 
soon supervenes, ~~d all is transforsed into a reluctant 
"'7 
;I CP., p. 140. 
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awareness of c~~nge fuLd chance, choice and conIlict, where 
each is ansltJerable for his o~m actions and the world of dream 
is broken in upon by the 'inexorable lavls of space, time and 
causality. T~is is what Euir referred to as the Hreality of 
4 the categor~es!l, the frag:r::::entation of prir::lordial unity i~to 
a multiform structu~e of polarities, such as good and evil, 
life and death, flaking ego and dreaming fancy, Hhich gives 
rise to that state of inner division that, to hin, WeS so 
acutely painful~ though it is common to all menG In the ?oem, 
the child-like vision is shattered by a sudden and. terrifying 
confrontation ltlith grief and guilt by \vhich the sources of 
intuitive knovlledge are closed off from consciousness. 
The mountain sumnits were sealed 
In inco:1prehensible vlrath. 
The peaceful scenes of infancy are distorted by an !t angry lair]", 
vlhich changes both the face of nature Ch"'ld the mind of the 
child. himself. !lSad tOVH1S rl appear, glinting like broken 
stones; hunting roads circle a "flying hilllf in pursuit of 
the 11 quarryft e 5 Everything lies askew, even the dead \'/ho 
once slept in the grassy mou-'l1d aYld nOvl lie in the tomb. For 
with guilt come death and disorder, an anarchic vision in 
V'Jhich good and evil lie locked togetner i;lhere once all \';as 
ttvirtue undefiled n • H01rleVer, there remains a third mirror, 
which, if only the poet could look into it, would show evil 
and good no longer in enmity, but 
4An Autobiograpr~, p. 233. 
c; 
~luir frequently emyloys the image of hound and ~uarry 
in the same sense as Eliot used !1the boarhound a::d tile boar H , 
as opposites that are ItreconcileJ.. 8Jllong the stars. tt 
Standing side by side 
In the ever-standing wood, 
The wise king safe on his throne, 
The rebel raising the rout, 
And each so deeply grown 
Into his o;.m place 
He's be past desire or doubt. 
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As 1"luir often uses the image of a wood to localise some sub-
liminal tract of the inner landscape, the uever-standing wood lf 
suggests the permanent symbols of the racial memory, where 
those figures .from folklore, the wise king and the rebel, 
being antithetical images with a social or collective signifi-
cance, point to a necessary tension and balance that give order 
and coherence to the common life of humanity. Ana~chic dis-
order is banished and all things take their accepted places in 
a new hierarchic pattern woven from the images of the mythic, 
imagination~? 'ttfnen this occurs, inv-lard chaos is similarly 
restored to harmony. 
Although this new mode of perception achieves a re-
conciliation of the polarities by means of traditional symbol-
ic images j it is not easily masteredo It seems to be 
conditional (III! I could looktt) upon the acceptance of 
spiritual 1flarfare betvleen the true identity and the false 
self, and it arises from the transcendence of that conflict 0 
This, apparently, is the significance of the altering tensions 
between the tv.10 selves in poems ILlee 1IThe Private Place It i) 7 
Here, the other self is seen at first in the position of enmity&8 
6 Cf 0 "The Emblem U (OP., po 230) and 1tThe Trophytt (CP., 
po 116) iI tlSharing the secret trophy with each other; 
And king and rebel are like brother and brother 
Or father and son, co-princes of one Bind, 
Irreconcilables, their treaty signede f1 
7 OP 0, po 82 .. 
8 11Few poets are m.ore terrifyingly a'·lare of our inner enemy ~ 
in all his disguises, than rlr~ i1uir lf (G<lS" Fraser, "Invlardncss ll , 
Observer Nos 8j+C3~ 22 June, 1952, po 7, tluoted R"Bo Bollander in 
\I A TeA'tual a.11d Bibliographical Study of the Poews of Edwin Euir lt 
(unpublished. PhcD~ dissertation, Colu!1'}bia University, 1962] ,po162~ 
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He is a Ustra.,.?)'ger n , a tfdeaf usurper"; in his dullness and 
.. 
indifference,9 he is a personification of the natural inertia 
that hampers the soul in its movement toward regeneration. ~e 
lives in household quiet in my unrest, 
And of my trou~les weaves nis tranquil nest. 
, 
Yet this antithetical presence may become an ally as well as 
an enemy, if only he is confronted, in traditional terms, as 
the self that must die in order to be re-born. 
Come then, take up the cleansing blade once more 
That drives all difference out. The fabled shore 
Sees us again. Now the predestined £ight, 
The ancestral stroke, the opening gash of light: 
Side by side myself by myself slain, 
The w~~ening stir, the eyes loaded with gain 
Of ocean darkness, the rising hand in hand 
I with myself at one, the changed land, 
~q homes my country. 
In these lines the stress falls upon the key "f;Ilords -- fabled, 
predestined, ancestral stroke, gash, light, eyes, loaded, h~d-
in-hand, one, changed land, etc. The rather stiff reroic 
couplets of the first paragraph have given way to a smoother 
flow, being softened by caesura and enjambment, as the power 
of legendary terms affords release from the formerly claustro-
phobic imagery. More ancient and primitive than those of 
Christian tradition, these mythic terns express a dream-like 
experience of recovered unity that carries a suggestion of 
Norse myth, perhaps of the self-immolation and resurrection 
of Odin, god of war and poetry, whose return to life was aided 
9Cf • "Indifference lt in "Variations on a Time Theme IX t1 
( CP., p. 50). 
10 by the power of the runes. 
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Inner unity is projected in 
an altered vie'-l of the surrounding world, ffthe changed land,/ 
YJY home, my countryf1; but ·this state is only a temporary 
possession. TiLle steals bit by bit "this boundless treasure/ 
Held in four hands f1 ;ll the state of division gradually returns; 
the wheel COBes full circle vii th a renewal of fretful bo:r:dage 
to the murper, and the poem ends with an unresolved feel:L"'1g o.f 
an endlessly repeated cycle of "strife and the aftertaste of 
strife f1 0 There is no final transcendence of conflict in this 
eternal recurrence which is unable to free itself from the 
finite dimension of timeo 
As in the frequently anthologised poem, tfThe Combat tf , 12 
where a similarly endless repetition of strife between the 
savage pride of an aggressive will to power and some seeminsly 
helpless, Buffering thing is translated into the vivid 
bizarre world of isol9..ted dream i~agesj a:ld as one has al:::ead.y 
noted in IfThenff,13 the pattern is one of alternating battle 
and inertia, without progression. Yet, at some point, Euir 
had beCOY1e avlare t:2at the tension of the opposites, Doth 
witpin the psyche and woven into the texture of the universe 
itself, need not be the deadlock of battle, but can becone a 
creative embrace or dialogue : even a kind of aesthetic pl~~. 
lOLarousse Enc.;yclopedia of !1ythology (Lond.on: Paul Eamlyn, 
1959), po 261. 
11 Another eXa:1ple of hand im.agery, which contrast s l,di tt. 
"the bound and battling hands:t in the follo~·,ri!lg poem, Tt':C28 
Unattained P12.ce ll (CP., p. 33). The latter i:2age recalls 
Nietzsc1:e - "lJ:h6refore strove I long and. was a \<lrestler t~3.t 
I might one day get my hands free for blessing lt (Also SpracD. 
Zarathustra, 48). 
12CP., :P 0 1790 
13Cp ., p. 94. 
Like Blake, he came to the realisation that Uwithout con-
traries is no progressionu ,14 ahd this insight seems to be 
linked with his visionary experience of eternal or divine 
things$15 If time is no longer the sole reality, but is 
seen as the moving image of eternity, that is, if the cosmos 
is composed of a spiritual as \'Iell as a material order, then 
moral conflict is no longer merely a tightly interiorized 
opposition, but becomes the vlarp and 'Vieit of a universal 
creative processo 
THE GODS: Evidence of the liberating po'wer of visionary 
eXperience is to be found in "The Labyrinth ft ,16 where inner 
division is projected upon the universe, and the enclosed 
tNilight existence of the maze is balanced by the kno'V'lledge 
of another dimension, here called tttbe gods ft ~ Although 'some-
thing still remains of the circu18£ pattern observed in 
certain of the poems mentioned above, it seems to have 
assumed some hint of a spiral form and hence some hope of 
progression6 The first paragraph of this dramatic monologue 
in blank ve·rse is composed of 45 lines, of vl]:iich the first 
34~ lines form one long, winding sentence that constantly 
returns upon itself or interrupts itself l.'lith parenthetic" 
statements 0 The initial line: 
Since I emerged that day from the labyrinth, 
14UWithout contraries is no progression. Attraction and 
Repulsion, Reason a~d Energy, Love and Hate are necessary to 
human existenceft (tiThe Argument, n The I-Iarriage of Heaven and 
Hell) • 
151"Iystics commonly attest that the experience of divinity 
is to be found beyond the iJcoincidence of contradictoriesl! 
(F .C. Happold, I-;ysticism [Penguin Books, 1963 J, p. 46). 
16 CP., P • 163 • 
seems to promise an account of release into the daylight 
world, but the promise is immedIately belied by a return to 
the recreated memory of existence in the maze, with its 
similarly ltswift recoils" and its smooth corners that are 
not turning-points at all but mere disturbances in the sense 
of time and place, matching a parallel disturbance in the 
image of the selfe 
I almost feared 
I'd meet myself returning at some smooth corner, 
Ylyself or my ghost, for all there VIas unreal 
After the stratI ceased rustling and the bull 
Lay dead upon the straw ~Dd I remained, 
Blood-splashed, -
One wonders "'Thy the unreality follo1,!£ the death of the bull, 
and why it is simply a bull and not the composite monster, 
part animal 8.L'1.d part human, of the legend of Theseus and, the 
Minot aur eo J?res'Lunably it repre sent 'J the natural life of the 
passions that have been regarded as purely animal, and there-
fore repudiated, leaving the narrator in the state of a dis-
embodied spirito17 A numbing of the senses is suggested by 
the observation that ttthe straw ceased rustling 11 , since, 
though it indicates that the bull 1 s death-throes are over, 
there is some displacement of attention from the central fact 
onto associated details, and then the final silence~ The 
splashes of blood recall the blood-marks of internal conflict 
that ooze from the wall in "Then", though this time no hope 
of salvation comes from "mute, maternal presences ft • With the 
17.An anonymous reviewer has noted that 11uir' s poetry is 
udifficult to explore or scrutinize, not because of any com-
plexity in vocabulary or syntax - the expression is often 
disarmingly direct -but because of the thoroughly indirect, 
almost labyrinthine me~~ng of the moods, mental states a~d 
recollections he is trying to conveylt ("Spiritual 'Transforma-
tions U , Times Literary Supplement, Ll, 4th July, 1952, p. 432). 
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image of a spirit seeking its body~ we are abruptly returned to 
the point at which the monologue began .... ltever since I came out/ 
To the world u, but we are vouchsafed only a glimpse of the 
natural creation - of sea 5 sky and hills, the paradoxical image 
of U still fields swift with flolrlerS If, people, birds and animals 7 
all in the umovementU that distinguishes the \vorld of ti...rue, 
before once again a parenthetic sentence within the ma.in one 
throws us back into the labyrinth with the recollection that 
time did not exist there~ The third repetition of Rsinee I 
came out tt disappoints us finally 'YJ"ith the statement that the 
anti-vision of the labyrinth often over-takes the narrator~ 
making the whole world seem part of a Kafka-esque image of 
deceiving streets and vacant ante-chambers 1J>Tith neither purpose, 
destination nor exito The entire paragraph itself is vii thout 
issue from a circling movement that cons-tautly drags the speaker 
back into a whirlpool of obsessive thoughts and equivocal images 0 
Even the emergence from the maze is not an act of will or dis~ 
covery, but, like Yeats's gyres, is merely the reversal of the 
continuous motion that robs him of autonomy. 
the maze itself 
Revolved around me on its hidden axis 
And Sl'lept me smoothly t 0 it s enemy, 
The lovely world. 
The psychic pattern is still antithetical; the inward deba.te 
that follows is argument rather than dialogue~ and the deadlock 
is broken only by revelation: a true vision that counteracts 
the false oneo 
I could not live if this were not illusion. 
It is a world, perhaps; but there's another. 
For once in a dream or trance I sat-! the gods 
Each sitting on the top of his mountain-isle. 
In this dream, the mountain SUI:lmits are no longer tlsealed in 
incomprehensible wrath tt , and when the divine order is perceived 
there, ordinary human life can be observed going on below in a 
peaceful and secure rhythm. The unified view from the hill in 
ftChildhood 11 is here overlaid upon an image of the moving rlorld 
'fJJ'hich includes the Homeric gods as symbols of reconciled vision. 
The mazy utterance of the first paragraph is replaced by firm 
statenent and a clear, though distant, perception18 of a world 
of varied and spontaneous action contained by traditional 
rituals and festivals: 
the little ships sailed by 
Toy multitudes s\-larmed in the harbours, shepberds drove 
Their tiny flocks to the pastures, flarriage feasts 
Went on below, small birthdays and holidays, 
Ploughing and harvesting ~~d life and deatnG 
But the gods, 
as large end bright as clouds 
Conversed across the sounds in tr~~quil voices 
High in the sky above the untroubled sea, 
And their eternal c1ialo;zue 'ltlaS -peace 
\fuere all these things ~ere \'lOVen, and this our life 
Was as a chord deep in t~at dialo~ue, 
As easy utter~~ce of har~onious words, 
Spontaneous syllables bodying forth a "Ylorlc1. 
From this vision, then, comes transcendence, reconciliation of 
conflict, and poetry. It reflects a distinctively Hellenic 
cosmos, an organic world in which divine, human and animal life 
all t~~e their place in the Neo-Platonic Chain of Being, cilia 
art is the spontaneous expression of a J?ythagorean harmony, 
18A •C• Boyd has noted t~at reading }lu.ir' s poems is Unot 
unlike looking at life throuSh binoculars: one turns the knob 
and the scene becomes sharner a2J.d snarDer - and more remote ll 
(Britain Tod80 No. 123, July 1946, py.~39 - 40, quoted 
Hollander, Hop_cit. H, p. 159). 
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inherent in the design of the universe, that is echoed in 
the mind of man. Such an image was a familiar one to German 
Romantic writers. As a symbol of primordial unity and 
spontaneity, it had power to compel the imagination of 
Schopenhaue=f, Goethe, Holderlin, Hagner and Nietzsche, and 
'would certainly have been familiar to Huir from these sources 
at least. Yet, it was not merely a borrowed concept. More 
than a compensatory fantasy, as it might well have been for 
some of them, it was very like his o"vvn experience of those 
islands of childhood where life and death, seed-time and harvest 
and man t s relation to the animals '''lere all made secure and 
acceptable by seasonal ritual and the consciousness of super-
natural presences. 
That was the reru_ world; I have touched it once, 
_~d now shall know it always~ 
Not only the true world in the Platonic sense, it is also one 
that once actually surrounded the poet - hence the justifica-
tion for the word tttouched l1 • But though the 'world of the maze 
is nO"l recognised as a ulie u , he knOl,'lS that, \'lithout the tfbird-
wingsU (a traditional symbol of transcendence) of the poetic 
imagination, he would be imprisoned within it. 
The poem could very well end here, but there is a final 
paragraph of three lines in which the labyrinth returns with ffil 
echo of Wordsworth's ltweight of customtf. 
Oh these deceits are strong almost as life. 
Last night I dreamt I was in the labyrinth • 
.And woke far on. I did not kna'lll the place. 
19"Heavy as frost and deep almost as life" C~Ode on the 
Intimations of Immortality in early Childhood"). 
J..l.U 
It is not easy to determine the point and significance of 
this addition; nor does it seem a particularly satisfactory 
conclusion to the poeme \fnat is of interest for this discus-
sion, however, is the indication that a snaIl gap has appeared 
in the circumference of tbe circle of conflict that brought 
the poems previously considered round to t~eir beginnings again, 
for this time the poet \'lfu(8S "far onn in a place he does not 
knoVl41 The circle is beginning to take the form of a spiral 
and so to hint at the first signs of progression9 
Before proceeding '\'lith an account of this develo:;,m.ent, 
however, something more needs to be said of the affinity 
bet1.veen 1-1uir t s vision of lithe gods H and t::o.e cult of Hellenism 
in German literature1l '~'le knOVJ that 1'luir had once steeped him-
self in the \'lri tings of Nietzsche, and tl-'.!&t IYietzsche himself 
had been deeply indebted to Schopenhauer, who claimed to be 
the first philosopher to give art an adeouate place in his 
philosophy 0 20 He believed that the artistic genius is able 
to transcend his own individuality a:c.d to a:p;>rehend and 
depict the Platonic Ideas directly, thus enabling the spectator 
or hearer to participate in his ovm pure timeless contem~lation. 
Nietzsche IS The Birth of 'I'ragedy 'ltlaS an original re-Vlorking of 
the ideas of Schopenhauer and \-iagner, the latter having devised 
his own version of the myth of the Golden Age, in which he 
maintained that man was once tt"ltlhole t1 , that is, his faculties 
once worked in unison and he lived in unconscious harmony with 
20Lea , ~he Trag;ic Fhilosonher, p. 230 The follovling 
note on Scnopenha.uer, \·lagner and l~iet zsche has been condensed 
from pp. 23 - 39 of this 'ltlork. 
~,' . .,"- .. ~ 
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nature" His natural 'speech vIas a--r-t, par-cicularly the drama; 
therefore this phase had occurred in Greece. Later, the Greek 
was to fall into alienation from nature, becoming the self-
conscious ubondslave of his 01.'ln abstractionstt and losing his 
intuitive PQwers~ This coincided with the introduction of 
slavery21 a~d continued throughout the Clxristian era, but man 
can regain his lost wholeness by a conscious re-discovery of 
his unity 'with the natural 'world~ 22 Nietzsche became pro-
foundly absorbed in the image of the Hellenic world, but, 
rejecting Wagner's theory of Greek oneness with nature, held 
that the Greeks employed the Homeric dreamworld to hold up a 
transfiguring mirror to life and so justify the pain of 
existence as an aesthetic phenomenono In his view, the sense 
of iden-tity 'ltlith the "primordial unityH was achieved by 
arousing some-tihing like the collective unconscious mind through 
Dionysian music and x'itual. He believed that the -'GrUB 
philosopher, as well as the poet, tries to make tfthe total 
chord of the 1.miverse re~echo within himself u23 and so 
achieves a harmony between the external and the internal worlds. 
Influenced by Heracleitus, he saw the primordial llllity as a 
ttplayful Child tt ,24 continuously drawing the world of Becoming 
out of the eternal interaction or dialogue of opposing forcese 
21Such ideas have a:pparently influenced r1uir j s parable-
poem, 11A Trojan Slave H (CPo,) po 72). 
22Cf:G uThe Horses," CP., po 246. 
23Ibido, p. 45, quoted from Nietzsche, ~nilosophy dlITing 
the Tragic ~~~ of the Greeks, 30 
240f c I-luir! s frequent use of words like up1a.yB and 1ftoyl1 
in his poems~ e.,go, lltoy treasurYi H tTtoy multitudes lt • 
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Holderlin, whose work deeply impressed Huir, developed a sym-
bolism based on a dreamworld of the Homeric gods, and, more 
recently, Hilke, follovling Nietzsche, tried to re-create the 
-whole outer ltlorld vlithin his own imagination, saying: 
Not till the double-sphere will the voices 2~ 
be eternal and mild. / 
The relation of this tradition to Huir's experience 
of the ~all from unity and spontaneity, as well as to his 
vision of the eternal dialogue of the gods and of art as an 
expression of harmonious liie,is clear enough~ Like the 
Romantics, he longed to recover an organic world-view; but, 
where most of them, in their reaction against the moralistic 
reformed Christianity of their ~ay, failed to recognise that 
such a harmonious cosmos had been familiar to medieval ' 
Catholic Europe as well as to the culture of the Renaissance, 
Muir knew betterv He was aware that, in losing the top half 
of the Chain of Being~ or, in other words, in becoming 
inured to the separation of' faith and reason introduced 1tlith 
Baconian scientism in the seventeenth centv_ry, vIe have lor-
feited a sense of oneness \~Tith the universe, that Hour 
!athers"26 took for granted and we are therefore unable to 
recover the Hover-arching sky" that completes the child's 
original vision of the world. A considerable number of his 
poems, some of them fOQuded on a sense of paradox, focus upon 
the idea that the reality of some lost dimension is attested 
by an obscure sense of its absence, by symbolic dreams, or by 
2~rom Sonette ~~ Ornheus. This extract is translated an~ 
quoted by J .l-I. Cohen in ~oetry of This J....ge, p. 54. 
26See "The Ringtf (CP., p. 113). 
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a suo_den intlli tion of an ampler world of eA.rperience e 27 
The fla\-l}' in the Hellenic cosmology ~ hov.Jever, lies in 
its cyclic view of time as the revolving image of eternity 
and consequently in its inadequate philosophy of history.28 
Christian tradttion has always counterbalanced Greek influence 
with the Hebraic conviction that the divine purpose is 
revealed in human history, which had a beginning and will have 
an end, and that man is called upon for a voluntary response 
to this purpose. I-luir's poem, 1tOedipustf,29 reflects the 
important transition-point at which the harmonious cosmos 
of Hellenic philosophy begins to give way to the dynamic 
creation of HebreitT prophecy, and the poet is turning from the 
timeless contemplation of the divine order, vrhich yields the 
peace of gnosis, or total understanding, tovlards the impossible 
acceptance of moral responsibility before a deity who offers 
the peace that passes understanding. This poem is examined in 
detail in Appendix B, where it is shovnl that the underlying 
poetic pattern has changed from a successive alternation of 
conflicting states to a simultaneous grasp of psychic contra-
diction, issuing in resolution and transcendenceo The 
mythical figure of Oedipus, walking through darkness and light, 
'is used to illustrate a movement30 in ~'lhich vision and spiritual 
27ttYet from that missins heaven outspread,/Eere all i,'le read ll 
( C P.. P 0 84). Se e a1 so: tl Tn e Hum a.7l F old II ( CF (>, P .. 99 ) ') II Bc 0 t 1 and 
194111 (OP .. , po 9'7), I1The Usurpers l1 (CP .. , po 187), 1I1'he Covenant tl 
(CP., p. 132), lfScotlandts Hinter ll (CP .. , po 229), uThe Road ll 
(CF .. , :p & 223) 0 
28\1The RecU1.~rencelt (CPo, po 102) deals vii th the impossibility 
of redemption in a cyclic movement of time. 
29~, p. 189~ See Appendix Eo 
30The cllaracters of myth ltare like shapes moving in another 
Vlorldo \·Je feel indeed that the pattern of' their movemcnts has 
a profolmcl T'elevance to our ovln lives') but 1:Ie do not imaginative-
ly transpor"t oU..:?Dslves into theirs ll (O .. So Lev;is ~ .An E:~.FimeptJ-E 
Criticis~ l CambridGe University l:>-.cess, 1 S61 J ') p $ 4LD b 
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blindness,.innocence and guilt, have ceased to be the horns 
of a hopeless dilemma and have become the twin poles of a 
creative interchange or dialogue between the natural and 
<Ii vine orders. From seeing the world with the eyes of the 
gods, in tf'I'he Labyrinth tf, the poet has reached the point 
where he can no\"l see himself through their eyes: 
I have judged 
ltrself, obedient to the gods' high judgment, 
And seen myself with their pureeJes, have learnt 
That all must bear a portion of the ~ITong -
Wrath is no longer incomprehensible, and the static deadlock 
has given way to the idea of a progress or journey, which 
readily combines with the scriptural image of the children 
of Israel wru1dering in the wilderness. 
, 
THE COVENANT: Like the Christian Platonists of the seven-
teenth century, !1uir often seems to hold an uneasy balance 
between the Hellenic and Hebraic \-lorld views, but it is the 
31 latter doctrine of creation and covenant, exile and return, 
. , 
that saves him from negation of the world of time and mutability 
As with the religious writers of that period, such as Herbert, 
Vaughan and Traherne, Hebraic images are made real for him by 
. t.he imaginative contact with the English Bible that was part 
of his childhood experience, and they therefore help to overco~e 
3l uIn essence, the Covenant-idea gives a meaning and value 
to life in this world, quite different from that fostered by 
Hellenic thought patternsoo .. o It is the Hebraic alternative 
to the logos. The logos offers illumination~ the recognition 
that the nature of things corresponis to the ·nature of the mind. 
The excitement is that of seeing one's own reflection, so to 
speak, in the mirror of nature" The Covenant leads us back to 
a dramatic encounter, a confrontation of our "enm individuality 
with a transcendent otherness - an I/Thou confrontation ll 
(Harold Fisch, Jerusalem and Albion g The Hebraic Factor in 
Seventee~th Cent~y Litefature [London: Routledge and Kegan 
Paul, 1904J, pi! lC8). 
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ambivalent attitudes towards such doctrines induced by his 
rejection of Calvinist interpretations. For instance, ~uir 
had been deeply disturbed'by the dogmas of election and 
reprobation (which represent a polarisation of the Coven~nt­
idea), as we~l as by predestination, and, perhaps for this 
reason, never really saw tithe promise It as the IDigh-tor act of 
a transcendent God but rather as the intuitive promptings of 
prophetic vision. 32 
It is not possible to point to any c~xonological 
development of such insights in the poetry itself, because 
Muir's general view of l.ife was largely established when he 
started to ~~ite it. Much of his verse is retrospective~ 
showing development in style and form rather than in content, 
for he const~~tly meilitates upon the stages of his struggle 
for self-re~lisation, looking back at the same experiences 
for fuller or different meillli~gs, and re-creating them in 
various , .... aysQ 33 Indeed, his \'lork often reminds one of 
Kierkegaard's dictum that, though life must be lived forwards, 
it can only be understood backwards. In addition, one feels 
that, in time of severe stress, :Muir tended to fall back into 
a neurotic state of anxiety and conflict, for which the poems 
themselves offered a resolution. Conseq~ently, different 
levels of insight appear at all stages of his poetry, and 
-2 ? See uAbraham lt (CP., p. 221). Of ~ Blake IIGod only Acts 
& Is in existing beings or men. It 
3311He vlanted to experience again, like someone learning a 
lesson, all that he had already experienced; for it seemed a 
debt due by him to life from. \,l~ich he had t1..Lrned away" (lluir, 
Poor Tom, Chapter 27, p. 254)0 This quotation, which expresses 
some kind of resolution in Mfu~siets experience, sums up the 
intention of much of l1uir 1 S vlork. 
\ 
.l.J..t:> 
poems based on the figural correspondence between the indi-
• 
vidual spiritual life and the Old Testament story are to be 
found even in his earliest collections~4 t1Variations on a 
Time Theme VIII was originally called HIn the Wilderness ft and 
possesses a lyrical quality l1uir did not often display" 
Beginning "Forty years this burning/ Circuitous pa-th t1 , the 
moveID8nt of this poem already hints at the development out-
lined above with reference to tiThe Labyrinth" and 1l0edipus" 
by making its wa:y froI!1 a seemingly endless circuit, through 
a moment of tioeless contemplation \.vhich is follo\'led by the 
memory of shame and guilt, towards intuitions of fulfilment 
and faith in ulti::nate deliverance .... all of which is seen in 
terms of the stages of the journey through the wildernesso 
The troubled story, based on scripture yet reflecting maRls 
life in ttne as well as lIuir 1 s personal experience, is linked 
by the pattern of rhythm, rhyme and diction to an underlying 
mood of dreao-like serenity, so that doubt and certainty S0em 
somehow to coincide. 35 In this sense, the poem serves as an 
overture to a large part of I1uir' s canon, and is an indication 
of the unity of his work. 
34 E ego fI The Ball ad of the Flood It, in ;first Poens (1925), 
where Noah strongly rese~bles JOLn F~ox and expresses the 
Calvinist attitudes ~~ir found so objectionable, and Variations 
on a Time Thene (1934), nNo. III If (CP .. , p" 42), Hhich was 
originally entitled 11 A.utobiographyIt • 
35 HAnd we have loved these lonely shapes 
At their disconsolate play, 
Have looked up to t~e stony capes 
Battered with scaldinF-: surf of sand 
Like sailors \'latching'--' after many a day 
Their hone hills rising from the spray. 
\.n,.,. • 1 d? It Wllere J.6 our an. (CPo, p. 47). 
The sense of paradox is conveyed by combining the 
symbols of sea and deserto 
opposing 
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With the idea of the journey in the wilderness aasfllrness36 came 
the associated ideas of the promise and-the millenniallBlmhnnial dream 
of Canaan. Like l1The Labyrinthlt and "Oedipus u , tf1/Iose~aoHIl 11110sesu37 is 
a dramatic monologue; but this time the poet speaks irul a2laks in the 
first person plural as the representative of all the c~ srlJ the children 
of Israel., 1108es I 'vision is not their vision, thoughriaUOrli3hough they 
know 'V-Jhat he saw when he went up to Vie1Jl the promised bS8lrrnised landG 
This great dre~ll shows a closer picture of man in tu.neeanJ t1 tu.ne with 
nature than that of the "toy multitudest! of the islandtin.sIal:islands, per-
haps because it is bound up with the hope of salvatiomo!J£1fVationQ i'1oses 
saw "mild. prophetic beasts", a "sacred lintel" and gljj1dDn:nd glittering 
vineyards 0 
And in the midst the shining vein of water~ 
The river turning, turning towards its homeD 
Promised to us. 
119;er ~ 
,9i:'O.lome D 
The slo".] ~ tranquil, yet inevitable movement of the ri w£1 erlche river 
suggests an ul tirnate conclusion unerringly sought; tl:iJ iJnt; the li'/ords 
"turning, turning" recall the circle, once closed, tharlJ IDed, that; ho.s 
now become a 1tlinding'J forward motion, and seem, at therlJ~s at the same 
time, to cancel the "burning 'I burninglf memory of shameilSialf shame in 
I1Variations VII1; 38 the sudden brevity of ItPromised tOJ bS2lised to us tI 
asserts complete trust in the -compact. Moses smelt t1:lUl9trmelt the tlhomely 
smell of wine and corn and cattle 11, the :peace, It sweat-JSSila ll It sweat-sancti-
fied 1',39 that is the reward of labour, and Sa't'l the tr:TJ 5jt the tribes 
-
36 It is noteworthy that his next volume of poems, 18:9°1 poems, published 
in 1937, was entitled Journeys and Places, thus empha~srl~ills8 emuhasizing the 
alternation of progress and stasis. ~ 
37 CP., :p. 129 • -
,D. 
39Such olfactory imagery is rare in I"1uir t s verse, /SG~9V verse, probably 
being matched only by the II searching scent of roots fI : I!~Jo~roots II in lJVaria-
tions VI, 11 the tI scent of the ancient leatherfl in "Var:1S':iI tun If Variations I: 
the Ilcomfortless smell of casual habitation II in 'fVari.hsV:: llO. "Variations V, 
and the "smell of guiltll in ftOedipus.lI The phrase tt:Ii S2£'1db.rase Itsmell of 
peace" carries an echo of Hilton. ,see Paradise IJost, l3f.se IJost, )'::1, 1, 3, 
\ 
With the idea of the journey in the wilderness36 came 
the associated ideas of the promise and the millennial dream 
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of Canaan. Li.ke If The Labyrinthlt and "Oedipus t1, "I1osesu 37 is 
a dramatic monologue; but this time the poet speaks in the 
first person plural as the representative of all the children 
of IsraelfJ Moses' vision is not their vision, though they 
know what he saw when he went up to view the promised lando 
This great dre~~ shows a closer picture of man in tune with 
nature than that of the fftoy multitudes tf of the islands, per-
haps because it is bound up with the hope of salvationQ :t-1oses j 
saw fJmild prophetic beasts", a ffsacred lintel" and glittering 
vineyaxdso 
And in the midst the shining vein of water~ 
The river turning, turning towards its home~ 
Promised to us. 
The slow~ tranquil, yet inevitable movement of the river 
suggests an ultimate conclusion unerringly sought; the words j 
11 turning , turning" recall the circle, once closed, that has 
now become a winding i forward motion, and seem, at the same 
time, to cancel the "burning, burninglt memory of shame in 
"Variations VIft;38 the sudden brevity of uP-.comised to ust! 
asserts complete trust in the -compact. Moses smelt the "homej 
smell of wine and corn and cattle", the peace, IIsweat-sanctill 
i'ied" ,39 that is the reward of labour', and sa\v the tribes j 
36 It is noteworthy that his next volume of poems, publis~ 
in 1937, \tJas entitled Journeys and Places, thus emphasizing j 
alternation of progress and stasis. j 
37 38 I CP., p. 129. CPo, p. 46. I 
39Such olfactory imagery is rare in Muir's verse, prob~ 
being matched only by the Hsearching scent of roots!! in T1V~ 
tions VI,tt the "scent of the ancient leatherll in IIYariatio:q 
the 1Icomfortless smell of casual habitation lJ in !fVariation~ 
and the "smell of guilt" in tJOedipus. lf The :phrase It sme11J 
peace lf carries an echo of Hilton. See Paradise I1ost, XI, 1 
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arrayed in white robes beside the river, their 
:.rdark heads 1tlhi tened by the desert wave, 
The Sabbath of Sabbaths come and Canaan their home~~ 
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This is another kind of timeless contemplation into itlhich the 
tOil and striving of temporal life have been gathered up and 
redeemedo But IIwe tl , who only have ordinary vision and only 
dream tlcommon dreams", sa""J nothing more than the wars, local 
troubles, and petty jealousies involved in settling the land; 
and neither VIe nor Moses himself could see the actual future 
as it is recorded by the historian or experienced by posterity, 
although its seeds were sown that day and the outcome was 
already determined by the causal chain of historical processo 
The flgreat disaster;, exile, diaspora fl \1a8 inevitable in the 
nature of things; the "plot of grolmd pledged by the God of 
Noses Ii was bound to be IttrB..t'Upled by sequent tribes 11, and tnt; 
elements of 1108es 1 dream of peac.e and unity scattered about 
the worlda Nevertheless, his vision, the tlday'1 that only 
he saw, now stands 'ibecalmed in time forever:/Hhite robes 
and sabbath peace, the snovl-whi te emblem It 0 40 
Like Vaughan's I1White Celestiall thought tt ,41 this 
great dream embodies some intimation of that plITe eternal 
Being of which life on earth reflects merely broken fragmentse 
40This is the second time in the Collected Poems (1960) 
that Huir uses the word Ilemblem ll (the"-first being iii tiThe Little 
General fl ) though he had been using emblematic imagery, and, in 
lIVariations X," had suggested that the mythical bea.sts of 
heraldry link past') present and future , inhabiting their o\'rn 
eternity in the midst of the temporal processo 
'-l-lIlThe Retreate? If J'he I"Ie_taph;r,sic?;l Poets (Penguin Books, 
1957) ~ po 2650 Cf 0 Shelley's IIwhite radia.'lce of Eternity!1 in 
11 Adonai s (> 11 
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Part of our heritage from the past, it is present in mom!!i in moments 
of revelation, and still haunts the imagtination with hQn rl~J:i th hope for 
the future. 42 Thus it creates a unity in time, and is a1bm.d is an 
epitome of that new reali ty, central to Judeo-Christiar.si&aristian 
cosmology, that is both "no\.o[ and not yet". 43 The poem ffi90q poem suggests 
that great prophetic images of this sort remain with u il rl~l'ith us as 
symbolic rallying points amidst the din of human endea-..89b~~ endeavour , 
reconciling time and eternity, and reminding us of an flS lof an ideal 
reality. 
.... 
42 
Professor Norman Cohn, in his book The Pursuit CXlJlt8uit of the 
MillenniUIll (J-london: Seeker and \.Jarburg, 1957) 9 deillonstjzaCr':::>illonstrates 
that the popular crusades and chiliastic revolutionarY11SC;ionary move-
ments of medieval Europe v/ere firmly based on millennJJIlf1s1ILlennial 
traditions, and considers that modern totalitarian mo~om~ movements 
have much in common with them, although the "b asic phasriq ~!ic phant asi e s tt 
are no longer e:Xyressed in terms of Judeo-Christian eS39~.lan escha.tologye 
4311 According to the Christian vie\-l, a right relatjjJElsrrelation to God 
in thi~ world does imply the prese:c.t p?s8e~sion of a @l,B :~of a great o.eal 
of ultJ.mate good, but all present reallsatl.on of good DOO~ good is JTlrDer-
feet ~ and for the co:nplete realisation, the Christian IlSHastian must look 
to the future 0 f Beloved, ~ are we the sons of God, C3 ft~~God, and it doth 
not yet appear 1'That we snaIl be I <I It is the combinatjjJs~itbination of the 
i no\~ i and the t not yet t ~ihich characterises the ChristJah~J Christian \-lel tans 
schaJlung ll (Edwyn Bevan,SyPlbolis!!l aLd. 3elief [Fontana bSlllLtana Books, 
1962J, p~ lOLl,) 0 
That !'luir realised the danger of attempts to establis:t!aUJz;ablish the New 
Jerusalem in time is appar~nt ~n his -l-pa:able-poem~ ItTtil,n I:em~ liThe Citytl 
(CPo ~ po 107) '} -;'&lhere tne pllgrlmage vO u erusalem ends abnla ends in 
fanaticism, violence and ruin - a possible reference ti 9~.~\':"'ence to Scottish 
theocratic movements. 
See also tlAbraham lf (CF., p. 221), ;..;hich, besides expre891q~! ex-oressing the 
po\.zer of faith and intuitive wisdom to collaborate wifll'i j:ate'" vlith the 
future, sums up the paradox of unow and not yet" in tl:fJ n; If in the final 
phrase - II alien Canaan ft. 
tfHe died content and full of :years, though still Il~Jatill 
The Promise had not co::ne, and left his bones, Ic8S, 
Far from his father 1 shouse, in alien Canaan. 11 1I 1t.9!1. t1 
This is the more moving if we recall the mood of IfChi:liO":r tfChildhood": 
UTa his father 1 shouse belo'Vl securely bound, If and 11ui:u::1JJ:'lind 11uir 1 s 
recollection of his father 1 sprayers, with their refe=91$~1[' reference to 
f1an house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens.afi9~£geavens. 11 
See also: 
"There's no harvest, 
Though all a:cound the fields are white with harvJmtrfb. harvest e t1 
("The Journey BacloBE 1gey Back 7. ft) 
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THE EMBLEMS: In the same collection44 as "Moses", a poem 
entitled ftThe Covenant u45 presents another kind of compact, and 
links the mythical creatures of heraldry vlith the archetypal 
dreams of the collective unconscious46 as well as with the idea 
of man as the focal point of the chain of being()4? This idea 
differs from the Hebraic notion that God created man out of 
dust and Itchose tt him. .At least, the emphasis is different. 
The covenant of God and animal ~ 
The frieze of fabulous creatures winged and crowned, 
And in the mic.st the \'1 om an and the man .... 
l,ost long ago in fields beyond the Fall .-
Keep faith in sleep-walled night and there are found 
On our long journey back where we begano 
This covenant is the neo-Platonic one; therefore, the "fields 
beyond the Fall t1 is not a scriptural, image so much as a 
41+ () The Voyage 1946 0 
46SUCh images actually appeared in Muir's own dreams and 
visions, and had particular significance for himo John Press 
comments: 
HOne of the marks by '\-Ihich we recognise a poet is his 
ability to stamp the images he UBes - no matter what 
their source - with the indelible mark of his imagina-
tion$ 0 (> e Think 0 •• hoVl Edvlin Muir incorporates the 
heraldic ima.ges, the labyrinths~ and the symbols of 
Incarnation which he finds ever~~here in Rome into his 
mythological universe!! (The Fire and the FOlmtain 
[Oxford Univo Press, 19551, ppo 194, 195)0 
47The "fabulous creatures winged and crowned" are symbols 
of the union of matter and spiritQ Alchemy Hasserts the union 
of spirit, symbolised by the eagle, or by mercury, with the 
serpent~ or sulphur, mattero This union forms the dragon or 
winged serpent out of a conflict between o:ppositese The 'morti"" 
fication' or death of the dragon was necessary before the 
resurrection could take place which alone produces the 
philosophers I stone 11 (Hirst, Hidden Riches : Traditional Symbol-
ism from the Renaissance to Blak~, po 124). Jung identifies 
the alchemical symbol of the philosopher's stone with his con-
cept of the totality of the self and with the Hnew manu of 
Christian symbolism (:Man and His Symbols, ppo 205, 210)0 
Nietzsche combined the 'images of eagle and serpent in Also 
Sprach Zarathustr~, Prologue, 10, as a symbol of pride of life 
reconciled with spiritual wisdom (Lea, The Tragic Philosophe~, 
p. 347). 
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,rej)res_entation, of, a state _o~ rn.inrlt-,-a gold~n age before the 
dawn of self-consciousness and inward division, which possibly 
existed in the remote past of mankind as well as in 'the child~ 
hood o~ each individualo Thus it resembles Wagnerts idea of 
ancient Greec-e as enjoying an unconscious stat.e, of union \,qith 
nature 0 The Hf"abulous creatures u are symbols of this original 
unity which appear in dreams: primordial images that corres~ 
pond to the innate ideas of neo-Platonist traditione48 Denial 
of such images by the adherents of materialist ideologies (nThe 
Clo.udn~ tiThe Usurpers U)or by iconoclastic sects such as 
Scottish Calvinism (tfScotland 1941 u, ttThe Incarnate One H ) 
filled Muir with despairo 
What jealousy, what rage could overwhelm 
The golden lion and lamb and vault a grave 
For i'2D.ocence, innocence past defence or costtl 
In the millennial prophecies of Isaiah~ the wild beast and the 
lamb lie down together, and the antitheses are reconciled in a 
new synthesis of peace and innocenceo This is another function 
of the emblems (as one satv in uThe Three rlirr'ors U) namely, to 
reconcile conflict and ambivalence,much as the horses of Muirts 
childhood combined fear and attraction in a numinous ~eeling of 
48As one has noted in Chapter II, Blakeis creatures in 
the Hprinting house in hell" have the same significance~ The 
,image of the dragon appears several times in Muir
'
s work o In 
uTh~ Journey Back 2 11 , the death of the dragon suggests the end 
of' a mythical epoch, but in nVariations Xu we are clearly deal-
ing with symbols of death and rebirth. 
"Ignorant that the dragon died 
Long since and that the mountain shook 
When the great lion was crucified~n 
Perhaps the emblems themselves, through death in the ordinary 
world, have achieved immortality in the dream world of the 
visionary imagination. 
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sacred avle o In other words, thiq kind of imagin~tion synthe-
sizes and unites experience according to inna-I;e P~ychic 
patterns which overcome contradictory emotions an~ ideas and 
set them vibrating in harmony. One of the deepe~t sources 
of conflict in Muir was the opposition between th~ desire to 
return to lost innocence, uinnocence past defence or cost U j 
and the need to accept responsibility for ollesel~ and one 9 s 
world e For him, nature cannot be accepted as it appears on 
the surface, but only when its f1heraldic crest H aIhines out 
ag~in, proclaiming its noble spiritual ancestryo When that is 
lost, as it is in a scientific materialist or ex:l.._stentiialist 
world vie'V1 9 then the ffweariless wave tt of time or the flood of 
everyday reality roofs everything. with its uslid:t:ng horror" 
.. , 
cutting off the over--arching sky of childhood ancl. vaulting a 
Ugrave for innocence lt 0 The animal forms are the:t.L no longer 
winged and crowned, but merely uhoofed and horneCLt1., 49 (This 
conflict was finally resolved in the very succes~ful poema 
" 
UThe Animals", 50 where they are seen as a stage Of God J s 
creation~ inhabiting their own kind of eternitiyo) Horses 
have a special role in this area of Muirts symbo~ism, since 
even in early childhood they were clothed with an aura com~ 
pounded of ambivalent emotion : they aroused both fea~ and 
attraction~ the awe called forth by sacred tbings e 5l In uThe 
Horses u ,52 they return to a new, free fellowship in man's 
49See 11The Shades" CCE.::, p. 112) and "The Ring1f (~ po 113)0 
50Cp., p., 207 t: 
51Muir , An Autobiography, pe 22. 
52 . ~, po 246 0 
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world, which has been scoured by ~ apocalyptic war, and they 
bring a release or unmixed emotion~ It is important to notice 
that, in doing so, they lose their emblematic quality~ Seen 
at first as ff.fabulous steeds set on an ancient shield ft , they 
l<lait ~ u stubbo1;'n and shy", to be recogn~zed as Jtcreatures to be 
owned and used It 0 Though they had approached with a. frightening 
drUllllhing of hooves and a -1v-ave of charging heads, they offer a 
ufree servitude tt that Ustill can pierce our heartsttt) .As \vith 
all Muirts parables, both psychological and spiritual meanings 
lie .close beneath the literal s~rface of this poemo 
The prevalence of animal forms amongst Muir's emblems 
brings to mind the significance attributed by some anthropolo-
gists to the totems or primitive peopleso JoBo Priestley, ~ 
Man and Tim~, quotes A.P 0 Elkin on the beliefs of .Australian 
aboriginesG He states that the aboriginal hero-myths all refer 
to an Ueternal clream timetJ \1hich is Uall-at-onceinstead of' one 
thing after another" e In this dream time, past, present and 
future co~exist as aspectis of one reality, and each of the cult--
totems of these people is a 1fdoor into the eternal dream. timeJJ~ 
which can be opened by the appropriate ritualp53 Muir's 
unusually sensitive awareness of manls remote past 54 may well 
have been stimulated by the particularly rich prehistoric 
remains still existing in Orkney, and is referred to in his 
autobiography,55 w'here he speaks of Jf an age vJhen animal and 
53J • Bo PriestleY9 Man and Tim~ (London: Aldus Books, 1964), 
p. 1400 Cf 0 Blake: nlf the doors of perception 'vere cleansed 
everything would appear to man as it is, infinite U (The Marriage 
of Heaven and Hell)o . 
54See the imagery iIi. "The Journey Backu ::2 and 3, e-tco 
55Muir , .An AutobiograR&, pp. 46, 470 
I 
-, 
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man and god lived densely togeth~r in the same world - the 
timeless crowded age of organic heraldry", a fabulous past of 
"heraldic men and legendary beast s f1 ; he adds that fJ our 
unconscious life goes back into it".56 His own emblems, like 
the totems, often serve either as links between time and 
eternity (UVariatioD.s XU) or as a means of "ordering images in 
an hierarchic and ritualistic pat"terno (See "The Emblemf1 o)57 
I~TC"ARNATION: Was this to be the Itlhole of Muir's mytho-
logical universe : the emblems as reconciling signs of a trans .... 
cel1dent order, -the moments of timeless contemplation, the faith 
in ultimate deliverance which had pO\'ler to exorcise "time and 
time againU and offer instead the paradoxical experience of 
"now and not yetf1? \tJhere does one .find a place in all this 
~or the love and forgiveness, the sense of the word made flesh 
that appears in poems like ffOrpheus f- Dream u and tfThe Annuncia-
tion f1 ? \~e know that some time in 1939 Muir suddenly recognised 
himself as a Christian~ though not an orthodox one~ nor one who 
could be affiliated to any churcho 58 We know, also, that the 
balance between Hellenic thought and Hebraic insights character~ 
istic of Christian Platonism, and similar to Muir's own, was 
firmly poised upon the central doctrine of Incarnation~ It 
seems that specifically Christian religious experience was, for 
56In taking notice of ~irts reaction against Nietzsche, one 
should not overlook the attitudes held in common, eogo, HI have 
discovered for myself that the old humanity and animality, yea~ 
the collective primeval age, and the past of all sentient being, 
continues to meditate, love, hate and decide in me, - I have 
suddenly awakened in the midst of this dream, but merely to the 
consciousness that I just dream, and that I must dI'leam on in 
order not to perish" (F. Nietzsche, The JoyfUI\Jisdom, 54, 
quoted Lea, ~h~ Tragic Philosopher, pp. 168 - 169)e _ .. 
5?CPo, p. 230. 
5~uir, !J1 .Autobiography, pp. 2 l 1-6, 247. 
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Muir, largely private and tentatfve, at least until life in 
Rome in 1949 overwhelmed him with the sense of a society still 
rooted in the past of Christendom and saturated at all levels 
in'Christian symbolismo 59 By this time he was already si~~y­
one years ol~, and, though his autobiography bears witness to 
the profound effect this experience had upon him, it 1'laS not 
easy to assimilate new elements into his work0 There is 
evidence of ambivalence towards Christian doctrine at all 
stages of his poetry, as will appear in the course of this 
discussion, and this may well be due, not only to aversion to 
the arid literalism (lfiron texts H) of Scottish Calvinism~ but 
also to an emotional diffictuty in contemplating the Passion 
and C1~cifixion, which may have been too closely associated 
in his mind with the dying agony of his brother, Johnnieo60 
It is of interesti to not;e that the first reference to Christ 
in the final collection of poems appears in "Variations IXJf, 
where the "homespun fiend, Indifference", the :false self 't"ho 
represses the true one, is distinguished by his ability to 
Ustare at beauty's bosom coldly/ And at; Christ l s crucifixion 
I boldlyrt 0 
59111 think of Giotto the Tuscan shepherd's dream, 
Christ, man and creature in their inner day. 
How could our race betray 
The Image, and the Incarnate One unmake 
Who chose this form and .fashion for our sake?f1 
(UThe Incarnate One tt, CP 3, p. 228). 
6°An Autobiogra~hy, ppo 102, 103. Evidence in support of 
this supposition is to be found in Poor Tom, Chapter 22, where 
the approach of Tom's ratal disease is likened to a Bellini 
painting of the Passion, in which the soldiers approach on a 
winding road, so that they will disappear and then reappear 
much closer, heralding the final hour of' resignation flto his 
agony, to the fabulous waterless regions. It This last stage is 
nsc hateful to human eyes that even the involuntary objeot of 
the metamorphosis can hardly be contemplated without a ~aint 
but deep feeling of aversion u (p. 222) 0 
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In uThe Recurrence", 61 \'Jritten and published after the 
uconversionu experience of 1939, belief in the cyclic movement· 
of time, which had become Nietzsche's way of affirming life, 
is J;'ecognised ~s a negation both of the need for redemption 
and of the reality of Christ's sacrifice on the Cross. 
Else the Actor on the Tree 
Would loll at ease, miming pain, 
And counterfelt mortality~ 
If we place these lines beside the final paragraph of uOedipus", 
where the narrator identifies himself as a Jt1t<lalking riddle" 
l'lho has Uacted out this fable H , the ambiguity of the word 
ftActor U in HThe Recurrence" becomes all the' more :pointed~ and 
we cannot avoid the conclusion that Muir, at this stage, saw 
the crucifixion as something performed once for all in time, 
and therefore different, both in quality and function 9 from 
the myths and symbols that illuminate the mystery of man' s 
life in all agese This insight was expanded in "Robert the 
62 Bruce u , a poem in ballad measure, in which the king speaks 
to Douglas from his death-bed 0 He acknowledges that the 
imaginative ordering of images is not enoughe Though the 
actions of the past assume a living pattern in the popular 
memory, just as his own life and death will do, it is not 
enough that his murder of Comyn, or Wallacels defeat~ should 
merely become the necessary elements in that pattern. \-lith~ 
out redemption, personal guilt could only be extinguished by 
the final passing a-r:lay of time itself, which, though it brings 
order out of chaos, cannot redeem what has been done i110 
61CPe , PC) 102. 
62cp., p. 115. 
'But that Christ hung upon the Cross, 
Comyn would rot until time's end 
And bury my sin in boundless dust, 
For there is no amend 
tIn order; yet in order run 
All things by unreturning ways. 
If Christ live not, nothing is there 
FOT sorrow or for praise 0 t 
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Beyond the responsibility discovered in ttOedipus H , beyond 
even the simultaneous grasp of contradictory forces~ there 
still lies the need for salvationb The coincidence of the 
contradictories holds only in the moment of timeless contem-
plation; real life is a matter "for SOrrOyl or for praise", 
and is therefore subject to judgmento 63 There is no return 
to lost innocence;64 only love and forgiveness can redeem 
65 the paste 
It is fair to say, ho\vever'i that Muir never really 
convinces us that he experienced Christ as his personal 
saviour 0 He toyed \'1i th the idea in II Prometheus JJ, seeing 
it as some possibility in the future, just as he did in liThe 
Journey Back I". 
I could break my journey 
Now, here, without a loss~ but that some day 
I know I shall find a man who has done good 
His long lifelong and is 66 
Image of man from whom all have divergedo 
63"To Franz Kafka lt (CPe, pQ 233) shows h01tl this insight 
has overcome aversion to election and reprobation. 
64see t1The wa:y" (CPo, p. 166) .. 
II I must retrac e the track 0 
Its lost and gone. 
Back, I must travel back! 
None goes there, mne 0 11 
See also ftThe Other Oedipus lt and "The Other Story" (CPo pp& 217, 
241). 
65See "Song : Love gathers all H (CP., pe 201), "Prometheus It 
(CPo p. 214), flThe Difficult Land" (CPe p. 237), etco 
66Cp., po 1700 
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It is noticeable that this image ~s perilously close to one 
of lost innocence, and finds its full expression in liThe 
Transfiguration lt ,67 where the description of a glimpse of the 
redeemed creation, a Uradiant kingdom U , is really the ttclear 
unfallen 1'lorld lt that will return finally at the second coming 
of' Christ~ Then the crucifixion \'lill be undone and the cross 
dismantled, 
.And Judas damned take his long journey back'ii1ard 
From darkness into light and be a child 
Beside his mother's knee, and the betrayal 
Be quite undone and never more be doneo 
This poem, like a number of Muir's other long poems, is too 
loosely woven and could well be condensed~ but it has some 
compelling passages and much of the serene radiance that 
pervades all his reconciling visions~ Tha.t it is only 
partially successful m~ also be due to the fact that the 
reconciliation is not a true synthesis, but a retreat to the 
beginning again, without progression0 wnatever m~ have 
been the emotional basis for this position~68 it is apparent 
that Muir's emphasis upon immortality instead of resuxrection 
weighed down the scales on the side of Platonism,69 and his 
attempts to include Cb~ist in his cosmology were seldom 
successful: the first Adam never quite gave way to the second 
Adamo Muir admitted as much in the long meditation, "801i10-
quyu,70 another monologue, ostensibly by a first-century Greek 
67CPQ~ p(} 198& 
68Willa Muir speculates on this in Belonsi~g, Chanter 18(i)~ 
69\-1i11a r'luir records an occasion in Rome 1:1hen her husbru1d 
and WoH" Auden spent an evening in conversationo H\>Jystan .B.uden 
o e 6) argued the case for the resurrection of the body vJhile Ed'Vlin 
arg~ed for the immortality of the soul, in a happy antiphony 
that vlent en for hours H (Belonging, pe 255) e 
709.I:!'~ p~ 194c 
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who admits that his thirty-year-~1d memories of Jerusalem upon 
Good Friday "Trouble me still1t. It is the poet's own testimony: 
I have picked up wisdom lying 
Disused about the world, available still, 
Employable still, small odds and scraps of wisdom, 
A miscellaneous lot that yet makes up 
A something that is genuine, with a body, 
A shape, a character, more than half Platonic 
(Greek~ should I say?) and yet of practical use. 
He goes on to record his profo1.md ltdismaytt at time and mortali ty, 
his acquaintance with antique symbols, 
And temples and curious caverns in the rocks 
Scrawled thick \vith suns and bi.rds and animals, 
Fruit~ fire and feast, flower-garlanded undervlorld, 
Past reading, 
his search for identity and his glimpses of eternity; but, HAll 
this is insufficient"e The vision of evil and of hQman suffer-
ing seems to demand something more~ yet 
My heart is steady~ 
Beats in my breast and cannot burn or break, 
Systole and diastole for seventy years~ 
The poem ends with an invocation: 
Light and praise, 
Love and atonement, harmony and peace, 
TO'v.ch me ~ assail me; break and make my heart. 
This is as far as he can go - an acknowledgment of the old 
need to grieve, to accept the tragedy of life, to open the 
floodgates of pent emotion. 
A number of Christian poems appeared in the follo\'ling 
volume, One Foot in Eden (1956); those that were subsequently 
l'lithdravm from the final collection were concerned with the 
theme of the marriage of heaven and earth, with the exception 
of uThe Lord", a sonnet which asserts personal allegiance in 
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an ambiguous way, since the poet. dissociates himself from those 
~fuo say that lord is dead, when I can hear?l 
Daily his dying whisper in my ear. 
The poems retained \iere, significantly enough, "The Incarnate 
Onet', ttThe Kllling ll ?2 (a faintly repellent account of the 
crucifixion, given by a "stranger", in which the turning heads 
of the three victims recall Mansiets description of his 
brotherls suffering in Poor To~, and where the ending of the 
poem expresses sceptical curiosity concerning the alleged 
diyinity of the chief victim), and ftAntichristtlo73 The last .... 
named poem,' which, like the others, is concerned ''.lith a false 
understanding or a denial of the true nature of Christ, is of 
particular interest because of the associations of its th~meo 
This eschatological symbol has al\-IJays been connected with the 
second coming and the onset of the millenniumo Traditionally, 
the Antichrist precedes the "last daysH, appearing as a pseudo-
messiah, who seems to be full of virtue and benevolence, but. 
iSj in reality~ a cruel tyrant, an embodiment of anarchic and 
destructive p01ver, whose llsigns and lying wonders" deceive the 
\'ihole world() 7l~ One recalls, too, that Nietzsche, as his final 
disintegration approached, referred to himself as the Anti-
christ, Dionysus, or the Crucified, and that Muir had once 
dreamed of Nietzsche upon the cross in a self-crucifixion of 
pride, not love~75 
71Cfe Nietzsche 
72Cp." p. 2240 
73CPo p~ 226~ 
Hence, we seem to be dealing with a 
"God is deado U 
?4COhn, The Pursuit of the Millennium, p. 19. 
75Muir , An Autobiogranhy, p. 128. 
perverted image of the self as well ~s of the Saviour. 
He walks~ the enchanter, on his sea of glass, 
Poring upon his blue inverted heaven 
tmere a false sun revolves from west to east. 
If he could raise his eyes he would see his helle 
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It is like the deliberate, blasphemous reversals of black magic, 
a false and sinister copy of goodness and trutho 
He heals the sick to show his conjuring skill, 
Vexed only by the cure; and turns his cheek 
To goad the furious to more deadly fury, 
And damn by a juggling trick the ingenuous si~ner. 
In a sense, he is the opposite of the Christ of "The Trans-
figuration tt , and corresponds to the false self, the "betrayer 
in the maze fl ,76 and also to the maze itself, since he, too, is 
lithe Lie; one true thought and he f s gone tf e He personifies 
the shadow of unresolved emotional conflict that sometimes 
obscures Muir's image of Christ and forbids a real encountere 
But if I'1uir fails, in his poetry, to approach Christ 
as the suffering redeemer upon whom all men m~ lay those bur-
dens they have ttt:ken up under the law, he is not denied the bright 
image of the Logos~ the God who became man in order that man may 
become divine; and he is aware of the' workings of some power 
that he identifies as I1graceu.77 "Thought and Image lf78 is 
essentially a logos poem which combines the chief elements of 
the Heracleitan doctrine79 with the central image of Christ in 
76 11Effigies 2 11 , CPo, po 234$ 
77.An Aut2biography, pe 281., 
78cpo , po 1320 
79Heracleitus believed that by searching out his own nature 
he could disGover "the Logos, the divine truth by which all 
things come to passo His belief rested on the assumption that 
man is, as it were, a small-scale representation of the ~Uliverseo 
His Logos was the thought \AJhich is the divine life of the universec 
e 9 & Change is perpetual, but the Logos 1 disclosed in 1:Jis<iom and 
order,) remainslfe It also contains within itself the opposites of 
good and. evi19 which qre fundam,entally uni tc;;d (Eo \rJ e Bru.. .. ner:;, T~ 
Ri s e of Chri s_t:t..?lli:{ [London: Longmans Gre en and Co, 19L:-7 J.. po j 2) 0 
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something like the medieval synthesis with its characteristic 
use of figura. The ballad measure and the stark elemental 
imagery reinforce the medieval feeling while the meaning seems 
to operate on at least three planes at oncee The birth, life 
and death of 'Christ seem to be seen as types of the experience 
of the soul in its descent into the realms of matter and in 
its subsequent regeneration, but also as types of three sta~es 
in "the gro~rth of a poet f s mind" e \.Jith remarkable economy and 
compression, all these meanings are suggested by arranging and 
re-arranging a few basic images80 into three main patternso 
First of these is the primal state of unity with nature e 
On bread and wine L.is flesh grew tall 'J 
The round sun helped him on his wa:y, 
Wood, iron, herb and animal 
His friends were till the testing day~ 
The "testing daytt that follows is the state of alienation, the 
cross of contradiction, corresponding to Wordsworth's period 
of "change and subversion II. 
Then braced by iron and by wood, 
Engrafted on a tree he died, 
And little dogs lapped up the blood 
That spurted from his broken side. 
The great bull gored him \'li th his horns, 
And stinging flies 1-.Jere everywhere, 
The sun beat on him, clinging thorns 
Writhed in and out among his hairo 
Finally, there is the loosening of the "great knotU and the 
gathering of the images, both natural and divine, into the 
storehouses of memory, the uinvincible shade ff of the anim(! 
mundi. 
80Eog., beast, insect, herb, stone, earth, wood, iron, sun, 
etc. 
All that had waited :to;:(' his birth 
Were round him then in dusty night, 
The creatures of' the s\4Jarming earth, 
The souls and ang.els in the height. 
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Here all things take their places again in the great chain of 
Being, with Cprist, as the divine man, at the centre of an 
hierarchic macrOCOSIDo This order is matched in the microcosm 
of' the individual m.ind vlhen the true s-elf assumes its rightful 
position at the mid-point of' the circle of experience and is no 
longer swept helplessly around the circumference. 
Looking back over this analysis, one finds that, in its 
own way~ Muirts spiritual odyssey seems to follow the same shape 
as Dante's. The closed circles of Hell yield before the 
combined influence of the poetic imagination and the image of , 
the beloved woman, glvlng way to the winding purgatorial ascent, 
at the summit of which lies the earthly paradiseo 81 Beyond this 
again, appears the perfect circle of eternal unity and transcen-
dent being, a mystical vision that had once been described in 
Poor Tom: 
Though he knew that he was standing here in the parlour 
with his dead brother, something so strange had happened 
that it \'I}'ould have rooted him to a place vlhere he 
desired far less to be: the walls had receded, and 
Boundlessly a vast and perfect circle - not the provision-
al circle of life than can never be fully described - had 
closed and he stood within it. He did not know what it 
was that he divined and bowed down before: everlasting 
and perfect order, the eternal destiny of all men, the 
immortality of his own soul; he could not have given 
uttera11.ce to it, although it \-'las so clear and certain;82 
but he had a longing to fallon his knees. 
From such experiences come the hints of love and praise, 
acceptance and gratitude, that are expressed in those poems where 
81It is possible to make a schematic diagram of this patterno 
See ~igure on p. 134, which includes heraldic motiIs borrowed and 
adapted from the emblematic painting in the Appendixo 
82PoorTom, Chapter 27, ppo 251, 252. 
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Ae Labyrinth, Maze, Circles of Hell: Inward Divisiono 
B. Time, Wilderness, Fallen World~ 
C. Emblems, stylised symbols expressing reconciliation of 
contradiction~ 
D. Anima, Sophia, the lost Bride: Conjunction and Integration. 
E. The Centre, Eden, Canaan, the Sufficient Place, Harvest: or 
Babbath. (Tree becomes a Cross when seen ~rom the 
circumference.) 
F. Transcendence, Circle of Eternity (Circle of Hell seen 
rrom the Centre). 
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all conflict is transcended and t f-1uir celebrates an inward 
state of spontaneous feeling and fullness of being& 
I gather to my heart 
Beast, insect~ flower, earth, water, fire~ 
In absolute des:ire, 
As fifty years agoo 
Acceptance~ gratitude: 
The first look and the last, 
\1hen all between has passed 
Restore ingenuous good 
That seeks no personal end 
Nor strives to mal' or mend., 
e • 6) * C> • 
Now that I can discern 
It whole cr almost vlhole, 
Acceptnnce and gratitude 
Like travellers return 
.And s"Galld 1'IThere first they stoode 83 
Some corroboration of the metaphysical attitudes just 
traced in Muiris poetry can be found in his critical essays, 
where ''''le find them conceptualised and elaborated in general 
terms with characteristic simplicity and luciditYe It is 
not possible to quote as fully as one might wish, but one may 
draw attention to certain statements that bear out the themes 
of moral conflict and spiritual progression, as well as that 
of reconciliation by means of incarnated symbols, which have 
been considered aboveo 
In his essay, "The Natural Man and the Political MCL11 tt , 84-
Muir dra1r~s a distinction between the traditional "man of myth 
and religion t1 and the ne\v "natural man dovetailed into a 
" biological sequence and a social structure o The difference 
is that the former was only human in the complete sense when 
he had "put on ff the spiritual man - a process conceived 
83 ff A Birthdaytt, CP e, p. 157. 
84Ess~ys on Lit~ratu~e and Society, pp. 150 - 1640 
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. symbolically as a rebirth and· had become uconscious of' his 
unique place in the world and in time" 0 The exist enc e of' 
the new man in the body of' the old implies a moral struggle 
which for centuries was accepted as the essential character 
, 
of manti This is ttthe man of Dante and Shakespeare, and of 
Balzac and Tolstoy G • •• Reoccupies a country of his o~vn wi-th 
unique rights and needs, quite apart from the biological 
sequence1te If' :for the traditional man the individual's life 
was a conflict, for the modern man it has become a development 
entirely contained within the natural and social environment" 
This new view, says'Muir, results in a reduction of the image 
of man, making it more realistic, but depriving it of ttulti-
'" mate significan~e to the imagination", and he goes on to sh~J 
how the history of the modern novel reflects this simplifica-
tion of the idea of mano He points out, however, that 
tfhistory and experience tell us that life is a development, 
not merely a struggle poised on its own centre, changing 
nothingo The struggle is an essential means for accomplishing 
the developmento,,85 The view of the nineteenth century 
evolutionists, who misconceived the nature of the struggle by 
regarding it merely as a function of development: the struggle 
for existence or the adaptation to environment, eliminated the 
"living mind ft , the uindividual in whom alone the struggle 
attains self-consciousness u , and hence the moral significance 
o:f life itself. 
In another essay, entitled "Holderlin's PatmosfJ,86 one 
notices that Muir's comments reveal an attention to those 
85Ibid., p. 161. This corresponds to the development 
from cycle to progress, reflected in Muir's poetryo 
86Ibid., pp. 92 - 103. 
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concerns in the poem which were nearest to his own preoccupa-
tions o He calls it Hone of the first modern poems in that it 
envisages human life in historical termstf, and states that it 
marks a turning point in Holderlin's imaginative interpreta~ 
, 
tion of' history and time, which in his earlier poetry had 
been symbolised by Greece and the Homeric gods o This 
interpretation had pictured man's history as a cycle of 
alternating ages of light and darJ:~ess, his own period being 
one of darkness in which man t s task was patiently to preserve 
the light that was no longer manifest. The three versions of' 
Upatmos U record Holderlinfs attempt to include Christ in his 
personal hierarchy and the ttintense vacillationo:f mindu87 
that attended this endeavour" Towards the end of the third' 
version there appears an image 1bf God's quiet sign in the 
thundering sky and Christ standing beneath it His life longtt 
that Utransforms from beginning to end the conception of 
history as a cycle of light and darkness". 88 !fair remarks 
that Holderlin's belief in Christ was clearly different :from 
the orthodox, and it did not force him to deny the ancient 
gods'7 who return in the last verse of the poemo tfNevertheless, 
Christ was the one symbol which united for him the two truths 
which he perceived in existence: a truth transcending time, 
and a truth immanen-t in time: permanence and alterllation~ u 
All this is seen as being intimately connected with 
H81derlin's conception of poetry as a redeeming sign; in 
87Ibiqo, po 93Q One is reminded here o~ MuirBs Dvm 
ambivalence towa-cds Christ G 
88~o ,po 1010 This recalls Yeats, 'tv-ho "tJrote in essential-
ly the same tradition, but whose gyres of interior conflict and 
historical cycle were never redeemed through being gathered into 
a Christo<=centric universe 0 Of' his tv-/O great masters ~ he 
followed Nietzsche in this rather than Blake~ 
'; ." .. '~ "'0 .~ -: 
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_. __ .his own words, fla staff of song shining downwards, for nothing 
is common tf • Muir's comment is as .follows: 
By song here he obviously does not mean poetry in 
general, but rather something resembling Blake's 
Imagination, \1hich he conceives as the instrument 
of a process that in this world is history and in 
eternity is the Father's willo It was the function 
of poetry to seize that unity and make it known as 
an imaginatively coherent whole~ Such glorification 
of poetry is sometimes regarded as a romantic 
delusion, along vii th ~JordSlf!Orth 1 s and Coleridge g s 
conception of the imagination with which it has much 
in common e But it has also much in common with 
Dante 9 s and MiltonSs and~ above all~ Plato's concep-
tion of poetryo g, 
Elsewh~re in the same essay, Muir s~s of Holderlin: 
In the essence of his genius and in his attitude to 
what he regarded as the chief problem of existence -
the \ifa:yS by which God makes himself knOl,Vll to men -
he was nearer to Wordsworth than to any other writero 
Like Wordsworth he was concerned with Man, not with 
the men of his own or any other civilization or ageo 
But while Wordsworth found God in natu~e, Holderlin 
found him in history, in time@ To divine the work-
ings of God in history is 1-1hat we call prophecyo 
The prophet in the narrower sense foresees these 
l'\Torkings in the future; Holderlin sa'tv them in the 
past as well, in the universal story of mankind6 It 
is this perception that gives the prophetic part of 
his poetry its unique intonation, as of a single 
voice speaking to the gods in a solitudeo His utter-
ance is like that of a man accounting to himself for 
things which he cannot tell to othersc The impression 
of vastness produced by his poetry is due to the fact 
that the past with all its powers - gods, heroes, 
emanations ..,. ~las as real to him as the present e The 
past was not something that could be thr01iffi into con-
trast, or paralleled, with the present, as in the 
poetry of Mro Eliot and ~~. Pound o It widened the 
present in a striking and incalculable way, and this 
expansion gives us a sense of a vast '\vhole, a universal 
dispensation which is the life of mankind from begin-
ning to end. As all prophecy looks to the ~ulfilment 
of time, this vastness is a normal element in prophetic 
writing, and is the source of its vagueness andgO grandeur~ 
89Ibid., p. 103. This account resembles the Logos idea 
of poetry as a reflection of the Divine Word which, when spoken 
in time and space, gives rise to the phenomenal world. In 
Christian terms, this world is the poem made by the Son to the 
glory of the Father. See Appendix Fo 
90Ibid., pp. 93, 940 
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This description of Ho~derlin's prophetic poetry 
might very well serve ~or what in Jungian terms would be 
called the archaic voice of the collective unconscious: the 
World Spirit, that was, is, and shall be. It is also a 
significant, statement of a concept of the poetic imagination 
(to which Muir himself evidently subscribed) that is akin to 
the udivine madness" Plato spoke of9 91 
In yet another essay on HOlderli~,92 Muir refers to 
the symbolism and language of his later poetry as being t11ike 
~ragments of a different kind of speech, simple, inexplicable, 
constant, incapable of being replaced by any rational explana-
tion of them" ~ which gives the poetry not only a baffling 
depth but a "certain radiant monotonyHo93 He specificalJY 
relates some o~ these characteristics to the poet's madness: 
his lIunique rearrangement of his shattered world u , and states 
that, since Rolder1in t s poetic imagination is related to 
dreams~ it resembles ua good deal of romantic poe-try and 
almost all mystical poetry" in that it has little to do with 
the contemporary world, or, at most, regards the contemporary 
1-1orld as the Old Testament prophets regarded it: as falling 
short of its vision. tfThe real assumption of this kind of 
poetry is that human existence can be changed, or rather will 
be Changed; just as the assumption of dramatic poetry is that 
91 nAnd now that time grows shorter, I perceive 
That Plato's is the truest poetry, 
And that these shadows 
Are cast by the truee tf 
(From Muir's last poem, 111 Have Been Taught", 
CP., p. 302) 0 
92uFriedrich Holderlin,u Ibid., pp. 86 - 910 
93uRadiant monotonytl is a phrase that applies to much of 
Muir's own work e 
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human existence is unchangeableo There seems to be no com-
promise between these two views lf • 94 
To put this into more familiar terms, one might say 
that the poetry of apocalypse and the poetry of tragedy are 
~undamenta11y dissimilar, as one may see exemplified in the 
notorious failure of Romantic tragedY9 Perhaps this is what 
Coleridge meant when he said that ever~one is born either a 
Platonist or an .Aristotleian: either the spiritual or the 
bodily eye is dominant, so that poetry may spring either 
from the prophetic dream or from a mimesis of life in all 
its beauty and horror, its abiding imperfectionG Christian 
Platonism has attempted to strike a balance with its emphasis 
upon the Incarnation, but'} in keeping with its mystical' 
character 9 it has traditionally given preference to the 
spiritual eye o Much the srune might be said of Muirts poetic 
vision~ ~vhich, while attempting to bring the inner and outer 
worlds into an equal ~ocus, usually reveals the dominance of 
the inward eye of dream and memory. 
94Ibid., po 91. 
CHAPTER V 
MYTH AND ARCHETYPE 
The s~~er and greater mythologies are not ~ancies; 
they are the utterance of the whole soul of man, 
and as such inexhaustible to meditationo 
I~A~ Richards, Coleridge on Imaginationo 
In the previous chapte,r, some emphasis iv-as laid on 
Muir's concern with ritualistic action, with mythic forms 
that make man's presence in the universe both comprehensible 
and satisfying to the imagination, and with certain hierat:1:c 
images or motifs (emblems) -that reconcile ambivalent emotions 
through their power of combining innate psychic elements in 
new and harmonious patterns~ In addition, it was noted that 
certain statements made in his critical essays suggest that 
he was consciously ~Titing in a non-mimetic mode related to 
dream and prophecy~ The question that now arises is how one 
may place these observations in some crit;ical perspective 
which can relate Muirls intentions and poetic practice to 
literature as a whole and to a particular tradi-I.;ion in poetryo 
~lhat is it in Muir's symbolic patterns that recalls the 
Cambridge Platonists and the German Romantics, and presents 
him at times in the guise of a latter-d~ witness to the 
cosmologies of Blake, Milton, Spenser o~ Dante? 
Perhaps one may find a lead in contemporary interest 
in archetypal criticism, a method which attempts to examine 
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the relation of literature to myth~. Graham Hough has 
recently pointed out that the main traditions of literary 
criticism, derived from Aristotle, have tended to neglect 
this ?onnection, though interest in it is as old as Plato's 
Phae.drus, was c'ontinued by the neo-Platonists and the my tho-
graphers of the Renaissance, and was later revived by Herder 
and the German Romantics~ Recent interest in myth derives 
partly from the 1tIork of Frazer, Freud and Jung, and partly 
~rom the philosophy of Ernst Cassirer~which has been made 
available to the general reader through the writings of 
1 Suzanne Langero Cassirer does not accept mimetic or 
expressive theories of art, but sees it as essentially 
formative 0 He holds that there is no reali-ty for man until 
he has created it in symbolic form~2 Such developments 
have paved the w?y for a new approach to literature which 
sees it as 
a symbolisation of ancient and deep-rooted tendencies 
of the human mind-- tendencies lrlhich have had their 
primary expression in my tho On this view, the 
literary mimesis of empirical experience is only a 
screen for older and far more deeply rooted psychic 3 
material 0 
Northrop Frye, whom Hough regards as the main exponent of this 
method of criticism,4 claims that literature springs originally 
from the largely extra-literary world of llmyth properu (stories 
IGraham Hou~h, An Essgy on Criticism (London: Gerald 
Duckworth, 1966), p. 140 0 
2Ib · ~ 129 
-2:.2; ~ 'J PI> ~ 
3Ibide, p~ 142$ 
4A1though Hough's assessment of Fryejs work is qualified 
by a number of importan"t; reservations, he considers that the 
broad outline of his system is "bound to become part of our 
normal critical apparatust! (i:~o ~ po 150)~ 
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of gods and divine beings), which is itself a verbalisation 
of two more primitive w~s of shaping experience : ritual 
and dream. 5 
Indeed, the concept of ritual seems to figure promi-
nently in ,this kind of criticism, though it is variously 
interpreted~ perhaps nowhere as clearly as in the account of 
its relation to myth Dutlined in a work of comparative reli-
gion: Jhe nyth of the Eternal Return by Mircea Eliadeo In 
this book, the author sets out to describe the way in which 
the "archaic mind ff of all cl.:lltures conceives realitY9 Since 
his thesis is paxticularly illuminating of Muir's central 
dilemma .... the acceptance of tftime lf , it is proposed to give a 
highly condensed summary of it before proceeding with the 
rest of 01~ enquiry into myth criticism~ In brief? then, the 
archaic mind is said to conceive reality in terms of a Platan .... 
ic structure, of which the following are the main elements o 
Ie The visible world has a double, an extra-terrestrial 
archetype existing on a higher cosmic plane e 
2i> Natural objects and human actions only become Hrealu 
through participating in a reality that transcends 6 
them, that is, by imitating a celestial archetype~ 
30 Every creative act repeats the original cosmogonic 
act: the Creation of the Worldo 
4. Every purposive action acquires meaning in so far as 
it is a ritual imitating an action perfor-med Hin the 
beginninglt by gods, heroes or ancestorSe 
50 Abso1ute7reality is represented by ttsymbols of the centre", the sacred mountain at the navel of the 
world where heaven, earth and hell meet. These 
5Northrop Frye, Anatomy of Criticism (Princeton University 
Press, 1957), p. 106. 
6Mircea Eliade, The ~qth of the Eternal Return, transe 
Willard Trask (New York: Pantheon Books, 1954), p. 4e 
?Ibid., p. 12. 
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symbols may be fountains~ trees of life and immortality, 
or any 11 consecrated places fI such as temples and holy 
cities, or itsacred times" 'Vlhich represent a return to 
the mythical time when the ritual was first performedo 
6. Any ritual unfolds in IIconsecrated space tt and tlsacred 
timett, that is, in the world of myth. 
7. By means of ritual, everything is given a form that 
makes it "real,lt; everything is constantly being 
transformed from chaos into cosmOSe 
8e 'I'he road to the centre is traditionally a "difficult 
road": a pilgrimage~ a perilous voyage~ a wandering 
in a labyrinth, a search for the centre of the selfo 
It is a passage from the profane to the sacred, from 8 
the ephemeral to the eternal, the human to the divineo~ 
90 HIn so far as an act (or an object) acquires a certain 
reality through the repetition of paradigmatic gestures, 
and acquires it through that alone, there is an implicit 
abolition of profane time~ of duration, of 'historyl; and 
he vlho reproduces the exemplary gesture thus finds himself 
transported into the mythical epoch in which its revela-
tion took place e JI 9 
10 0 Primitive man tolerates history with great difficultYe 
His conception of reality permits the constant regenera~ 
tion of time, the return to the begip...a.ing,} the casting 
off of sino This pattern of repetition is the ffparadise 
of the archetypes 1f o In this tradition, man himself 
becomes archetypal and paradigmatic 9 and is most tlrealtllO 
vll~en he ceases to be an individual in the modern sense~ 
Eliade concludes that for modern man, exposed to the irre-
versibility of historical time and to the burden of personal guilt~ 
the fall from the paradise of the archetypes is irretrievable o In 
this situation~ Christianity is the only possible religionoll 
8 Ib ' d 18 9Ib · d 35 lOIbl'd_~ p~ 34~ 
_l_" 9 pt;; G ~&? pe () - 7 v '" 
llIbidG~ po 162" In Christian doctrine~ redemption has taken 
place once for all and embraces the whole of time; only the fin.a~ 
apocalypse or II Judgment 1/ makes all things ne"" again() It is sig-
nificant that in Christian s~obolism the cycle of return has 
become infinite in eternity where lithe beginning and the end are 
oneil~ so that the symbolic pattern remains the same 9 although it 
no\'l no longer excludes but is able to contain within itself the 
coneepts of time and historyo ~[lemporal events are made meaning-
ful by a system of figural interpretation which links people and 
incidents in terms of a divine purpose existing in the mind of 
Godo See Erich Auerbach~s account of figura in Mimesis, -crans o 
Willard Trask (Princeton University Press~ 1953)~~-p:-b4~ 
This analysis of the uarchaic mind", which is really another 
name for the mind of what Muir has called the ttman of myth and 
religion", does help to clarify his painful confrontation with 
time and the historical perspective by enabling us to see it in 
terms of th~ struggle of the mythopoeic imagination to absorb 
and transfigure empirical experienceo The contemplation and 
imitation of archetypal images and actions transports the poet; 
into the timeless world of myth where the opposing elements of 
subjective and objective reality co-exist in perfect harmony 
and the hopes and desires of mankind are consummatedo 12 Eliade~s 
. account also illuminates Muir!s comment that HolderlinGs image 
of Christ transforms the cycles of history from end to end~13 
and explains why }luir himself turns froID the Hellenic to the 
Hebraic vision of timeo 
ltJllen Northrop Frye rei"ers to /Jdream1t as an aspect of 
myth, he means the vision of recovered innocence and harmony 
-that, in Eliade's terms, is achieved by the return to the 
paxadise ot" the archetypeso Combined with the imitation of 
symbolic ritual and expressed in verbal form, it becomes the 
myth from which literature is said to be derivede Frye's 
critical theory (which is not opposed to other forms of critic~ 
ism but attempts to provide a framework fer all types of 
literary scholarship) is based on the premise that the poet1s 
medium is words and his shaping tool metaphor. By their means, 
he conjures up shapes of formal beauty out of the welter of 
experience and, in so doing, bridges the ever-widening gulf 
12This apparently bears out the observation made in the 
previous chapter that Muir1s emblems, like the totems of the 
Australian aborigines, permit entry to the Ueternal dream time. U 
On a more sophisticated plane, the Platonist, in acts of contem-
plation, makes a movement of love (eros) toward what is good, 
beautiful and eternalo 
13Muir , Essa.ys on Literature and Society, p. 101. 
J 
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between ffdream tt and empirical existence l.'\lith its daily f'rustra-. 
ILL tions and its subjection to the process of growth and decayo· · 
If he is a pv~~ely mythopoeic writer, like Blake, his meta.physi-
cal position is one of Idea1ism~ The objects of the actu8~ 
world are a~similated into the world of the imagination,15 which 
is infinite and eternal~ since its only boundaries are the 
limits of the conceivable~ and memory, desire and hope, which 
are the subjective forms of past~ present and future, co-exist 
within ito If he works in a representational mode, he is meta-
physically a Realist, and sense impressions of natural objects 
and actions are his primary concern. In mythic vlriting, images 
and actions are stylised and conventional, yet full of numinous 
povler and signi.ficance, like the images in dreams 0 In na-eu.:t-al=-
istic writing~ they are more numerous and varied~ but are 
limi ted by the uprobabili-tiies u of actual existenceo These are 
the two eA~remes of apocalyptic insight fu~d direct mimesis: 
mutually exclusive ways of seeing, between which Muir said 
I 
there useems to be no compromise". 
Literature as a whole, however, aay be seen as occupying 
an uninterrupted scale between the one pole and the other, with 
-;, 6 
the greatest poetry of all usually occupying the middle groundo~ 
ILL 
'This idea is e~rplicit in Muir's sonnet, ttThe'llransmuta.tion l1 
HAnd 'trJe be poised bet\.'feen the unmoving dream 
And the sole moving IDomento U 
(gP ()' po 154) e 
15Blalce t s vision o.f Albion as HOne Man 11 containing the 
entire liberated universe is a symbol of the totality of 
experience existing within the mind alone~ Hence his objection 
to Wordsworth's concept of mind and nature being ttexqulsitely 
fitted" to each othero 
1611uir! S 01m poetry ~ though springing from mythic vJ..sJ..Oll, 
is, in fact, based on the pail~ul struggle to accept the external 
~lorld, \;Jhich he usu.ally calls "Timet! 0 He insists upon its 
independent existence (efe final paragraph of tfThe Solitary Place 
CP&'j p~ 81 ), but it is anarchic, Itfallent!1 until shaped by 
symbolic formse 
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The universe of poetry is built out of the various verbal 
forms that the poets of any culture, or even of all cultures, 
have created by combining, in various proportions, the elements 
of the two opposing worlds of the actual and the idealo Arche-
typal critic~ see this universe as a coherent totality held 
together by a structure of "linked analogies"17 and identify ..... 
ing symbols by which the Ifdark inscrutable power ll of the 
creative imagination reconciles all discordant elements troubling 
the interior harmony of the mindo What are these linked analo~ 
gies that are regarded as the source of the archetypal images 
that literature shares with myth? Fundamentally, they are part 
of an archaic structure of correspondences, familiar to all men 
everywhere, between the movements of the heavenly bodies~ the 
seasonal cycles of the solar year, and the rhythms of human~ 
animal ~Dd vegetable lifeo Winter and summer, night and day, 
the waning and waxing of the moon? seed-time and harvest, birth 
and death, the moral strife between the p01tlerS of light and 
darkness, the quest for a stharmonious human form of thingslt 
that will give meaning to life, order to the mind and peace 
to the heart - these are the original images and movements 
of the creative imagination, the primary metaphors of art and 
religion alikeo Frye claims that such images form a Ugrammar 
of symbolismtt \'lhich the critic can learn from an examination 
of literatt~e as a whole. It has existed immemorially in the 
ucorrespondences" of sympathetic magic; it reappears in classi-
cal mythology, in the esoteric symbolism of Hebrew and Orphic 
mysticism, and in the mundus symbolicus of the Renaissance o If 
17The present writer has borrowed this phrase from Herman 
Melville: flO Nature and 0 Soul of Man! how far beyond all 
utterance are your linked analogies! not the smallest atom 
stirs or lives on matter, but has its cunning duplicate ill 
mind f1 (rloby Dick [New York: Dent, 1907] , p. 271). 
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it seems to lean heavily upon what C.S o Lewis has called the 
tfdiscarded image" of the Pythagorean cosmos, the latter is 
I 
itself an imaginative rather than a scientific oonstruct, and 
is surely not anterior but subsequent to the analogues of the 
Chain of Beinge18 Since the mythic process of shaping 
e:h.'"Perience is built upon the repetition of paradigmatic actions 
that reflect the recurring cycles of the natural world~ and 
since its goal is the reconciliation of conflict bet-ween tb.e 
dreaming mind and the external forms of man 1 s physical environ-
ment, FrJe asserts that the archetypal criticism of poetry 
Hrests on two organising rhythms or patterns - one cyclical, 
the other dialectic ll o 19 
Recalling that one's exploration of Muiris poetic ,cosmos 
has revealed precisely these two patterns of cycle and dialectic, 
usually 'in the form of the poet's struggle to lift the circles 
of the temporal world into a spiral and enter the timeless world 
of "eternal dialogue 1f, one is doubtless justified in pm"suing 
Frye's analysis a little further; but~ since it is idle to pre~ 
tend that one can survey a comprehensive critical system in 
the space of a fe"!;! pages, one is obliged~ at the usual risk of 
over-simplification 9 to content oneself with extracting certain 
structural principles that seem to apply most significantly to 
Muir's \iork. 
It has already been noted that the main body of litera-
ture lies' between the two poles of myth and naturalism, repre-
senting both a displacement of myth in a human direction and a 
18Frye says, ffNot many people ha.ve clearly understood that 
cosmology is a.-literary form, not a religious or scientific one" 
(Fables of Identity: Studies in Poetic Fythology (New York: 
Harcourt, Brace and World, 1963J , p. 52)0 
19Frye , Anato:m.y of Criticism, ,p. 106. 
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conventionalisation of naturalistic content in an ideal 
• 
direction.20 The nearer any work is to myth, the closer it 
is to the permanent conventions and structures of poetry; 
the nearer it is to pure representation, the more the basic 
structures are overlaid by historical influences and the pre-
occupations of contemporary literary fashion 9 Frye has dis'-
tinguished various ffmodes u that represent typical positions 
on the scale bet\veen myth and naturalism~ all of which may 
take primitive and popular forms as well as sophisticated 
literary forms o Nearest to myth proper is the Hromantic 
mode u, represented by the popular forms of ballad and folktale. 
and by the romantic epic 9 where the action takes place in a 
magical world in which the ordinary laws of nature are often 
.. 
" 
suspended 0 Next comes the Hhigh mimetic mode H of national 
epic, tragedy, or the conventions of courtly love, where the 
hero has exceptional qualities but is subject to the social 
order and the natural law o The "lovl mimetic modetJ presents 
ordinary people and common situations; \,lhlle the uironic mode I', 
though representing an extreme of frustration or even absurdity, 
is considered to be returning toward myth since there is an 
implied comparison with, or a direct parody of, an ideal 
condition. 
Frye applies the same categories to more thematic 
literature, in which the writer communicates directly with 
his audience~ Closest to myth in this ~ield is the oracular 
poetry of the prophet or ttmouthpiece of the gods tf , usually 
found in sacred ~~itings. Next comes the poet as wandering 
minstrel or flexile with the \vOrd-hoard/' exploring the boundary 
20Ibid., p. 1370 
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between two worlds, contrasting.memory and present realityv 
The high mimetic mode is represented by the courtier-poet, 
a master of decorum and lover of beauty; the lO~1 mimetic by 
the poet as an individual of exceptional imagination and sensi-
bility; whLle the ironic mode finds expression in the poet as 
craftsman (symboliste s imagist, etc.).21 It will be observed 
that these scales corl-'espond in some respects to a chronologi-
cal development from ancient to modern; but if one measures 
Muir's work as a whole against this kind of scheme, one finds 
that it occupies an area significantly close to my tho He is a 
scarred wanderer (Odysseus), an exile, whose muse is IDemory 
(ul"Iy childhood all a myth H), exploring the border between dream 
and reality. His tales and ballads take a legendary form" but 
are~ in fact, a projection and embodiment of subjective states 
that probe this borderland. Approaching myth proper, one 
finds the vision of tithe gods" (HThe Labyrinthri), the dream 
poem ("The Combat lJ ), and oracular poems like liThe Journey Back ll 
II and VI and tfThe Poet II 0 The world of romance is evoked by 
a great deal of imagery characteristic of this mode a 
besieged castle, a secret postern, horses and hounds~ archers, 
heraldic banners, towers, forests, men in armour, Tristram and 
Merlino There is very little of the high mimetic style (one 
has already noted Muir t s dif ficul ty with tragic vision), though 
the dignity of his sonnets and love poeres might belong here~ 
and almost nothing of the everyday situations of the 10\</ 
mimetico His subjectivism is not individualistic but empha-
sizes the universal condition of an Everyman. The ironic mode 
is represented in Muir's pOetry by the reverse side of myth~ a 
21The foregoing account has been condensed from MB;,t.O!:lY of 
t"l • t' . 33 6~ vrl.2J22..?m ~ PP 0 ......L 0 
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false world of perverted images and frustrated epiphanies, 
which will be referred to again latero There is no real 
concern with cra1tsmanship as such, but an implicit rejection 
of the idea of poem as autonomous creation or exquisite arte-
facto 
Archetypal critics claim that if one stands far enough 
back from the surface -of any literary work, the basic my tho-
poeic design becomes discernible~ and that this design is some 
form or phase of the quest myth22 : what Eliade calls the 
"difficult road fl toward the centre of It absolute realityU, 
where consciousness expands to embrace a total vision of 
existence o Frye maintains that as the poetic universe extends 
outwards .from this centre~ one can distinguish four main' 
stages of the quest which are represented in literature by 
four fundamental modes of narrative : the comic mode 9 
characterised by integration, recognition and consummation; 
the romantic mode which concerns the adventures and battles 
of the hero; the tragic mode, characterised by suffering and 
death; and the ironic mode~ which reflects the extreme of 
isolation and frustrationo 23 By stfu'1ding back and taking a 
comprehensive view of Muir's poetry, one has already traced 
a fragmented and episodic pattern corresponding in outline to 
this archetypal design of the journey in search of identity 
and integrationo Setting out from the Eden of childhood, he 
falls into a labyrinth of imaginative and emotional paralysis, 
22See Fables of Identity, ppo 16 - 18, and AnatomZ-2f 
Criticism, pp. 187. 
23Frye, P~atony of Criticism, pPG 1620 These are analysed 
in detail in ppo 163 - 239~ 
" 
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passes swiftly through a death and rebirth phase (treating 
it as a conventional ritual in tiThe Private Place"), then 
struggles on through the wilderness with growing hope and 
understanding until he finally glimpses the centre in the 
vision from Pisgah, in the archetypal house of "The Suffici:ent 
Place", or in the regenerated world of "The Transfigurationtt 0, 
The fictional- world in which these actions take place 
seems to contain four symbolic regions and is roughly analogous 
to the fourfold mythical cosmologies of D8nte~ Milton and 
Blake e 2
Lt In some respects~ Blake's system, with its circle 
of destiny ru1d its ordinary world split between the contraries~ 
is closest to Nuir's subjective universe, since it represents 
four states of consciousness or degrees of imaginative v.ision 9 
which have been interpreted by Frye in Fearful Symme-~r]l : A 
Study...£.£ \Jill~~~ Blake" 25 Ulro stands for the condition of 
the isolated individual immersed in the world of sense 
impressions and brooding upon his own abstractions o Genera-
tion is the ordinary twofold world of subject and object~ 
organism and environment o It is a fallen world, bounded by 
time and space, and subject to the moral struggle bet\veen 
the fJcontrariestto Beulah is an unfallen state of love and 
wonder resulting from the conjunction of the male and female 
principles and leading to imaginative awakening. It is a 
24J1m.g has said that Itthe Self normally expresses itself 
in some kind of fourfold structure" (l"lan and His Symbo1.J2., 
po 185)0 In Dante, the four regions are the upturned circles 
of Hell, the spiral mountain of Purgatory, the Earthly Paradise 
at the summit, and the heavenly spheres. In Milton, the 
traditional metaphorical regions - Hell, Fallen World, Paradise 
and Heaven - are more 1.'lidely separated in space and time ... Blak:e 
calls them Ulro, Generation, Beulah and Edeno 
25Princeton University Press, 19470 
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lOvIer pa:r'adise, a threefold vision of lover, beloved and 
• 
creation, sometimes seen as £ather, mother and child 9 Eden, 
for Blake~ is the fiery city of the spiritual sun, a vision 
of the fffour living creatures fl who represent the unified 
imagination~ the creative energy of pu~e poetic geniuso 26 . 
In Muir! s vlorld 1 one can trace the outlines of a similar struc--
ture, consisting of a lO1tvest state termed the labyrinth, maze, 
or Hell (tiThe Strange ReturnU ) ~ an ordinary fallen state 
called Time, the flgrove lf , or the udifficult la.nd tt ~ an unfallen 
state called Eden, Canaan, or tithe Promise", which is usually 
represented either by "father, mother and child lt or by the 
sacred marriage (HOrpheus' DreamH ), 1f!lhile the highest sphere, 
often called Eternity, is either remotely discerned as the 
Hover ..... arching sky It , or referred to as the ineffable experience 
Such stages of imaginative perception can in turn be 
re;Lated to conventional clus-bers of archetypal imagery il Frye 
states that undisplaced myth is concerned with gods or demons 
and vlith two contrasting worlds of "total metaphorical idel1ti~ 
fication lt27 that in religious symbolism a1:'e called heaven and 
hello They are represented by archetypes of apocalyptic or 
demonic imagery respectively, the latter often being a parody 
or perversion of the formero 28 They can be schematized in 
accordance with the categories of the chain o~ being, as 
illustrated in the table on page 154e 
26Ibid &') pp~ 48,490 See also Frye, ttThe Keys to the 
Gates tt , Some British Romanti£.§. : A..Qollection of Essays, ed. 
James VQ"=Logan 10hio State University r-Tess~ 1966j~ 
27This refers to the tendency for such images to be symbols 
of multiplicity in unity, and to approach the source and essence 
of either all good or all evil (~natomy of Critici?m, p~ 139)~ 
?8 
- A famouE instance of such a perversion in literature is 
D~~te's Satan, whose three cannibalistic faces are a parody 
of the Trinity and of the Masso 
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Polarised Archetypal Imagery 
Order of-Reality AJ20calyptic Imagery Demonic I~y 
Divine and Human Archetypes of commun-
ity, symposium, order; 
lovee Victorious hero 9 
Bride. 
Tyranny or ana~chy~ 
Hero isolated or 
betrayedo Harlot, 
witch ~ I1terrible 
mother l1 '" 
Animal 
Vegetable 
I1ineral 
Unformed :Matter 
Pastoral animals, flock 
of sheep, lamb, dove, 
etc., 
Garden, grove, tree of 
life, vine, rose, 
lotus, etc., 
City, temple, house, 
precious stone. Geo-
metrical images, such 
as tI starlit dome II Q 
fourfoldo 
Beasts and birds 
of prey. 
Sinister forest, 
heath, wildernl~ss, 
tree of deatho 
Ruins, deserts, 
rocks, stoneo 
Sinister geome~ri­
cal images, such 
as maze, ~vheel, 
crosSe 
Sea, flood~ snOWe 
I 
River, traditionally 
---------------------~----------------------~----~----~-------------~ 
29 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
29This table has been adapted from Frye's account in 
Fables of Identity (pp. 19 - 20), where he refers to such 
images as exemplifying comic a.lld tragic vision. It corres-
ponds, however, to his discussion of apocalyptic and demonic 
imagery in Anatomy of Criticism (pp. 141 - 150). 
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At the. centre of apocalyptic vision, these images become 
symbols of pure unified b~ing, which in Christian tradition 
identify Christ as One God, One Man, One Lamb, One Tree of 
Life (or Vine of which "If/e are the branches), and One Corner-
stone, which'the builders rejected o Here, He is united with 
his Bride in the New Jerusctiem0 30 Betvleen the mythic poles of 
Heaven and Hell lies the world of ordinal"Y life, represented 
in literature by greater or lesser degrees of mimetic realism, 
which cu"e embodied in what Frye calls the II analogical imagerylt 
of innocence (parental figures~ children or chaste youth~ 
pastoral animals, horses and hounds of romance, fountains, 
castles, towers or cottages), nature and reason (city, king, 
mistress, proud animals such as lion and eagle, disciplined 
rivers, banners), and experience (metropolis, farms, workers~ 
fewer animals~ sea, etco)o31 Contemporary literature is 
concerned mainly with analogies of experience or \1i th the 
ironic mode that tends -Gowards demonic vision, where the 
organising ideas are those of frustration and isolation~ 
As one would expect with a mythic poet writing in the 
contemporary world, Muir 1 s demonic scenes are far more frequent 
than his apocalyptic ones, though it is the latter that linger 
radiantly in the memory~32 
tional apocalyptic imagery 
He turns naturally to the conven-
the community of fftribes l1 , the 
prophetic beasts and millennial herds, the over-arching tree, 
the sacred lintel and the river in uMoses 1t ; a symposium of gods, 
Htoy multitudes", shepherds, flocks and marriage feasts in 
30See Frye, Anatomy of Criticism, po 141. 
31Ibid., pp. 151 - 155. 
32Herein lies his similarity to and difference from Trahernel 
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"The Labyrinthff; or Man, lr]oman,. birds, tree, house in ltThe 
Sufficient Place H • The image of the precious stone as a 
symbol of total vision or total dream appears in 
o Merlin in your crystal cave 33 
De e.,p in the diamond of the day, 
while the tree and the river re-appear in various forms 
34 throughout his work o Demonic images tal{e the form of an 
anarchic landscape with roads running lI"Vlrongtl? to'V'ffiS like 
Hbroken stones u ,35 the ruins in ltVariations Vlt~ desert~ rock 
and wilderness, the killing beast in ttThe Combat If, the 
trbetrayer in the maze", the sinister forest and proud beasts 
in ftThe Grove lf , the crosses in his distressing scenes of 
crucifixion ~ and the wheel of destiny in "The ~rlleel fI and 
IIVariations VIIItto The demonic form of the feminine image 
is reflected obliquely as vJitch (La Belle Dame) in t1The 
Enchanted Knightll and as adulteress (Helen) in tiThe Charm ll o 
Sno\q and ice are Muir's favourite symbols for the "cold 
abstractionl1 that represents the opposite of the mythic 
imaginationo36 All these images clearly show a close rela-
tion to Frye's lists of archetypal imagery of the apocalyptic, 
demonic and ffinnocentl1 varietyo Some poems combine both kinds 
of imagery or embody a transition from one kind to the other, 
as in ftThe Good Town tl , "The Narrow Placet!, tiThe Window" or 
"The Desolationslf. 
33 CPo, po 73. 
34E•ge tree in "The Mythical Journeytl, ttThe Narrow Place", 
ftThe Strange Return"; river in t1Variations VItl, "The Rlver 'l , 
'_1The Days ", If The Wayside Station tt , etc e 
35 u The Three Mirrors", CP., p. 140. 
36E•g 0, tiThe One has far to gol Past the mirages and the 
murdering SnO\lI" (ttThe Incarnate Oner~ CP., p. 228) 0 See also 
ftScotland I s Winter". 
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"The YJythical' JourneyH37. is a particularly interesting 
example of this kind of admixture of imagery, since its theme 
appears to be the making of Muir's own sort of poetry. It 
begins with demonic imagery related to the basic conflict in 
Norse mytho~ogy between the frost giants and the summer sun, 
and also to Muir's symbolic equation of rlnorthtf with cold 
abstraction and "south" with harmony and form (a favou.rite 
symbolic polarity in German Romantic literature). The Gothic 
images of the witch's house, the roofless chapel and wheel of. 
fire are abandoned for a vision of the sun and the ufree su..m.mer 
isles"; but the ship cannot pause here, for its destination 1.8 
the ltJorld of reality: tithe towering 'ltlalls of life and the 
great kingdom", where the poet seeks for a pattern and a 
meaning in a landscape reminiscent of Holderlints journeyo 
The pattern exists cliready and seeks him at the same tillle as 
he seaxches for "-I-ll/e \~en he at last finds it~ it is a 
"vision/ Of the conclusion without fulfilmentffe Like 
H81derlin's Diotima, it is already dead, glittering in a 
"crystal gravelto Yet it is the tree of life, something like 
Yggdrasil, the Norse tree of the world, but also lithe moUll-
tainous tree of Adami Planted far down in Eden 1J, on 'IJJhich the 
dead are like "fallen stars tf , leaves on the ftsad boughsff of a 
dying symbol. But, to the poet, it is a true vision~ for the 
gods are exchanging their eternal dialogue. From this dying 
vision springs the poet's own "living dream t1 , beneath whose 
branches 
He builds in faith and doubt his shaking house. 
37 CPe, po 62. 
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• As previously indicated, the major part of Muir's 
poetry is concerned with the attempt to reconcile the actual 
and the ideal, the story and the fable, in such a vlay that 
anarchic vision is transfigured~ either by symbolic forms or 
by faith and love, 38 a.lld this world can be accepted as a 
place where 
Strange blessings never in Paradise 
Fall from these beclouded ski.es~ 
Such an intention corresponds to the social and cultural ends 
of archetypal poetry in that it employs traditional images 
common to all men in the attempt to conmn)Jlicate a uharmonious 
h1.1.man :form of thingstl G But this harmonious form cannot be 
established \'lithol..lt reference to an over-riding uni.fying ideal, 
which shines eternally in the prophetic dreams of mankind, and 
which Frye calls my the- The movement tovJards myth in literature 
is a m.ovement to"tvards t1an area of converging significance., 0 0 
the still centre of the order of vJords ti which imitates an order 
of nature as a whole~39 This is the goal of the quest, where 
literature ttimitates the total dream of manu and lithe a.rchetypal 
symbols o£ the city, the garden~ the quest, the marriage are no 
longer the desirable forms that man constructs inside nature, 
but are themselves the forms of nature fl ~ The poem becomes a 
microcosm of the whole poetic universe and all symbols are 
3C);x8mples of such poems a"t"e: "The Unattained Place It, 
IITelamachos Remembers tf , "Outside Edenft , liThe Journey Back 711~ 
HThe Difficult Landll~ uIn Love for Long", ltThe Great Hou8ell~ 
Hlrhe TransTIlutationH , "One Foot in Eden lt , and ttThe Annunciation tl 
Cep@, p~ 223) where irraer and outward eye come into perfect 
focus o 
39Frye comments that, without a centre~ conventional analo-
gies would be merely an endless series of associations without 
any real structure (Anatomy of qritic~sm~ po 118)~ 
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S1 united in a single infinite and· eternal verbal symbol" which 
is the total creative act of the LOgoso40 The point at 
which "bhe poetts imitation of the cyclic world of nature 
comes into alignment vlith his apprehension of the undisplaced 
, 
apocalyptic w"arld is 1flhat Frye calls the rtpoint of epiphanylt e 
Its conventional settings are the mountain tops, islands~ 
tO~Jers, lighthouses, stairways and ladders familiar to us in 
scripture (Sinai, Pisgah, Jacob's ladder, the Mount of the 
Transfiguration, the island of Patmos) and in poetry (Dcu.lte's 
Earthly Paradise, St. George t s vision from the mountain o.f 
contemplation La Book I of The Faerie Queene, Yeats's and 
Eliot t s winding stairs) 8 41 Thus Words\>[orth on the Simplon 
Pass saw the changing forms of nature as the Itworkings o.f'one 
milld n , the "Characters of the Great Apocalypse/ The types and 
40Ib~e, PPe 119 -- 1210 This is the unifying idea of 
I'1uir's poem., ffThe DaysH. (See Appendix E~) A similar concept 
is suggested by Rilke's description of the function of the 
poet as revealing a perspective of reality .like that of Han 
angel~ containing all time and space, who is blind and looking 
into himself~ (Quoted Frye, ibido, po 122.) Rilke is closer 
to the subjective Idealism of Blake than to the more m.edieval 
attitude of Muir, who sees poem as imitation of Godls world o 
This is why Rilke's Eurydice returns to the underworld~ where-
as 11uir j s is recovered 0 
41J;"bide ~ pG 203e Eliot t s winding stair in nAsh \~ednesday 
111ft appears to contain traces of the first three stages of' 
vision: 1) hell aD ~oothed gullet It; 2) the struggle of the 
contraries - hope and despair; 3) Beulah - conjunction of 
contraries, feminine image, awakened imagination. The fourth 
stage is merely invokede 
Vaughfu"J. t s paLnt of epiphany is also a hill: 
HAnd yet~ as Angels in some brighter dreams 
Call to the Soul~ when man doth sleep: 
So some strange thoughts transcend our '·lonted theams 
PJld into glory peep, 
~ () 0 ~ 0 e 
Either disperse these mists, which blot and fill 
My perspective (still) as they pass, 
Or else remove me hence unto that hill (italics mine) 
\~nere I shall need no glassQ II 
(From: flThey are all gone into the \"lorld of light 1l, The 
~etaphy~ice~ Poet~2 p~ 275)Q 
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symbols of Eternity". Because he wrote in a mimetic style, 
1'le hear the thwarting winds and blasts of waterfalls and 
endure the sick sight of the raving stream, all of which 
tends to crowd out the apprehension of the "still centre", 
though it confronts us with a terror and majesty appropriate 
to the themeo Muir, closer to Spenser than to Wordsworth 
at the point where mutability touches permanence 5 calls it 
I1the seventh great day and the clear eternal weather lf • 42 
His apocalypses, as Olle has already noted, take the conven-
tional form of the mythic-romantic mode,43 employing a 
pastoral imagery that is pictorially clear, yet stylised and 
remote from the world of normal experienceo Things are not 
described so much as n&iled~ for the reader is expected tO,be 
equipped to supply the matching images and signiiice ..... l1ces 
from the imaginative store of his cultural inheritance~ This 
is much like the landscape of the ballads~ which is full of 
conventional imagery immediately recognised and responded to 
by the audienceo44 Similarly, in his use of scriptural 
figure and classical :::nyth, his 01,ill treatment is intended to 
be supplemented by traditional meanings, either to lend greater 
resonance, to emphasize his ov~rn points of departure, or even to 
serve as a basis for his o~m commentary. In addition to Muir's 
------------~----------------------~--------------------------~ 
42 ttThe Days ft, CF &>, p e 208. 
Sabaoth 1 s sight Il • ----
Cf. Spenser: "grant me that 
43pisgah, Transfiguration, ftmountain-isles lt , Eden set upon 
A hill. 
44Willa Muir refers to this kind of stereotyped imagery in 
the early ballads as part of traditional lIoral stylization ll • 
Hair is a1ways yellow; combs are golden, armour bright a..Yld 
water wa~o Epithets, phrases and whole stanzas may become 
part of an expected formula (Livin9; with Ballads lLondon: 
Hogarth Press, 1965J , p. 183)0 
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genuinely apocalyptic epiphanies, there are analogous climac-
tic moments that occur within the natural order and celebrate 
a consummation of love or a conjunction of imaginative with 
actual experience40l One finds instances of these in "The 
Horses ft , "The Annunciation" (CPo, p. 223), ttA Birthdayft, 
I1In Love for Long" and "Why Should Your Face So Please Me?"o 
But; there are also false, frustrated or ironic 
. h . 45 h" h t t eplJ? anles W 1C express, or commen upon, con emporary 
resistance to self-transcendence and mystical insight" T1'10 
traditional demonic parodies - Antichrist and the Tower of 
Babel - are employed by Muir in ftAntichrist It and flThe TO'l]er tf 0 46 
The first poem has already been considered in the previous 
chapter, where one found that it suggested a false selfhQod 
and a perverted vision of realityo Seen in terms of mybh 
criticism, it can nov.] be recognised as the reversed image of 
the goal of the questo If The Tower ft takes the form of an 
episode from a fable in which an anonymous spe8Ler tries to 
account for the loss of reality, identityj and poetry that; 
has come about with the building of the tower whose shadov'l 
divides the lando One recalls that the scriptural account 
of Babel states tha t prior to this act of hubris Uthe 'whole 
earth was of one laYlguage and one speechlf, an idea that Blake 
took to refer to a universal grammar of symbolismo "The 
Conquerer ff describes an abortive revelation suggestive of the 
4 5Frye mentions such ironic epiphanies as appearing at. 
the centre o~ demonic vision (Lnatomy of Criticism, p. 239). 
46Cp., pp. 226 and 278. 
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apocalyptic image of the second ~oming. It is an apparently 
simple little poem full of ambiguous and enigmatic statemen-t, 
one of a number of poems, collected after Muir's death, that 
betray a sense of threatening chaos in the world of the H-
Bomb 0 47 The poem itself could almost be a cryptic comment 
on an emblematic picture of the Apocalypse of StG John., 
A similar deviee, with the comment made more explicit~ 
is employed in If The Rider Victorylt, "lhere an equestrian statue 48 
is the central image or emblem. The rider reins in his horse 
midway upon a bridge between two realmso The passage is free; 
his Hwaiting kingdomtt lies before him; yet the charger, checked 
in his course~ rears up as though confronted by a solid wall or 
barriero So :poised~ man and beast remain fixed, statue,s \-lith 
tfstony eyes!! that poet and reader may perhaps regard as monu-
ments to the arrest of the quest for poetic form, s:ymbols that 
have been deprived of their traditional filllctiono The word 
ttVictoryll in the title is, of course, ironic c This poem may 
perhaps offer some insight into the basis of the peculiarly 
static character of Muir l s own world of myth and romance, 
which, instead of being inhabited by symbolic forms in fluent 
interaction, is so often a flat scene filled with emblematic 
forms in fixed attitudes. It sugges~that his traditional sym-
bols may have been reduced to this condition by our self-
induced blindness (If stony eyes 11) to the other world of dre8Jlle 
On the other hand, fixed figures in a flat scene are character-
istic or primitive (or naive) art, or may express the 
47EcbO tJImpersonal Calamity", ttThe Last \"ar tl , 1IAfter 1984u , 
tiThe Day Before the Last Day,r, etc 0 
48Th,. . . t' th h d· d t . f lS lmage lS a var~a lon upon e orse an rl er mo- l 
in UVariations IIft (CPo, p. 40) 0 
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immobility that attends visiona~y contemplation. Such poems 
exhibit the kind of contemplation and interpretation of a 
single metaphor that a Herbert or a Vaughan, transported into 
the tvlentieth century and cut off from an audience that once 
understood emblem poems, might attempt.49 
If the emblematic method was natural to an age that 
still retained a lIsense of the dual meaning of things!! and a 
corresponding taste for allegory,50 it may be true to say 
that the more coherent one's view of reality, the more extended 
or continuous one's metaphors are likely to beo When the 
continuous metaphor is developed into a full scale narrative, 
we have true literary allegoryo When it is simply a focus 
for contemplation and reflection, we have an emblem poemo 
Although Frye has little to say on the subject of allogory, 
-there are other critics of this school who see it as a mode 
of symbolism closely related to myth~ Edwin Honig considers 
that allegory lies close to the border between myth~ religion 
and the more sophisticated assumptions of philosophy, since, 
like other symbolic fictions, it arises from the Hneed to 
give transcendent expression to these problems we call 
social and metaphysical n • 51 In his view, epic 9 allegory, 
satire and pastoral all appear to incorporate a symbolic 
shape that typically includes such elements as the quest for 
selfhood and social integration, a renewal through love and 
death~ or some form of initiation followed by acceptance of 
responsibility, all of which culminate in a realisation of 
49Cf 0 Henry Vaughan, HThe Waterfall;' The Hetaphysical 
Poets, p. 2820 
50Rosemary Freeman, English Emblem Books (London: Chatto 
and Windas, 1948,) p. 20 
5l D8.l-'k Conceit: The Making of AllegoIT (North'vestern 
University Press, 195~, po 1730 
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identity and of integration with-the universeo 52 Honig 
observes that in the territory of this myth there is 
a common meeting ground for Plato·s Ideas~ 
.Arj~stotle 1 s Causes, Kant IS Categorie s, Freud t s 
Id-Ego-Superego, and Jungts Archetypes a [Syrrillol-
ic fictions] accept the invitation of m:y-ths to 
rediscover old ways offeeling and belief, the 
ever-new sense of the body of the world discover-
able in a single individual body, in a single 53 
human e~~erien~eo 
This is very much 1.vhat Muir means by the tffable H that illuminates 
the story of each individual human life and gives man his tfplace H 
in the universe. In Honig's view, true literary allegory 
reveals a funclamental way of thinking about man and the universe, 
and ttconverts problematic issues into the metaphors of its O-V-ffi 
design U o 54 Narrative and meaning are not naive or artificial 
equivalents, but figure each other as parts of the same trans-
cendent uni.fying ideal~ The notorious ttdisjunctionlt bet\"1een 
image and abstract idea that repels so many modern detractors 
p 
of allegory is frequently a projection of our o~~ loss of the 
IDlalogical cosmos of myth and Christian typology rather than 
an inherent defect in allegory itself. 
\{herein lies the distinctive quality of allegory in 
relation to other forms of symbolic fiction? Honig finds it 
in a tttwice-told tale \<lritten in rhetorical, or figurative, 
language and expressing a vital belief ft • 55 The twice~told tale 
recreates a "venerable or proverbial antecedent u56 as a basic 
52This is the Hquest mj-th" again, that one has found to 
correspond to the basic pattern of rIuir I s poetry Q 
53Honig, .£P ,:-_~~i t e, pc> 1740 
54Ibido, pe 182 0 55Ibido, po l2e 
56an · . d d f El' d' tt •• f h t: I' .L .. e 1.S remlll e 0 la e' s repetl tlon 0 an ar'e e uype " 
and of I1uir r s poem : IIT\1ic e Done, One e Done ft 0 
flEven a story to be true 
Nust repeat itselfott 
( CP 0, p ~ 134) 0 
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pattern which can be given a ne~ emphasis or significance. 
The figurative language makes possible the simultaneous 
presentation of old and new meanings, and the belief is the 
whole idea which supports the parabolic method and provides 
the reason ~or the re-tellingo Narrative 9 figurative method, 
and belief all \'lork together in what Honig calls a "metaphor 
of purpose ft , by which-he means some ideal~ similar to the 
medieval anagoge, which is the central concept and unifying 
theme of the work$57 
Honigts definition is helpful when one comes to con-
sider the special quality of Muir l s treatment of classical 
myth (Oedipus, Orpheus, Odysseus, Prometheus) and scriptural 
typology (Adam, Abraham~ Moses j ·Israel in the wilderness, 
Eden~ Canaan, the Incarnation)o Not merely projections of 
subjective experience, all such poems are repetitions of old 
tales embodying metaphysical assQ~ptions and a particu18~ 
imaginative vision of a world that is an image of an ideal 
realityo Although Muir does not create a sustained work of 
57Rosemond Tuve, whose field is medieval allegory, bears 
out a number of Honigls opinions. She considers that alle-
gory strictly defined is concerned vlith "matters of ultimate 
or metaphysical import II (p. 31) < that it employs "the great 
expected ancient images" (p. 49), is intended to strengthen 
the reader in "right belief It (pe 41), and portrays limen 
faced with the death of the soul or learning what its free-
dom depends upon H (p. 51). The "great public images (quest, 
pilgrimage, marriage, death~ purgation, for example)lf which 
allegory employs are not equivalents for abstract concepts 
but are the closest we can come to a body of meaning 
experienced by all, but too difficult to state in full (pe22). 
Such figures cease to operate symbolically flif man's life 
does not symbolically speak also of an order of reality not 
seen tf (pe 172). These pages all re.fer to Alleg~rical ImageEY 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1966). Once again, we 
notice the "ancient images", the concern '\tfith ultimate things, 
the quest ~yth, and the Platonic structure of a world where 
things seen reflect an order of things not seen, that distin-
guish Muir's poetic view. 
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symbolic fiction, his fables and parables seem to constitute 
the fragments of an allegory that corresponds in all essen-
tial respects to the traditional mythic pattern of the quest 
f or It salvation II 0 This may be one reason why it is so diffi-
cult to select a single poem that is fully representative of 
Muir's worko Though one feels his presence in all his poems, 
one needs to be familiar with them all to enter his v-lorld com~ 
pletely& Honig maintains that, while Christian analogy gave 
allegory its most elaborate formulation, the allegories of all 
periods fJ'amatize similar problems concerning the nature of 
man, and employ myths and archetypes to portray universal 
human strivings. 58 Like Frye, he notes that archetypal 
8i tuatioDs seem to involve Hthe d-ynamic int erplay of tvlQ 
broad antagonistic principleso & ~ \-lhleh engender the dicho-
tomies of art".59 These may be interpreted as the patri-
archal principle, expressing such concepts as law, justice, 
reason and the conquest of nature, and the matriarchal 
principle, expressing love, mercy, repentance~ fecundity 
and freedoUlo; Such a dichotomy corresponds to the traditional 
distinction between classical and romantic tendencies in 
literature and probably to Muir's distinction between prophetic 
and mimetic poetry as well. Light and darkness symbolism, 
based on the most fundamental of all natural polarities, is 
part of the same archetypal interplay of opposing forces 
which Frye regards as a basic rhythm in mythic writing and 
which is so prominent in Muir's work, both in the form of 
polarised imagery and of antithetical ideational entities. 
58aonig, Ope cit., p. 57. 
59r ., 'd ~., po 35. 
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Honig also suggests that the dream-like quality 
usually found in allegorical narrative, even when not intro-
duced by the dream convention, serves a deliberate intention, 
since the freedom from pressures of strict chronology and 
verisimilitude, typical of dreams, is a way of making a 
fiction illustrate something of transcendent import trin an 
irrational but self-contained manner that calls for interpre-
tation H , just as dreams dOe 60 Further~ the unfolding of 
basic oppositions is much more distinct in dreams, Hhich 
arise directly from underlying conflict, than in rationalised 
conscious experience (c£ e "The Combat!:) 0 The allegorical 
hero~ like a dreamer, enters the dream \Vorld \iTith the whole 
burden of his personal problems of conscience (cfo "Oedipus tf ) 
and ste:....uds on the threshold between two orders of existence, 
sensing that some significant action impendse (Dante's dark 
wood and Bunyanfs dream are such threshold-symbols.) In 
d . h b Jf t f' It 1 . u61 olng so, e ecomes an exponen O~ eu ura experlence 
who lmdergoes certain ordeals and comes to understand some 
typical or universal problem. In modern allegory, there is 
a more realistic portrayal of the hero's surroundings, and 
the traditional patterns of imagery and action are correspond~ 
ingly more obscured o Honig regards the increasing ambiguity 
of allegory as a consequence of tithe destruction of the rigid 
base of cultural authority upon which allegory traditionally 
depended and •• o the relatively greater stress put upon the 
60Ibide, po 62. 
61Ibid ., po 85. 
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autonomy of the artist since the Reformation".62 Muir, 
-
unlike many of his contemporaries, \-las by temperament and 
experience deeply antipathetic to an ethos in which cultural 
authority is deposed and the work of art is regarded as an 
autonomous 'artefact. He is his own allegorical protagonist 
not only embarking upon the perennial quest for self-realisatio::J. 
and a unified vision of the cosmos, but also contending with 
a fractured culture that no longer subscribes to the tradj.tional 
doctrines underlying such symbolisations of experiencee 
although his poems faithfully reflect the conventional imases 
and actions of the quest, they are merely fragments turned 
over and over and brooded upon wi th a painful awareness that 
the pattern can no longer be completed a.1J.d the symbolic ac.tions 
must be arrested in the empty airo It is the true mythic8.1 
moments of expanded consciousness, the epiphanies that all true 
allegory tends towards, that transform his fragments into the 
signific~"rJ.t elements of an individual vision that is never 
private but part of manfs most ancient ~~d potent imaginative 
experienc80 
Honigfs study includes much more of interest in rela-
tion to modern allegory that one could usefully apply to Muir, 
but there is no time to consider it here if one is to include 
62Kafka is ci ted as one of the moder.n. allegorists in VIllose 
work the quest becoI!l8s a series of "involuted resDonses rt to 
experience leading to "an unanswerable mystery, as though the 
appropriate key had been lostlf (ibid., p .. 87). 11uir f s son.net 
to Kaf~a emphasizes the paradox of the quest for me~~ing, or 
for salvation, in a half-world that does not accept the great 
polari tie s of flJudgment" ~ , 
"But you, dear Fra71z, sad champion of the drab 
And half, would watch the tell-tale shames drift in 
(As if they were troves of treasure) not aloof, 
But with a fanishing passion quick to grab 
!-leaning, and read on all the leaves of sin 
Eternity's secret script" the saving proof 0 If 
(OF., p. 233). 
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some account of the vie\'>ls on allegory of another .LL\...~erica:o. 
critic~ Angus Fletcher~ H . 63 He aclGlowledges a debt to _onlg, 
though his own study, !lleg_Q.EY : The TheoIT of a ~mb~, 
is more concerned with the psychological flu1ctions of allegory 
(which he relates to the psycho-analytic theory of obsessive -
compulsive rituals) than vlith its social and cultural purposes G 
His interpretation need not detain one, though it may well have 
some relevance to l1uir's deeper motivationse One~s interest in 
Fletcher's analysis is primarily directed. towards his account 
of the rhetorical elements that characterise the allegorica.l 
quality in any symbolic fiction, since it provides one w'ith a 
useful instrument for isolating some of the most distinctive 
aspects of Muir 8 s poetic method~ He distinguishes the chfef 
characteristics of the allegorical mode under five main cate-
gories: agency, imagery, action, causation and thematic 
intention, though it is no-t necess?rY for any particular Hork 
to satisfy all five criteria. It is proposed to give a 
necessarily brief summary of each of these criteria in turn, 
followed by a comment in w~ich each is related to similar 
features in Muir's poetry or proseo 
I. AGENCY.. The allegorical agent is typically a personifi-
cation of a concept or a real person treated as a \"lalking idea 
(pe 31)~ While he may be more complex &~d plausible than this, 
he is not so much a naturalistic person as Ha generator of 
other secondary personalities tt (po 35)0 Such a character 
UProjectsH a number of other protagonists who react against 
63 Al =k2...s0.EY : - The Theory of a Symbolic 110de (Cornell 
University Press~ 1964), p~ 12. 
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or with him in such a way as to reveal the different facets or 
his own natureo Although his severely limited w~ of acting 
is bound up with his iconographic m~aning, Fletcher maintains 
that this fated~ obsessed behaviour is not merely the result 
of rigid tnematic control~ as many critics suppose, but is 
due to the presence of pOv-Ierful underlying anxiety and ambiva-
lence \V'hich can only be discharged by ritualised symbolic 
actiono He uses the term "daemonic lt to describe the 
protagonists of allegory since this suggests the quality of 
being divided as well as obsessed (po 59). Naturally, this 
is not the same as Frye's use of ndemoniclto 
~fuether these characteristics are due to the psychic 
factors Fletcher suggests, or whether they are merely linked 
with the dream-like paradigmatic actions of Eliadeis archaic 
or mythic mind, there is no doubt that much of l'1uir!s poetry 
is marked by anxiety and ambivalence, and that a number of 
poems are built on the fixed, somnambulistic actions of 
characters who are separate aspects of the divided self~ One 
has noticed this in the ritual fight of If The Private Place", 
the seesaw interaction of Indifference and Pity in "Variations 
IX tJ , and the tranced movement of "Tristramts Journey" .. Even 
in the lIBallad of Hector in Hades", Hector and Achilles seem 
two aspects of one self taking part in a weighted dream-like 
drama of flight, which is full of predestined cosmic signifi-
cance o 
I run. If I turned back again 
The earth must turn with me, 
The mountains planted on the plain, 
The sky clamped to the sea. 
The menacing effect of "planted" and "clamped fl is matched by 
the narrowing of the field of vision: 
I only see that little space 
To the left and to the right, 
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and the preternatural clarity of visual effects so often 
found in allegorical paintings: 
The little flowers., the tiny mounds 64 
The grasses -frail and fine. 
In ftOedipus 11, the action is similarly circumscribed, part of 
it even ta~ing place 
at that predestined point 
'Where three paths like three fates crossed one another~ 
Tracing the evil figure, . 
and the 'ltIhole is explicitly acknowledged as the ritualistic 
ffacting out of a fable". 65 "Effigies I11 actually descr~bGs 
the brittle but rigid. control of thOllght and action, prompted 
by anxiety and ambivalence, that gives rise to the peculiarly 
inflexible agency Fletcher refers tOe 
His glances were directive~ seemed to move 
Pawns on a secret chess-boardo You could fancy 
You sa\'l the pieces in their wooden dance 
Leap in geometrical obedience 
From square to square, or stop like broken clockwork 
Vnen silence spoke its checkmateo Past that arena 
Stretched out a winding moonlight labyrinth~ 
A shining limbo filled with vanishing faces~ 
Propitious or dangerous, to be scanned 66 
In a passion of repulsion or desire$ 
Here, Muir is sufficiently free from this state of mind to 
describe it objectively_ It is also, of course, an account 
64ltBallad of Hector in Hades u , CP., po 24. 
65n Oedipus ff, CP., p. 189. 
66f1Effigies 1 ft , GP., p. 233. 
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of what Frye calls "demonic" vision, the kind of perception 
that belongs to Blake's Ulro, where imagery tends towards 
sinister geometrical shapes 0 Fletcher considers that alle-
gorical action is typically "geometrical fJ or diagrammatic in 
effect.67 
lIt' IYlAGERYe T~e type of allegorical imagery is an 
tlisolated emblem" (p. 88) placed on the picture plane without 
any clear location in depth~ Perspective is often violated 
with regard to the relative size of images, producing a 
tltapestried effect f1 0 Because the relations between' the 
images are not naturalistic, but belong to the logic of the 
underlying theme, the imagery te,nds to become surrealistic" 
It does not create a mimetic \'Jorldo Most important of all, 
images are microcosmic or IIkosmoidal lf because they signify 
a universal order and are symbols that imply a rank in a 
cosmic or social hierarchy, for example, in Menenius Agrippa's 
fable of the body politic in Coriolanus (p. 108)8 
This idea of ftkosmoidal u imagery is consistent with 
Honig's view of allegory as revealing a fundamental way of 
thinking about man and nature as parts of a transcendent 
unifying ideal. It also agrees with Frye's view of the 
cultural function of archetypal poetry in presenting a hal~­
monious human form of things that is able to ~econcile the 
actual ' and the ideal. One naturally recalls Yluir 1 s soaDet, 
tiThe Emblem H , vlhich explicitly announces that his "scant-
acre kingdomft of antique symbols gives onto f1space and order 
6?Alle~ory, p. 179. In the previous chapter, it was 
possible to make a d.iagram of !"Iuir t s poetic world. Again, 
this may be due to the conventional patterns of archetypal 
poetry_ 
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magistral lt where all things are. 
In their due place and honour, row on row. 68 For this I read the emblem on the shield. 
Perhaps the most e~~reme examples of Muir's use of 
the isolated surrealistic imagery Fletcher describes are to 
be fOlmd in If The Road It and I1The Toy Horse It 8> 69 In the former 
poem~ the imagery consists of a circular road forming the 
boundary of the Ifcouutry of Again" (clearly a concretised idea), 
together l;Ii.th a motley assortment of objects including archers 
on every side, time's deer, a busy clock that never tells the 
hour, hunter and quarry, a disproportionately enormous lion 
who occupies the centre of the picture, bones, a runner, a 
tree, a ship, and a man lying on his O~1 tomb - all of these 
caught at different stages of actj.on and representing a pro-
found disturbance of normal time relationso The whole 
presents the cosmic idea of the eternal recurrence and 
expresses tha poet's final negation of ite It is not, 
however, a coldly intellectual bodying forth of abstract 
concepts, but an artistically successful symbolic projection 
of a problem in which the poet's emotions are deeply and 
ambiguously engaged. Diction and rhythm gradually overcome 
the distractin3 variety of the images and bring the poem to 
a powerful and ironical climaxo In "The Toy HorscH, the 
1tBible beast tt is a kind of icon, possibly a concrete symbol 
of the idea of Hfigurall • He is described as a wooden idol 
with hoofs sOlmdlessly moving in a kind of clockwork action. 
68Cp ~, pe 231. 
69CP., pp. 61 and 202. 
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He appears between rock and plain, moving from East to West, 
vlith his "little Kingdomtl at his feet, and Eden and Canaan 
beside him~ He steps over the pages of a great book, yet 
his \vay is tt stationarytt • There is something riddling and 
enigmatic about this poem, but it presents a picture in \\fhich 
the beginning a.nd the end of time somehow coincidec Mllirts 
favourite symbol of the horse as representing a perennial 
life force is here linked with the image of the world as 
God's booko 70 The turning leaves of the book suggest the 
passage of history~ and the poem itself seems to make a 
statement in which the Hebraic idea of time is reconciled 
"\,li th the co-existence of past, present and future in eterni tyo 
Intended for contemplation as a poem of mystical meaning~ its 
COIDlecting links are highly concentrated conceptual ones for 
which the dreaming mind finds no purely linguistic equivalents~ 
Neverthe1ess, the bizarre effect of the images remains domillan-t; 
It is noticeable that Muir is often tentative and 
apologetic about his emblems, suggesting that they are part 
of his collection of lttoyslt small period pieces, at the 
same time as insisting upon their enduring validity.71 One 
thinks of Vaughan's and Herbert 1 s unselfconscious use of the 
emblematic method in a time when the taste for allegory was 
70This symbol \'las originally a logos formula of 
visualised as a rationally comprehensible document. 
Seventeenth centQ~y it became involved with Hebraic 
the Book of Nature was thought of as God's book and 
the Bible (Fisch, Jerusalem and Albion, p. 217). 
the cosmos 
In the 
motifs and 
linked wit 
71The word "toy" may also be associated with the mythopoej 
play of childhood as an analogue of poetry and with the 
Heracleitan idea of the primordial unity as a playful child 
drawing the world of becoming out of the strife of the 
opposites - a notion very close to Cassirer
'
s conception that 
there is no reality for man until he has created it in symbol: 
form. 
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still ~ashionable. Rosemary Freeman has pointed out that 
Vaughan t s emblematic technique is most apparent in the ''lay 
he handled abstract ideas as if they were tangible and 
visible objectso F9r instance, "Fancy and Woel! hang round 
his ~Jorldlings in HThe World H apparently as concretely as 
the lute, as if they were pictorial signs of folly~72 Muir 
achieves a similar effect in HAn Island Tale ft , tv-here an 
emotion becomes a visible objecto 
She had endured so long a grief 
That ~rom her breast we saw it grow, 
Branch~ leaf and flower with such a grace 
We wondered at the summer place 
vlhich set that harvest there G But ob. 73 
The softly, softly yellowing leaf. 
In the mind 1 s eye such an image assumes the form of a p~..nting 
by Max Ernst or Salvador Dali e In addition to such eX8lQ:ples 
of surrealistic e~feGts, there is a great deal of traditional 
allegorical imagery in Muir l s poetry, in the form OI emblem-
atic motifs of: castles, towers, animals, vJheat sheaves, the 
wheel of fortv~e, armed men, and so on. 
III. ACTION. Allegorical action is symbolic, bearing 
some resemblance to religious ritual or to the compulsive 
rituals of neurotic behaviour that permit formalised expressia 
to forbidden impulses which are rigidly inhibited at other 
times. Allegories tend to resolve themselves into either of 
two fundamental patterns, which may be called battle and 
progress (p. 151): 
?2English Emblem Books, p. 151. 
?311An Island Tale", CP., p. 266. 
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a) Progress is to be understoodtprimarily in the sense of the 
questing journey, but it may take the form of the intros~ective 
journey, a procession, a pageant of the Seven Deadly Sins, a 
Dance of Death, a medieval "complaint" which lists the ways in 
which the w'orld is falling to pieces, or a cosmogony - a cata-
logue of the stages of Creation (pp~ 154 , 155)0 
b) Battle is exemplifled by the psychomachia or "fight for 
mansoul" \J The effect is one of symmetry and balance, of a 
static conflict caught at a given moment of time (p. 159)0 It 
may also appear in the subtler form of a debate or dialogue, 
where the symmetrical effect is retained. This observation 
is borne out by Rosemary Freeman's comment that battles in 
The Fa.erie Queens:. are always heraldic and flcuriously st~tic 
despite apparent furylt 0 A duel ta."ke:3 place in a series of 
positions~ not in consecutive action, and the imagery suggests 
two supporters for a shield, such as the Lion and the Unicorn~7~ 
It is noticeable that ~lhere Fletcher emphasizes these, 
two patterns of battle and progress in allegorical action, 
Frye sees a structure of cycle and dialogue in mythic organisa-
tionQ It may be that the difference is mainly one of 
emphasis and terminology, possibly arising out of Fletcher 1 s 
greater concern ~'Ji th the inward drama of conflict and resolu-
tion; T'Iuir 1 s :patterns (vlhich were traced in the previous 
chapter) seem to combine the two, for they reveal a structure 
of battle related to cyclic recurrence and of progress 
related to dialogue$ As this was examined in some detail, it 
74Freeman, English Emblem Books, pc 108.. She also says: 
I1Heraldry is a characteristic expression of this emblematic 
habit of thinking. 1f 
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must suffice here simply to list certain other examples of 
the t~lO forms that appear in his "'lork., "Ballad of the Flood" , 
"The :r1ythical Journey", l1Tristram 1 s Journeyt!, tlHC51derlin 1 s 
Journeyff, l1The Voyage tf , "The Journey Back l1 I and II are all 
examples of'the quest" ftThe River", ftThe Good To1tm t1 and even 
"Scotland 194111 are based on the journey in reverse and can 
be seen as instances of the reduction from cosmos to chaos: 
the falling to pieces of the ,vorld. (l1Complaint of the Dying 
PeasantryU laments the stripping a\1a:y of the Scottish imagina-
tion that once produced the ballads.) lfThe Grove1t~ for all 
its individual treatment, is based on an allegorical pageant 
of' exotic vice (USweet silk-tunicked eunuchs") uncharacteristic 
of Muir, vIi th a train of kosruoidal images: 
CrownB~ sceptres, spears and stars and moons of blood~75 
And sylvan wars in bronze \'lithin the shieldG 
HThe Days" is pure cosmogony. (See Appendix Ee) liThe Combat U 
is unmistakeably a battle with the symmetrical form Fletcher 
indicates, although one of the contestants seems to have 
undergone an ironic metamorphosiso \lhile the killing beast~ 
though strangely composite, is crested and arrayed in royal 
hues, retaining much of the mythical splendour of heraldic 
monsters, his enemy is a shabby creatlITe, brown and battered, 
helplessly displaying two small paws. It is a horrifying 
vision of polarised motivation, a sado-masochistic struggle 
that offers no resolution. The inequality of the comlict 
seems modern, but the symbolism is none the less allegorical 
for having lost its medieval confidence, and the balance of 
75"The Grove tt , OP • .,p_ 108. 
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power is as taut as evero One Jlas already examined the 
ritual nature of the fight in "The P:t:ivate Place ff , and the 
paimul sense of frustration in the endlessly repeated struggle 
of uThenu ; one ca,.'"l, now see that poems \-?hich are \'lritten in the 
form of a di'alogue (ftThe Original Place if, ffThe vlay") or '\.'lhicho 
include passages of inward debate (as in ffThe Laby-..cinthH and 
tfOedipus H ) reflect a similarly balanced structure of deadlock o 
In nOedipus tt , one finds a tense combination of battle, in the 
form of inward debate, and ritual progress~ 
A further point of interest in this part of Fletcher l s 
discussion is his contention that these two forms of allegori~ 
cal action have syntactic parallels. Progress is frequently 
expressed by parataxis, a series of predications "t'lith lit-l;le 
or no qualification by subordinate clauses, and the symmetry 
o:f balanced elements in tfbattle 1t is often reflected by ana-
phora, the repetition of the same vlord or phrase in 
successive clauses (pp~ 162 - 168)0 ~lliether or not one 
accepts Fletcher's association of these syntactic forms 
with allegory as sUch,76 the reader iamiliar ~dth Muir's 
76There is a similar syntax in Blake's songs, eogo, ttA 
Poison Tree H .. Erich Auerbach, noting that Augustine intr'o-
duced an urgent tone and the use of parataxis into the 
classical style, connects it with the dramatisation of an 
inner event o He says of Augustine that ffno one ever more 
passionately pursued and investigated the phenomenon of 
conflicting and uni-ted inner forces, the a1.ternation of 
antithesis and synthesis in their relations and effects tl 
(Mimesis, pe 62)0 Parataxis is characteristic of the 
Biblical style and of much ancient poetryo An aphor a , as 
a pattern of repetition, may be part of the oral tradition 
that gave rise to the iterative tecb.niaue "Thich YlrSo Muir 
refers to in her account of the ballads~ and which charac-
terised the style of epics~ sagas and Old English poetry@ 
Muir \vould certainly have been aware of it in this form, 
and perhaps have been led to use it .for his own reasons~ 
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verse will be able to multiply-instances of both these 
syntactical structures, ,often in the same poem. In ftThe 
Tow'n Betrayed fl , for instance, the first stanza combines 
parata~is and anaphora: 
Our homes are eaten out by time, 
Our lawns strewn with our listless sons, 
Our harlot daughters lean and watch 
The ships crammed down with shells and gunS9 
The anaphora is more obvious in the fourth stanza, where it 
is indeed employed to reflect a stylised battle action~ 
Far inland now the glittering swords 
In order rise, in order fall, 
In order on the dubious field 
The dubious trumpets callo 
Parataxis dominates the seventh j where it matches the re1;reat: 
from cosmos to chaos. 
Our cattle ~lander at their will. 
Today a horse pranced proudly byo 
The dogs run wildo Vultures and kites 77 
Wait in the towers for us to dieo 
Paratactic order is noticeable in "Variations IV" and anaphora 
in the use of Hif" in the second paragraph of ffThe Unattained 
Place!1, and in many other examples too numerous to mention 
here& One of the most noticeable things about Muir1s use of 
language is his predilection for repetition and for verbal 
antithesis. Many instances of the f'ormer spring to mind at 
once, such as UtilI and till U , "turn and turnu , 'sleeps and 
sleeps 11 , tfrejection bred by rejection breeding rejection Jf , 
ffthe dagger strike, strike and strike U , Hi"alling, fallingtt, 
tfturning, turning", ftburning, burning", all of which are taken 
77 UThe Town Betrayed, tt CP., p. 76. 
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from different poems. Sometimes the repetitions are more 
widely spaced, even appearing in separate poems, but readily 
noted by the observant readere The verbal antitheses seem 
to be central to his poetic method, which in no way co~orms 
to the modern taste for ambiguity and multiplicity of meaning 
achieved through clusters of imageso They may vlel1 be a reflec-
tion of the archetypal pattern of battle or dialogue arising 
out of the mythic sense of polarities referred to by both Frye 
and Honig, but one does feel with Muir that his inner division 
is usually too extreme, -too tense~ to be collapsed ironically 
into a single imageo He swings from the apocalyptic to the 
demonic image, or extends his polar opposites to their utmost 
limit in the effort to create a mystic exchange out of a eon-
dition of stasis. 78 When he achieves the mystical union of 
the f1 contradictories Jt , his allegory emerges into vision and 
myth. In more intellectual moods, he resorts to a verbal 
balancing act which reveals the same static symmetry as the 
forms of battle. Examples of tills can be found almost anyvlhere 
in the Collected Poems: t1united and disunitedtt , f1unfriendly 
friendly universe tt , tffellow-foe u , uwhere strength is wea.lrn.ess u , 
ttsafe and outcast Jf , "content and discontent", Uhate and lovett, 
Uto do and undo", "pursuer and pursuedH , ttsystole and diastole ft , 
ffimpatient patience u, etc 0 Sometimes the balancing act turns 
7Bperhaps this is part of the significance of the rather 
cryptic lines: 
u.And so I build me Heaven and Hell 
To buy my bartered Paradise Cl l1 
(tfThe Fall u , ~, pe 70). 
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• into a juggling of words whose dazzling pattern becomes a 
song.79 In ffThe Law", ,the ant,itheses perform a ceremonial 
dance, gravely turning to show themselves as the two sides 
of the same coin. 
\lnere grace is beyond desert 
Thames must be thanklessness; 
Where duty is past performance 
Disservice is only service; 
Where truth is unsearchable 
All seeking is strayiugo 
The poem concludes with an acceptance of mystery and paradoxQ 
If I could hold complete 
The reverse side of the pattern, 
The wrong side of Heaven~ 
Oh then I should know in not knowing 
My truth in my error~ 80 
But Muir's paradoxes are never merely displays of sophistica-
tion or virtuosity; they are in deadly earnest e By the same 
token j his metaphors, like those in Plato's myths, are too 
extended to be the kind of poetic metaphor vlhose "liveliness" 
Aristotle commended. 
IVe CAUSATION. Since Fletcher does not rega~d allegory 
as coldly conceptual, he sees it as Uemotive utterance 'with an 
internal structure of great :force u , the causal connections of 
which are magical rather than logical (po 180)e Plots are 
governed by f1chancert and are ritualised or symmetrical.81 
79E•g • ftThis that I give and taken (CPo, p. 254-) and ttSun-
set ends the dayft (OP., p. 201)0 See also f1The Heart Could 
Never Speak". (Appendix Fe) 
80uThe La\'/t1, OF., p. 106. 
81Such characteristics can, of course, be seen merely as 
the natural reflection of a stylised, non-mimetic mode of 
symbolism. Fletcher's interpretation is governed through-
out by his theory of ritual. 
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• There are echoes of sympathetic magic in the exact parallels 
of' double plots, and of' contagious magic in the power of' names, 
,?bje ets, clothing, ornaments, etc 0, which serve as "talismans It. 
The fear of contagion, or sin, is relieved by pilgrimage to 
places free of contagion, which Fletcher regards as correspond~~ 
ing to Eliade's "symbols of the centrell" Their opposite is 
Hell, or some demonic place such as Spenser's Cave of Despair 
or Prometheus' Ro~k, where the hero is reduced to acute 
anxiety or alienationc 
One is familiar with this kind of organising structure 
in Muir's journeys, apocalypses and labyrinthine states of 
anxiety and ambivalence, but has not yet considered his 
ftmagical tt sense of the poetic pO'tver of spells, runes, ana. the 
JJnamesrt that conjure up symbolic .forms o 82 The "crystal 
spheres on Helen's brow H in tiThe Charm" have the sinister 
power of imposing a kind of hypnotised vision upon the 
beholder, 'Vlhile Odysseus f brooch in apenelope in Doubt" is a ' 
talisman or identifying object that could very 1ve11 be Muir's 
own personal emblem~83 Prometheus' Rock, which Fletcher 
mentions as the opposite of a symbol of the centre (in Frye's 
terms, an t1ironic epiphanyff) represents for Muir, as for 
Kafka in his Parables, a resolution of conflict through the 
~inal death of the spirit a~d the extinction of creative fireo 
His poem, ftThe Grave of Prometheus lf (CP., p. 216)jexpresses 
the strange, empty peace of ultimate defeat, a resolution not 
---- . 82The 1"lord Unameft often suggests the essence of a.n;ything 
in Muir's terminology, e.go "things and their names t1 (ffThe 
Daysff). See also ftsimple spells" in "The Island ff • 
83This brooch consists of the hound and doe motif (the 
battling contraries) set in a golden circle. When the central 
motif,is Blost", only the circle remains as a symbol of eternitJ 
and mystical vision (UPenelope in Doubt f1, CP e, po 277) 0 
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by transcendence but by slipping down into death0 
TheMarionette~ which is a novel quite as allegorical as any 
of Kafkavs~ since large-scale symbolic meanings can be read 
into the narrative, is basically a version of the quest which 
lays great stress upon imitation and. ritual e The t1JJO pro-
tagonists, father and son, can be seen as the split-off 
aspects of one selfhood which have to be re-integratedo The 
idiot-boy~ Hans, develops towards adulthood and a more normal 
sense of reality largely through his imitation of the Faust-
Gretchen relationship he sees performed at the puppet-theatre 
in Salzburg ¢ This performance, and Hans's imitation, in 
which he wears a Faust costume and involuntarily repeats the 
words of love and contrition he does not yet understand~ are 
described in great detailo Fletcher would regard this as a 
kind of sj~pathetic magic; in Eliade 9 s terminology, which is 
probably much closer to Muirts intentions, it is the 
t1repetition of an archetype It <t 
v () TII1?'l-'iJl.TIC INTENTION":,, Fletcher s-lJates that allegorical 
themes are dualistic, reflecting the opposition of absolu·tes 
such as Good and Evil , Faith and Doubt ~ and so on, and are 
expressed by a dualistic ordering of agents and imagery (p~ 222)~ 
He concedes that this may be due to philosophic dualism, such 
as the light/darkness polarity of gnosticism~ though he him-
self ~ in accordance 'ltli th his psychological emphasis, considers 
that allegorical literature always expresses an acute mental 
con~lict between lldiametrically opposed feelings f1 (po 22L}) co 
There is no doubt at all that Huir IS \'lork does reveal 
underlying anxiety and emotional ambivalence and does reflect 
a light/darkness duality refracted through seemingly endless 
planes of thought 8 .. nd experience; but one m~y prefer to follow 
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Frye and Honig in accepting the latter as typical of archety-pal 
structures, a characteristic of m.ythic writing that arises from. 
a particular way of seeing the condition of man in relation to 
his universe, rather than interpret it in terms of individual 
psychic economy $ This need not preclude one's being indebted 
to Fletcher for an account of certain qualities, which might 
be termed allegorical (or perhaps, more properly, mythiC), 
that particularly disting~ish Muir's style, as well as for his 
demonstration that the parabolic mode of symbolism is not 
simply a calculated matching of images to conceptual thought, 
but can be one in which the fixed relations between theme and 
image are themselves thrown up to the surface from a hidden 
vortex of powerful emotiono The literary qualities he des-
cribes are remarkably consistent with the tendencies of 
Eliade IS 11 archaic mind 1t ~ 1",hich have already been related to 
J1uir's concept of the traditional "man of myth and religion" ~ 
so that~ looked at in this light, the limited, "obsessive lf 
actions of Fletcher's allegorical agents are the paradigmatic 
gestures of the archetypal man v/ho becomes more ltrealtf in so 
far as he repeats mythical actions (as Muir does those of 
Oedipus 9 Odysseus or Orpheus) and ceases to be &-11 individual 
in the modern sense (hence Muirts Adam and Everyman)~ The 
isolated kosmoidal images are objects which become more ltreall! 
through being seen as signs of a transcendent cosmic ordero 
The symbolic rituals bring about the return of the mythic al 
time of the Ilbeginningff, or the approach to the absolute 
reality of the flcentre lt , in \'lhich both sin and temporal duration 
are abolished, and all things are made new againo 
Do our unconscious minds still repeat this in.finitely 
serious ritual play of the childhood of mankind, a mythopoeic 
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form of sYDlbolisation that must never be outgrovr.a since it 
t 
brings cosmos out of chaos, being out of becoming~ and 
eternity out of time? There is little doubt that I1uir 
thought sOo He had heard the "archaic dialogue tl upon the 
84 
sixth or seventh,day9 and he believed that our unconscious 
life goes back into the fabulous past of "organic heraldryff e 85 
For him, the ancient tradition of oral poetry~ still discern-
ible in heroic epic, Norse saga and the Scottish ballad, vIas 
especially significant, for it speaks directly out of what 
"lilla Muir calls the archaic tfunderworld of feeling" from 
which fables and legends ariseo 86 Muir u s own dreams and 
visions tapped this underworld, communicating an oracular 
meaning or speaking with an intuitive "voice/ That calmly sai~, 
'Rejoice ttt C/87 He had somehow to reconcile this calm voice 
with all the clamour of "\flaking life, grasp Eliot t s Ifmoment in 
and out of time lf , before he could see IITime tf as preserver as 
well as destroyer, the mother of those traditional virtues -
love, forgiveness, fidelity, courage, patience and pity - that 
86In Living with Ballads, Mrso Muir finds similarities 
betlAJeen the Sco-\:itish ballads and ancient epics that she attri~­
butes to the t1 archaic world of feeling!' (po 5il) 0 She lists 
these elements as: the power and importance of mothers (pe 55), 
echoes of an a.llcient \vorld when men and animals lived in 
cOllllnunion (p& 57) ~ the prevalence of jOlJ-I'neying and fighti.Ylg 
themes (ppo 61, 62)'.1 and the iterative teclLnique natural to an 
oral tradition CPtI 55)~ She also refers to lIthe ambivalence 
of the imaginative world \alhere the bersg8.1.-' is as the king" (p e 100) ~ 
One must assume that her husbp..nd shared her interest in and 
knovllodge of such matters, particularly as in his first Charles 
Eliot Norton Lecture - liThe Natural Estate?' -- he speaks of the 
simplified 11 oncestral vision tt of the peasantry v.Jho produced a.'l}d 
kept alive the traditional ballads (The Estate of Poetry,} ppe 13'} 14) 0 .. -- ._-
87Cp~, p& 279c There is an echo here of Yeats. 
1I0ut of cavern comes a voice~ 
And all it len.ovis is that one word ~Rejoice! 11l 
("The Gyres 1I) Q 
.' ~ .. 
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redeem man~s life on earthG 88 ·When this happened~ the tense 
opposition between the ideal and the actual resolved itself 
in-to a fruitful embrace; 89 apocalyp-tic and demonic absolutes 
receded and gave pla.ce to a new t\'lofold reality that reflects 
a truly human conditio11.. In HOne Foot in Edenff~ the poet 
still stands upon the threshold between dream and waking~ but 
his gaze is turned outward upon the world of everday existence 
where the antitheses of good and evil are no longer stretched 
to their limits but are seen as the wheat and tares that must 
grow together until harvesto The emblematic symbol the 
"armorial weed in stillness bound/ About the stalk,,90 
reconciles the opposites~ for now the weed winds aroIDld the 
corn stem instead of standing upright as the negative pole 
from which the spark of vision must leap acrossG The archaic 
world of fear and desire, construltly purged by ritual action~ 
recedes into the background~ where it lingers simply as a 
sense of traditional values binding together the whole of 
human lifeQ HOutside Eden" expresses the same kind of 
acceptance in the attitude of a small remnant who are still 
faithful to ancient traditions though they know they are 
forever fallen from the paradise of the archetypes$ Rooted 
in this world, they gaze away from it, and~ in doing so, 
learn to love it more truly. Demonic vision is abolished; 
that is~ the crooked landscape can finally be accepted as our 
home, and apocalyptic insight becomes a distari:t idealo 
88See ffTele.machos Remembers H , OP." 9 pe; 2190 
89Cf 0 tfthe doe bet'ieen the tiger's pa\vs u ("In Love. for 
Long
'
!, OF" ~ po 159) I) 
90C:p,r2-, po 2270 
Their knotted landscape, wrong and clear 
As the crude drawings of a child, 
Is to them become more dear 
Than geometrical symmetry_ 
Their griefs are all in memory grown 
As natural as a weathered stone. 
Their troubles are a tribute given 
Freely while gazing at the hill. 
Such is their simplicity, 
Standing on earth, looking at heaven. 91 
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In a late poe:!Tl, 1,ITitt,en in America, Muir is even able to 
include the Church in his acceptance of this world~ relating 
it to the inborn 'images without the mixed emotions that 
formerly attended his idea of established religion. 
Someone inside me sketches a cross - askew, 
A child's - on seeing that stick crossed with a stick, 
Some simple ancestor, perhaps, that knew 
Centuries ago when all were Catholic, 
That this archaic trick 
Brings to the heart and the fingers vlhat vJ'as done 92' 
One spring day in Judaeato Three in One. 
Feeling j action and abstract thought ("heart lt ~ flfingerstt i 
t1Three in One tt ) are united in time and space (HOne spring day-
in Judaea tt ) by an ancient symbol (ltarchaic tricktl) that still. 
works its spell, not only as a metaphor for poetry but aJ.so 
as a sign to live bYe This is what Muir 1 s traditional sym-
bols meant to him, as they did to the men of bygone ages. 
CONCLUSION: In summing up the main ideas ariSing from this 
final chapter, one finds that the following significant points 
emerge. 
91Cp., p. 213. 
92tiThe Church tt , CP., p. 263. 
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1) Myth criticism presumes thqt there is a traditional 
body of symbolism or basic metaphor which links the rhythms 
of man~s mind and life with those of the visible worlda93 
Such fundamental correspondences provide an elemental structuxe 
of image and~action upon which pre-scientific cosmologies and 
the medieval model of the universe were once constructede 
2) The vlorld of literature is in turn fleshed out upon 
the bones of this mythic universe, reflecting the same symbolic 
images and narrativeS0 
3) The mythic mind believes this universal form to be 
itself a refracted image of the one 9 true, eternal reality 
made kno~m to it in prophetic dreamso But, as man 1 s experience 
... 
of life, with its hardships~ failures, and the loss of what is 
dear to him, progressively tarnishes the image of the everyday 
world, he feels the need~ to heave it94 back into re-aligp...ment 
with his vision of ideal reality. Primitive men could do 
this through periodic rituals of renewal which accomplished 
the re-turn to the ltparadise of the archetypes H ~ These rituals 
were seen symbolically as death and rebirth~ the difficult 
journey to the centre~ or the marriage that refertilises the 
waste land. 
93Cfo Eliot in BEast Cokertfe 
ttKeeping time, 
Keeping the rhythm in their dancing 
As in their living in the living seasons 
The time of the seasons and the constellatioD~ 
The time of milking and the time of harvest 
The time of the coupling of man and \-ioman 
_4nd that of beastso It 
94This phrase is borrowed from Muir's lines: 
11 he ave the groaning \vorld/ Back in its place again" G 
(liThe Good Tov;n", PPo, pc 186)e 
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4) Modern men, committed to the methodologies of science 
and logic and bound by their records of the unreturning passage 
of history, find the actual and the ideal 1'Jorlds too far apar"t; 
to be re-united in this way. They may even accept the 
ordinary !ltallen" world as the only one there is(I If so~ they 
live in. Blake's Ulro, a world of single vision and the death 
of the prophe"tic imagination~ But if a man can glimpse again 
the ideaJ. world of tithe gods It, he has both vTarp and iiioof upon 
which to 1'leave his vision of life or his vlorld of poetry.95 
5) If~ for Western man, the ideal and the actual are so 
much further apart than they have ever been, Christianity 
still offers a resolution of his dilemma by showing him the 
divine become human: the God-!1an who brings redemption and 
overcomes the world by submitting to all the suffering and 
evil it can mustero This may appear to be a contradiction, 
but the further the two worlds of ttdream 1t and reality have 
withdra"t'm from each other, the proIounder the paradox that 
mus"t link them together. 96 
6) It is this universal situation, with all its shifting 
permutations and combinations of dream and reality, that Muir 
explores in his poetry, sometimes by imitating old myths, or 
by making his own fables and emblems link both worlds, some-
times attempting a conceptual pattern of abstract words, and 
95Hence Yeats's gyres and Hermetic symbols~ his "artifices 
of eternityfl, and Eliot's I1point of intersection of the time-
less vIi th time If • 
960n this view, it is not sufficient to repeat the cosmo-
gonic acts performed by the god ab origine (dividing of light 
from darkness, etc); one must take up one's cross also. 
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sometimes expressing the joyful experience of radiant insight 
or the final acceptance of an imperfect world redeemed by love 
and faithe All of it reflects a single underlying theme - how 
to unite the inl'lard world of dream and memory "lith the outward 
world of dafly existence and allo1tJ a man to recognise vlho he 
is in what kind of realitYe 97 His personal experience of 
inner division is the great mythic dichotomy written small and 
clear; his ltstoryll is the incomplete and often baffled imita<-
tion of the ttfablell~ only known in its entirety to the divine 
mind that creates all thingsc All of his poetry is cut from 
the same homespun cloth: an archetypal fabric ,\-loven vlith 
ancient motifs of the distance betl,veen Eden B.nd the fallen 
world, of exile and return, of Eve as mother and bride~ and 
of the goal of the quest, which is the bringing into alignment 
of subject and object, mind and nature, dream and thingo 
One may well wonder to what extent Huir vIas a\1aJ.""e of 
the correspondence between his own symbols and the traditionru_ 
pattern outlined by myth critics a He does not tell us; but 
it would seem that he was only intermittently aware of the 
archetypal universe his poems create, that he glimpsed it 
fitfully in dreams or in moments of vision, but never laid 
hold of it in the way that Yeats elaborated his phases of the 
moon and cycles of history or Graves plotted the ramifications 
of his "one story" of the \.Jllite Goddess. Like Yeats and Graves 
(who also stood apart from the technical innovations introduced 
by Eliot and Pound), he needed a time-honoured myth to universa~ 
lise and resolve the conflicts of his own experience. Unlike 
them, who, despite an early acquaintance with folklore, had 
97Regarded by Frye, Honig and Fletcher as the significance 
of the quest myth which is the basic structure of myth and 
allegory 0 
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been bred in an essentially rationalist climate~ he did not 
feel called upon to codify and validate his myth intellectuallYe 
One did not have to demonstrate one J s equations in a home "There 
the father t s prayers invoked U 811 house not made \V'ith hands, 
eternal in ~the heavens", and where the bed .... time stories of 
mermaids and witches were drawn directly from local and ~amily 
experience. One simply knew or believed, and that was enoughQ 
The elemental simplicity of his early world and the mysterious~ 
ly significant images of his dreams had -been given to him, jCL.~d 
he accepted them as intimations of a pattern woven into the 
life of things that needs no theoretical justificationo98 His 
Ol.q-l1 experiences of mythic vision had seemed to him. to ca:r:ry a 
transcendental meaning, and he had recognized in them ce~tain 
ancestral or racial motifs, such as death and rebirth~ the 
je'welled hoard of the dragon, a king enthroned, and Hinged 
figures 0 99 \Vb.at had come to him from the involuntary sources 
of dream seemed to echo the antique images and movements of 
scriptural and classical myth, of saga and folktale, popular 
legend and traditional ballad, and to lead into another 
reality that is felt rather than seen or lmO\ffio 
He believed that this reality reflects a divine unity 
of essential Being from which all things emanate and to 1'lhich 
all return; and this belief, as we have seen in Chapter II~ 
involves some such hypothes~as the innate ideas of neo-
Platonismo ~lliere Jungls theory of archetypes, though similar 
in conception~ simply assumes the existence of inherited 
98 uOur first intuition o.f the world expands into vaster 
and vaster images~ creating a myth i;1hich we act almost 1V'ithou-t 
mOil-ling it t! (An Autobiograp4Y ~ po 48) 0 
99 4g Aut obi os.r aP11L , ppe 160, 162, 164·e> 
} 
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psychic structures from which significantly constant symbolic 
forms arise, the innate ideas are part of a perennial meta-
physical belief in a true and divinely ordained correspondence 
between ftRealitylt and the world of appearances9 Once committed 
to such a belief in the existence of two worlds - a true, 
eternal one and a temporal one which reflects it in multiple 
ephemeral forms - one has entered the analogical universe of 
the traditional "man of myth and religion ll that faded 1Jlith the 
passing of the high Renaissance, but -which is still the founda~ 
tion .of the poetic world of metaphor Q So much Muir felt and 
acknovlledged, as vIe knOl,\f not only from his poems but also from 
his ffiltobiography and from certain of his critical essays~ but 
he resisted any temptation to analyse and codify the ar~icles 
of his faitheNor should one lose sight of the fact that the 
development of his intellectual powers had been partly fosterec 
by modern ideologies and that he had once fallen into the Hcole 
abstraction" that denies the dreaming imagination of childhood. 
Both elements contended in his ovm breast, and the bitter war 
between them is recorded in his poetryo Hence, he knevl better 
than most the dangers of the rationalising Dltellect and 
preferred to obey the intuitive promptings that are supported 
by old songs and sagas, by the epics and sacred writings o~ 
past generations of men 1j~ho lived closer to instinctive feelin 
than '1e doo 100 
lOOThis is the wisdom of the poeto ~he critic, however, 
can hardly avoid some systematisation and theoretical analysif 
if he is to demonstrate the significance and clarify the 
method and message of the poet. 
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Honestly reflecting hi~ situation as one in whom the 
ancient and the modern were uncomfortably jLuctaposed and as 
an intuitive poet spe~~ing to a sceptical world of which he 
was himself an integral part,lOl he declined to promulgate a 
supposedly .seamless system out of what he knew to be merely 
surviving fragmentso Of his faith in the total reality -. 
the H image ltJ"hole u102 ..... he was usually reticent, just as he 
was of his maturer insights into the truth of ChristianitYQ 
All he 1-'laS prepared to say in his autobiography is character-
istically tentativeo 
I do not know the fable or anybody \vho knows itG 
One or tV10 stages in it I can recognize: the age 
of innocence and the Fall and all the dramatic 
consequences 1r'lhich issue from the FallG But these 
lie behind eKperience, not on its surface; they 
are not historical events; they are stages in the 
:tableo 103 
Elsewhere 9 describing the view from the Monchsberg near 
Salzburg, he spoke of the image of the quest: 
Why, seen from a distance~ do the casual journeys 
of men and woman~ perhaps going on some trivial 
errand~ take on the appea~ance of a pilgrimage? 
I can only explain it by some deep archetypal 
image in our minds of which we become conscious 
only at the rare moments vJhen we realize that 01,1r104 
own life is a journeyo 
If one has been able to bring evidence to show that 
l'luir li s intuitions of the "stages of the fable n bear striking 
resemblances to an ancient symbolic tradition believed by the 
myth critics to underlie the creative insights of all -the 
lOIRe frequently uses the phrase Uthey saytl or Hit's said" 
when stating a position in his poetryo 
l02 uAnd ga-cher an image 'VJhole lf (CPo pe 149)0 HAn image 
of forever/ One and v/llole" (CPo, po 30250 
l03An Autobiogra£hy, po 490 
l04.r-b·d 217 ~,,~ po 0 
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poets and prophets, he himself-was content to tell in his 
own fashion of his partial journeyings upon the difficult 
road of salvation and of the half-obliterated signpos-ts he 
found and recognized upon the way.105 He was guided to such 
a recognition by the images given to him in dream and reverie 
rather than by any systematic enquiry into archetypal patterns, 
except indirectly through his interest in ballad~ saga and 
epic e In one of those paradoxes that seemed to him to 
express the nature of things~ he both kne1t1 and did not lmo~ve 
Make me to see and hear that I may know 
This journey and the place toward "tvhich I go; 
For a begi~Ding and an end are mine 
Surely, and have their sign 
Which I and all in the earth and the heavens ShOifl e 106 
Teach me to bl0W~ 
I05The sonnet, "Too Much" (CP., po 163), is a direct 
statement of the recovery of the saga pattern in and through 
the dazzled sight of his poetry. 
l06"I! I Could Known, CP., p. 252. 
,.'," 
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APPENDIX A 
AUT1J1VLN IN PRAGUE 
The ripe ~ruit rests here, 
On the chill groUlld, 
In the sterile air, 
All meanings have ~al1en into your lap, 
Uncomprehending earthc 
The stubble shines in the dry field, 
Gilded by the pale sun. 
The trees, unburdened, with light limbs, 
Shiver in the cold light& 
In the meadow the goat-herd, 
A young girl, 
Sits with bent head, 
Blind, covered head, 
Bowed to the earth, 
Like a tree 
Dreaming a long-held dream~ 
The gossamers forge their cables 
Between the grasses, 
Secure, 
So still the blue air hangs its sea, 
The great sea, so still! 
The earth like a god, 
Far withdra~~, 
Lies asleepc 
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AUTtmN IN PRAGUE 
This poem differs in certain respects from most of 
Muir's other verse and seems to be an expression of a mood 
to which he did not returno It belongs with two other poems 
"When the Trees grow bare on the High HilltSlfand "October at 
HellbrlUln tl , which were written during the same period of 
convalescence from his "long illness lf , and, like them, it 
employs an elusive kind of symbolism that is much less 
explicit than that of his later '\'lork, perhaps because it is 
not consciously related to the fable o 
It is an idyll, a little landscape filled with the 
poet's mood. It commences with the evocation of a few 
sharply defined images of autumn, each isolated from the other 
in a separate short lineo 
The ripe fruit rests here 
On the chill ground 
In the sterile air$ 
The season has come to a stand, poised in a tranquil balance 
between the rich grovnh of summer and the approaching dissolu-
tion of \'liintero Though the lfripe fruitft seems to be in tension 
\vith the "sterile air", there is no sense of strain but rather 
of the perfect completion of a process as it rests on the Hchill 
gro1ll1d II 0 The fruit is both a focus for the imagination and a 
link between the elements of earth and aire No longer purely a 
self...,contained image, it becomes a symbol of lIall meaningslf 
that have fallen into the lap of the fluncomprehending ea:rthft~ 
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vJhich the poet no\v addresses directlyo Something has been 
t 
brought to fruition, nourished, perhaps, by a soil that can-
not encompass its ultimate significance~ but which 11.O1."l 
receives it again as an involuntary gifto 
In the next paragraph j the focus alters to include 
other images : the dry field~ where, though the harvest has 
been gathered in, the stubble still shines~ lIgilded by the 
pale sunil, and trees l1 unburdened" (of leaves or fruit), though 
the vlord also suggests a liberation from guilt or some other 
painful emotion. They shiver (from exposure, or in expecta-
tion?) with light limbs in the Hcold lighttt. NoV! the dry 
.field gives place to the meadolv~ an area of natural growth, 
not of cultivation, where ffthe goatherd!l sitso Suggestiplls 
of animal and human life are added to the elemental and 
vegetable imagery, and the use of the definite article seems 
to make the girl an inevitable figure e She has become the 
significant shape at the centre of the picture, seemingly 
overlaid upon the image of the ripe fruit and assuming its 
symbolic importe She sits with covered head bowed to the 
earth. She is ulike a tree ft (a rooted organic life in which 
the sap retreats in winter in order to renew itself?), dream-
ing a !JIong-held dream tt • Is she part of the process that 
creates the fruit and the meaning? As a goatherd, she is a 
peasant ~ a figure from folklore, lv-ho tends a.1J.d comJY.l811ds the 
animals (the natural life of the impulses?); but here she 
seems quiescent and her charges do not appearo They are 
merely impliedo; 
The final paragraph moves to a closer focus in the 
grasses (an image that in ItChildllood lf and in ItTristram' 8 
JOlll"ney tJ is linked \vith a woman's presence) 6} 
• 
The gossamers forge their cables 
Between the grasses 
Secure 0 
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The frailty of gossamer contrasts with the strength suggested 
~ by ftforge H , "cables" , and tfsectlretfG> The threads span the 
grass blades, seeming to hold everything in balance and to 
support the mood of tranquillitYe If one examines the word 
HgossamerH, one finds that it is a contraction of goose-summer, 
the autumn season when this filmy substance most often appears, 
and that the German version is either madchensommer or 
altweibersommer, the summer of young girls or old wiveso This 
association would help to link gossamer with the central image 
, 
of the young girl as \\Tell as 1Alith the pervading influence of 
the season. 
USecurefJ is the only ''lord in the poem that has a line 
to itself, suggesting the import~nce not only of ffil emotiolle~ 
state but of the holding in balance, the holding still for an 
endless moment of the ever-changing processes of nature. 
So still the blue air hangs its sea, 
That great sea, so still. 
This perfect stillness is associated vlith a mysterious mingling 
of the elements of air and vlater; the blue air "hangs its seaH 
as though flthat great sea" (an all~"'encompassing, living sea of 
myth?) had welled up and taken the place it once had in the 
firmament before the Ifdividing of the waters ll in the first 
chapter of Genesis~ The mythic feeling is confirmed by the 
final statement that the earth Hlike a god/ Far vlithdrawn/ 
Lies asleepffo Ordinary reality has retreated Dlto a kind of 
\ 
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trance~ perhaps a winter sleep of renewal, that makes it 
• 
"like a god fI, tha.t is, translates it into the terms of mythic 
visiono 
The poem is essentially the projection of an inward 
state upon ,a landscape, and the localisation implied in the 
I title (unusual for Muir) suggests that it was an actual land-
acape. There is a progression from natural images and 
proximity to the earth (with the poet even addressing it 
directly) towards a purely mythic kind of apprehension, with 
the figure of the goatherd at the centree Natural desires 
are quiescento The mood suggests the fragile peace of con-
valescence, when the battle for life has finally been won, 
but the life process itself has not yet been resumed. 
The initial images of ttchill ground ft and ttsterile 
air H , in conjunction with uripe fruittfi do not suggest a 
negative significance so much as a state of purification and 
completion vlhich echoes the i'inal lines of tfWhen the Trees 
grovl bare tf : 
Attainment breathes itself out 1 
Perfect and coldo 
The sense of withdrawal of the sap, combined with the feeling 
that it is preparing for a renewal of life~ is ta~en up in 
"October at Hellbrunn lt , which describes a scene in a park 
where marble images link reality and reflection and a gro~ri.ng 
sense of the weight of the earth issues in a release of 
tension o 
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And brerucing through iihe silence of the park2 Farther a hidden foun-cain :flings its soundo 
The three poems clearly go together, suggesting a release from 
conflict followed by a peace that precedes a resu~ption of 
creative lifeo Yet the symbolism seems intuitive, someho\1IJ 
tfblind H , like the girl 1vith her covered head" It has nothing 
of the allegorical quality apparent in so much of Muir's other 
work. 
The focus upon the ~igure of the girl has a quality 
reminiscent of symbolic paintings that Jlmgians have called 
"soul landscapes tt • In their terms, the girl would be the 
anima, not yet fully awakened and united with -the self' (but 
a muse, nevertheless), aJ?-d her invisible charges would be. 
the 11 animal soul" or instinctf93 If we regard the girl as 
representative of the intuitive and imaginative powers of 
the poet, then, in this pastoral setting,she is a kind of 
embryo of the apocalyptic or millennial vision that is still 
to come, bringing images of a harvest of fruits and grain, 
and of people and animals living in harmonyo Perhaps this 
is her Hlong=he1d dream ff e She is in complete contl~ast to 
the miller t s daughter in ttScotland IS Win"beru (aPe pQ 229) ~ 
who is the same kind of image placed in the ironic or Udemonic H 
context of lipoor, frozen 1i£'e 1l 0 She, too, was once a figure 
in ballad and folklore, but she has lost the dream; the 
waters of myth have congealed into ice and no longer well up 
into the firmamente \-lith her Hfrozen fingers soldered to her 
basket U , she 
'J 
CnOctober at Hellbrv..nn 1f ~ QP","~, :po 230 
3See Jung~ Man and His Symb~lfi' :p$ 187& 
Seems to be knocking 
Upon a hU11dred leagues of floor 
With her light heels, and mocking 
Percy and Douglas dead 
And Bruce on his burial bedo 
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In both poems~ a state of mind is symbolised by a season of 
, 
the yeax, and the central image is a y01lllg woman~ 
The lIripe fruitt!, seen as a symbol of poetry or 
imaginative creation, recalls Holderlin's association of his 
poetry with harvest and the fruits of autumn. One thinks of 
his poem, "To the Fates II. 
Nur einen Sommer gannt, ihr Gewaltigen! 
Und einen Herbst, zu reifem Gesange mir. 
(Grant me just one su~er, you mighty ones, and one autumn 
to ripen Iny songo)4 
4ltAn die Parzen lt , J.he Penguin Book of German Ve:s~, ed Q 
Leonard Forster (Penguin Books, Ltd. ') 1957), po 290" 
APPENDIX B 
OEDIPUS 
I, Oedipus, the club-foot, made to stumble, 
WIiO long in the light have walked the world ill darkness, 
And once in the darkness did that which the light 
Found and disowned - too well I have loved the light, 
Too dearly have rued the darkness6 I am one 
~lho as in innocent play sought out his guilt, 
And now through guilt seeks other innocence, 
Beset by evil thoughts, led by the godso 
There was a room, a bed of darkness~ once 
Known to me, now to aIle Yet in that darkness, 
Before the light struck, she and I ~Jho lay 
There vIi thout thought of sin and knew each other 
Too well, yet were to each other quite unlQ101~ 
Though fastened mouth to mouth and breast to breast .... 
Strangers laid on one bed j as children blind, 
Clear-eyed and blind as children - did we sin 
Then on that bed before the light came on us, 
Desiring good to each other, bringing, we thought, 
Great good to each other? But neither ~lilt nor deathe 
Yet if that darkness had been darker yet, 
Buried in endless dark past reach of light 
Or eye of the gods ~ a kingdom of solid darlr..ness 
Impregnable fu~d immortal, would we have sinned, 
Or lived like the gods in deathless innocence? 
For sin is born in the light; therefore vie cower 
Before the face of the light that none can meet 
And all must seekQ And when in memory now, 
Woven of light and darkness~ a stifling web, 
I call her back, dear, d.readed, 'tqho lay 1tJith me, 
I see guilt, only guilt, my nostrils choke 
With the smell of guilt~ and I can scarcely breathe 
Here in the guiltless guilt-evoking SUllo 
And when yOill1g Oedipus - for it was Oedipus 
lmd not another -- on that long vanished night 
Far in my night, at that predestined point 
vJhere three paths like three fates crossed one fu"1other, 
Tracing the evil figure - when I met 
The stranger "lho menaced me i and flung the stone 
That brought him death and me this that I carry, 
It 1ias not him but fear I sought to kill, 
Fear that, the vlise men say, is f ather of eyil, 
And vIas my i'ather in flesh and blood, yet fear, 
Fear only, father and fear in one dense body ~ 
So that there vlas no division, no VIa::! pas·t;: 
Did I sin then, by the gods admonished to sin, 
By men enjoined to sin? For it is duty 
Of god and man to kill the shapes of feare 
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These thoughts'recur, vain-thoughtse The gods see all, 
And will what must be willed, which guards us here. 
Their will in them was anger, in me was terror 
Long since, but now is peace. For I am led 
By them in darkness; light is all about me; 
My "lIvcry lies in the light, they knolt! it; I 
Am theirs to guide and hold o .And I have learned, 
Though~blind') to see with something of their sight9 
Can look into that other world and watch 
King Oedipus the just, crowned and discrowned, 
As one may see oneself rise in a dream, 
Distant and strangee Even so I see 
The meeting at the place where three roads crossed, 
.And 'who \vas there and why, and ~lhat was done 
That had to be done and paid fore Innocent 
The deed that brought tshe guilt of father=murder .. Pure 
The embrace on the bed of d.arlmessQ Innocent 
.And guilt yo I have wrought and thought in darkness, 
.And stand here now, an innocent mark of shame, 
That so menls guilt might be made manifest 
In such a walking riddle -- their guilt and mine, 
For Iive but acted out this fablet) I have judged 
Myself '7 obedient to the gods' high judgment, 
And seen myself with their pure eyes, have learnt 
That all must bear a portion of the wrong 
That is driven deep into our fathomless hearts 
Past; sight or thought; that bearing it ,~e may ease 
The immortal burden of the gods who keep 
Our natural steps and the earth and skies from harm~ 
" 
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OEDIPUS 
This dramatic monologue in blaru~ verse commences 
like a legal testament, or confession -- ttl, Oedipus tl , intro-
ducing the narrator not as -the former King of Thebes but as 
lithe clubfoot U , a man with a congenital defect ~vhc is Umade 
to stumble tf 9 The word "made" is ambiguous~ since he may 
either be created or forced to be one who stumbles, or perhaps 
botho The first paragraph de~ines a man who does not merely 
stand before us, but seems, in the rhythms of the verse~ ,to 
be limping onward, each swinging stride followed by the drag-
ging motion of the lame footo Stress, alliteration, and the 
.frequent repetitions and reversals of antithetical abstract 
. words with related metaphorical merulings create the sense of 
a tangled web of contradiction through which he fights his 
wayo He presents himself as one 
Who long in the light have walked the world in darkness, 
And once in the darkness did that which the light 
Foun.d and diso\vnedo 
He is a man torn between extremes, confronted vlith the bevlilder-
ing psychological truth that the urgent pursuit of any particu-
lar value exposes one the more helplessly to the power of its 
oppositeo Loving the light Htoo ViTell H , he has un~littingly 
commitited a deed of' darknesso Given this paradox, it follolflS 
that innocence might be recovered tr.1Xough confronting guilt9 
though it C~~ never be the original innocenc0 9 but another 
kind lying on the f'ax side of &in 9 
I am one 
~lho as in innocent play sought out his guilt, 
And now through guilt seeks other innocence, 
Beset by evil thoughts, led by the godso 
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The pendulum motion that has been swinging from light to 
darkness and back again begins to modulate into a tension 
between guilt and innocence, evil thoughts and the wisdom 
of the godso 
The second paragraph plunges us into the narrator's 
memory of the sinful act on the "bed of darkness ft • But he 
tries to avoid the acceptance of moral responsibility. Light 
and darkness slide into the antitheses o:f knowledge and ignor-· 
ance, sight and blindness, and the verb ItY~OWH is repeated in 
dif£erent forms and balanced with its oppositeo Before the 
light struck, they ftkneltf each other tttoo well It (extremes 
again) on the bed in the room that is no1JtJ JlknO\ffi 11 to all; yet 
they were strangers uunknowntf to each other. They were 
Uclear-eyed and blind as childrenJt , intending only good, yet 
bringing guilt to each other, and death to hero If one sins 
without intention and without knowledge of oneis fault, can 
one justly be called to account? 
This question is pursued in the third paragraph, 
which opens with a repetition of the nyet" that introduced 
the question in the previous paragraph~ Perhaps there 8~e 
a.bsolutes exempt from contradiction. If darkness had been 
darker "yet If (another repeti tioI! of: sound 1'li th a diff erent 
meaning), ali ff endless dark past reach of light fI, a total 
ignorance of moral value~ vlould the original innocence have 
lasted forever? But Oedipus is faced tlith the same paradox 
.; 
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• that light, knotvledge, and spiritual insight create darkness~ 
blindness, and sin by making us conscious of them6 We seek 
the light though ~le must cower before its da.zzling beamo 
Memory is compounded of light and darkness; it is filled 
wi th a If stifling vleb Jt of: contradiction in which his once 
blissful ignorrulce is horribly overlaid with subsequent 
knowledge of guilto In the light cast backward by such 
kno"tV'ledge, "she" is not only dear but Hdreaded tt , too, and he 
is over~lhelmed by recurring obsessive thoughts; a choking 
horror of Ifguilt, only guilt1f, the Hsmell of guilt", a terror 
of suffocation in Uthe guiltless, guil-t;-evoking sunu • 
But this is not allo He must also acknowledge the 
" youth he once vias, who, "on that long vanished night/ Far in 
my night fJ, killed a stranger t>lho happened to -be his fathero 
This paragraph, too, beginning with a feeling of the inevi-
tability of catastrophe (flat the predestined pOint/ Where 
three paths like three fates crossed fl -- which perhaps refers 
to the predetermined pattern of father, mother and child), 
builds up to a frantic crescendo of repeated sounds and 
reversed pairs of words before resolving into a question 
that again attempts to justify sine Was it vreong to attack 
a menacing stranger who had aroused his fear? There is an 
in-tricate play upon the ltVords Ufather tt and fffear lf and upon 
their literal and metaphorical meanings. Fear is the father 
of evil; it is right to "kill the shapes of fear ff 
My father in flesh and blood, yet fear, 
Fear only, father and fear in one dense body, 
So that there was no division 7 no way past~ 
One observes that 1t'Je have here in thi.s embodied fear a 
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• projected mental image which eclipses the objective reality 
in a deceptive coalescence, presenting only one shape to be 
destroyedo It is, in fact, a false coincidence of bodily 
and imaginative sight~ not the true unified vision, born of 
love, that 'nuir constantly strives to achieve. 
The final paragraph opens with the admission that 
these thoughts~ which recur so obsessively, are Hvain H • 
(Perhaps they are part of the lI evil thoughtsU acknowledged ill 
the first paragraph.) Over against them is the vision of 
the gods, who see a~l things in their true relation~ "And will 
what must be willed, w'hich guards us here It 0 Their anger and 
Oedipus' terror were simply two different sides of the same 
, 
pre-ordained pattern, tfthat no1.'l is peace H • The images of 
light and darkness 9 which return here, are no longer the 
alternating limits o~ a pendulum but have become mysteriously 
simultaneous 0 "For I am ledl By them in darkness; light is 
all about me ~ H 
The movement o£ the verse slows and steadies; its 
direction is more certain, and the uneven stress is replaced 
by a more rluent rhythm. Blin~~ess and spiritual insight are 
held in balance, allowing Oedipus to look into that "other 
world fl where his archetypal self, HKing Oedipus the just, 
cro\illed and discro\med tf , appears as though in a dream o 
Contradiction is gathered up and reconciled. The opposites 
co-exist, and, to achieve this effect, the lining creates a 
kind of dialogue, a suggestion of antiphony. 
ID-110cent 
The deed that brought the guilt of .father murder o Pure 
The embrace on the bed of darkness. Innocent 
And guilt yo 
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• No longer HOedipus, the clubfoot tf , a defective 
individual arraigned before the moral law, he sees the 
cro,v.ned image of his ideal self which is bought and paid 
for with the image of his own guilt, so that together they 
form a paradoxical symbol of mankind 1 an Iflnnocent mark of 
shame tt , a uwalking riddle", the acting out of Ita f'able lf in 
which a man judges himself according to the divine standard, 
and, by submitting to the conviction of sin, learns to share 
the gods r ffimmortal burden f1 of guarding man t s life on earth 
. and preserving the two orders of reality to which he belongsD 
The urgent~ stumbling movements of the first line of the 
poem become the "natural steps" of the last when they are 
guided by divine p01AferS and the opposites are held in the 
simultaneous grasp of paradox~ 
Despite the form o~ the dramatic monologue, Muir is 
no·t portraying an individual tragic hero, but a type such as 
Adam or Everyman, almost an emblem of original sin and its 
corollary of redemptiono His Oedipus, suffering Muir's ovm 
claustrophic fear~ guilt and confusion~ emerges from con£lict 
with the absolute judgments of the moral law into a state 
closely resembling \'lhat Christians mean by graceo 1 He is 
man at the heart of l'-luir 9 s uni verse ~ entangled in a we-b of 
inner contradiction~ understanding himself best in the symbolic 
IThe same transition is expressed in the final stanza of 
the late poem~ liThe Brothersfl CCP .. , po 272), and summed up in 
the contrast bet\\Jeen the ambiguous word "observedH and tfvision lf , .: .. 
with its echoes of Blake's image of illi~ocencee 
HI have observed in foolish alve 
The dateless mid-days of the law 
A.."1.d seen indif.ferent justice done 
By everyone on everyoneo 
And in a vision I have seen 
My brothers playing on the green. ff 
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terms of dream and myth, and longing for the moment or vision 
in which, \'Jhen seen with the eyes of the Bother Vlorld u , the 
tangled web becomes a complete and har~onious pattern of 
significant images0 He knows that, before he can give his 
affirmation'to life~ he must accept his fallen state, for 
the vision of innocence springs up with the knot1"ledge of 
guil-ti 9 and from the tension between the two grows the full 
hvnanity of individual responsibility_ 
The narration that carries these meanings is not only 
based on the re-telling of a mythic tale, but it is mythic in 
the sense that there is no naturalistic detail and no specific 
Ioca-bion in time and space., Everything happens in a symbolic 
world where the persons perform figurative actions in the' 
guise of father, children, strangers or gods, either where 
three paths cross, tracing an "evil figure tt , or upon a Itbed 
of darkness 11 0 Sensuous imagery is reduced to a minimum; 
emotion is the overwhelming primitive fear or horror of night-
mare; all is stark and dream-like, a paradigmatic drama 
mimed by faceless actorso The central image is that of a 
crippled man, stumbling through an archetypal world of ligbt 
and darknes8~ gods and men, the two opposing dimensions of 
which are finally reconciled in a vision of mutual responsi-
bilityo 
The poem is,a striking example of Muir's use of a 
classical myth to express what is both a personal and a 
universal condition& The elements of his own preoccupation 
with inner contradiction are given unity and focus through 
being projec-l:ied upon the essential features of a timeless 
story that provides them \-lith an impersonal frame1'lork o \·lithin 
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this framework, there is room for the varying interpretations 
to "\AlhiCh Muiris work so often lends itself, though it resists 
too dogmatic an assertion of any particular implication& The 
poem may be enriched for us by the reflection that early 
intimacy with the mother is of vital significance for 
emotional and imaginative life, and so is the ability to 
come to terms with the role of the father& Muir, with a 
proper sense of taboo~ does not name the mother/bride as such, 
but his treatment is full of the feeling that the image of 
the mother lies behind that of the wife and that both are 
symbolic of a potent source of either creativity or 
destructiveness in mants nature o In addition~ Oedipus i lack 
of recognition of his parents may have a particluar signifi-
cance in relation to 11uir' sown re, .. discovery of" the importance 
of" the past and the parental figures for the development of 
:full identity 0 Certainly we are made a1'la..:ce of the endless 
potentiality of myth for yielding genuine insights into mClJ.v)" S 
nature~ for this Greek legend can be used to probe far more 
mysterious recesses of human action than those w·hich 8TJ.y 
rational discussion of~ say, Greek notions or h~a2:tia can 
penetrate 0 At the same time, it can accommodate concepts 
as old as the Christian doctrine of original sin and as n6lfl 
as contemporary theories of depth psychologyo 
It is noticeable that Muir is more concerned with 
meanj.ng in this poem than \iith the creation of a literary 
artefact 0 The statement: HIl ve but acted out this :fable", 
which may seem intrusive to some readers, implies the 
importance of repeating an archetype~ or, in Honig's terms s 
re-telling an old tale, for the sake o:f the metaphysical 
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assumptions and cultural values it embodies o In this COlIDec-
tion, it is interesting to consider Kerenyi 1 s account of the 
function of myth: 
Y~hology, like the severed head of Orpheus j 
goes on singing even in death and from afar~ In 
its lifetime, among the peoples where it was 
indigenous, it \"las not only sung like a kind of 
music, it was also lived •••• It was a form of 
expression, thought and lifeo.o. Archaic manoo~ 
stepped back a pace before doing anything, like 
the toreador poising himself for the death stroke o 
He sought an example in the past, ~nd into this 
he slipped as into a diving bell in order to 
pllmge, at once protected and distorted, into the 
problems of the presente In this way his life? 
achieved its own expression and meaningo -
Muir actually seems able to slip back into this kind 
, 
of archaic consciousness and to synthesize it with the modern 
mind. As Kerenyi adds, the true teller of myths or even the 
re--creator of mythologems also "steps back into primordialitytt 
in order to tell us ttwhat originally wasH. In this way$ he 
re-experiences his own origins from which he continually 
creates himselfe 3 
2Co Kerenyi ~d C6GO_ J~~g, Essgys on a Science of ~ythoLogy, 
tra.11.so ReF"C. HU.Ll (NeloJ York: Pantheon Books~ 19495 9 po 50 
3Ibido, ppo 10, 110 
APPENDIX C 
THE JOURNEY BACK 2 
Through countless wanderings, 
Hastenings, lingerings, 
From far I come, 
And pass from place to place 
In a sleep-wandering pace 
To seek my houee 
I wear the silver scars 
Of blrulched and dying stars 
Forgotten long, 
Whose consternations spread 
Terror among the dead 
And touched my song. 
The well-bred animal 
With coat of seemly mail 
Was then my guide. 
I trembled in my den 
With all my kindred when 
The dragon died. 
Through forests wide and deep 
I passed and as a sleep 
My wandering ''las (; 
Before the word was said 
~li th animal bowed head 
I kept the lawso 
I thread the shining day; 
The mountains as in play 
Dizzily turn 
My wild road round and round. 
No one has seen the ground 
For which I burn. 
Through countless wanderings, 
Hastenings, lingerings, 
Nearer I come, 
In a sleep-wandering pace 
To find the secret place 
~mere is my homeo 
... -, 
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THE JOURNEY BACK 2 
This poem seems to express another kind of' Ustep 
back into primordialityU, for it is not the re-telling of a 
traditional tale but an oracular kind of speech apparerrtly 
arising immediately from the archetypal depths~ It is 
difficult to give a prose paraphrase of it because it gains 
its ef~ects through rhythm and tone, a few primeval images 
and a series of enigmatic utterances. By such means, one 
is given the impression of a flowing and winding movement" 
now swift, now slow, and a trrulced voice speaking of a 
journey from a remote source to"V-Iards fu~ intuitively felt goal", 
~fuat is it that is moving blindly yet unerringly towards its 
"home tt - some life force, the racial unconscious, or the 
prophetic imagination that expresses itself in dreams and 
visions? 
Whatever it may be, it has been scarred by immensely 
ancient cosmic convulsions (Ublanched and dying stars ff ) which 
aroused tf-terror among the dead ff (presumably past life exist-
ing in such far-off times) and left their mark upon ancient 
songe But the scars are usilveru and seem to link the stars 
ruld the song~ the constellations of the outer and inner 
spacesc 
In this primordial epoch, the dragon was a tutelary 
.figure or guide, a ffwell-bred animal" (possibly a reference 
to the winged and cro~vned symbolic creatures who express a 
union of matter and spirit in "The Covenant tt) ~li th "coat of 
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seemly mail U • This brings in associations of knightly and 
heraldic values, of a cour"t;ly moral order that still lay in 
the future but which was to express its own significance in 
such emblems. 
I trembled in my den 
With all my kindred when 
The dragon died. 
The image of a den suggests that this primitive psyche was 
still close to the animal v.lorld~ while ukindred u may refer 
to its shared, collective naturee The death of the dragon 
suggests not only the end of a mythical epoch but also the 
symbolic death and re-birth of the dragon, which expresses 
a transmutation process in the psyche itself. 
The fourth stanza develops the sense of a pre-verbal 
mind moving in a somnam-bulistic dream through dense forests 
of preconsciousness. 
Through forests wide and deep 
I passed and as a sleep 
My wandering was. 
Before the word was said 
With animal bowed head 
I kept the la~ls 0 
This seems to repr.esent a stage of the ordering of experience 
by dream a..l1d ritual~ be.fore these have been verbalised in"to 
myth. 
In interpreting his own visions, Muir had once 
suggested the possibility of prophetic dreams existing in the 
Hanimal soul tf, though he admitted the fa.llcifulness o.f the 
notion. !;/hat is not so fanciful is the possibility that the 
drearas of the animal soul survive in the modern psyche .. 
Arthur Koestler has :t~ecently advocated a theory vlhich attempts 
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to account ~or the age-old human experience of inner 
division in terms of ~aulty co-ordination between ancient 
brain structures, similar to those of reptiles and animals~ 
and the enormously developed recent structures, capable of 
language and conceptual thought, that co-exist in the brain 
f H S · 1 o OIDO ap~ens~ 
In the fifth stanza j the dark, subterranean movement 
seems to break out into the light of conscious experience. 
I thread the shining day; 
The mountains as in pIa:y 
Dizzily tu:en 
My wild road round and round. 
This intuitive movement becomes a thread linking consciousness 
together? IDee the uclear cord of water" in "The Days ", but 
its calm wanderings are drawn irresistibly into the cycles of 
temporal life: the "wild u turning 1-ve recognize from so TI12...!ly 
other poems o This threatening chaos is anchored by a sudden 
clear statement like that of an exile in a strange landu 
No one has seen the ground 
For which I burno 
The final stanza is a partial repetition of the first 
one~ almost bringing the poem round to its beginning, but the 
emphasis is now more strongly upon approach to the goal and 
the quest seems -to have reached a point closer to home e 
Consequently, one recognizes the spiral pattern referred to 
in Chapter IVo 
There seems to be some progression in this poem from 
past to future and from memory to prophecy~ although the 
1 Arthur Koestler, The Ghost in the Machine (London: 
Hut chinson llld Coo, Ltd ~ ~ 1967 )~-p:- 2'7'1 e 
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whole is held in the timeless dimension of a dream world~ 
In some wa:ys, it appears like an evolutionary process felt 
from the inside, a vitalist image reminiscent of Bergson's 
concept of creative evolution~ Hence it is a form of the 
quest apprehended in terms of the intuitive wisdom of the 
racial unconscious which passes blindly .from generation to 
generation in a paradoxical combination of spontaneous 
movement ffild predetermined order. In this poem, underlying 
order and serenity are strongly emphasized both by the 
rhyming stanza pattern and the deliberate diction. Muir's 
ancestral voices, unlike Coleridge's, do not ascend from 
the midst of tumult and they do not prophesy war. They 
are still and small, calling up from the pr~neval waters 
the images of the traditional order into vvhich he was born" 
/ 
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APPENDIX D 
THE JOURNEY BACK 6 
They walk high in their mountainland in light 
~n winding roads by many a grassy mound 
And paths that wander for their own delight. 
There they like planets pace their trffilquil round 
That has no end, whose end is everJ~here, 
And tread as to a music underground, 
An ever-winding and unwinding air 
That moves their feet though they in silence go, 
For music 1 s self itself has buried there, 
~Dd all its tongues in silence overflow 
That movement only should be melodye 
This is the other road, not that we knOWIiI 
This is the place of peace, content to bee 
All we have seen it; while we look we are 
There truly, and even now in memory, 
Here on this roa~, following a falling star. 
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THE JOURNEY BACK 6 
If~ in the previous poem, one is aware of an 
intuitive movement towards a Hground tt that no one has seen, 
in this one that ground has become perceptible in a moment 
of higher consciousness. The two poems are complement8J:'Y; 
in each there is a winding movement, largely subterranean 
in the first but in the second lifted up into the perfect 
circle of Being. ~erza rima, that Muir had used before in 
UThe Ringtf ~ is again employed to channel -the circular flo'Vl, 
though this time the conventional final line completes the 
rhyme scheme and brings the poem back to earth. 
The presences of this visionary l;'forld, simply referred 
to as tttheyH, are reminiscent of the gods in 1lThe LabyrinthH 
and also of Holderlin's HHimmlichenH (heavenly ones)Q UThey 
~lalk high in their mountainland in light tt recalls -the opening 
lines of l1Hyperions Schicksallied tf • 
Ihr wruldelt droben im Licht 
Auf weichen Boden, selige Genien! 
(You 1;'falk up there in the light on soft ground-j blessed Genii! 
T-luir' 6 heavenly ones also walk high in the light ~ but 
in a tlmountainland 1t, a dream world raised above the level of 
waking reality, vlhere the 1t\-1Jinding roads It are the serene 
archetype of lflhich the ltlild turnings of the "vorld of time 
1 It HYI> eri on , s Song of Fate", The Penguin Book of Germa:2: 
Vers8 9 p. 289c 
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are a distorted reflection c They pass by grassy mounds, an 
image that usually seems to suggest to Muir the imagination 
of childhood linked with the buried secrets of the ancestorSt; 
Such barrows are regarded in Irish folklore as the homes of 
the sidhe or fairy peopleo Amongst them are "paths that 
~lander for their own delighttt ') a.1J. image of pristine freedom 
and spontaneity that contrasts \vith the first line of the 
second tercet: IlThere they like planets pace their tranquil 
round tt 0 These livords ~ and their rhythm, imply measured 
movement and a fixed orbit, bringing in associations of 
cosmic order and possibly of Dante's vision of the Love that 
moves the celestial bodies. (The terza ri.ma also recalls 
The Ittranquil round tt they traverse has no end, ,yet 
its "end is everywhere ll ; hence it is an infinite circle to 
'which all things are relatedl) 
The heavenly ones tread (there is an increase in 
deliberation from Il\'/alklf to tlpace U to "tread tl) as though to 
"music underground l1 , v.lhich moves their feet in an intricate 
dance since it is an ftever-vlinding and unNinding air It , though 
it pours itself out in silence., The essence of music has 
uburied" itself there, perhaps immersed itself in some more 
material substance through which it becomes the earthly 
music that \<le lmO\'le Music is central to this l)oem, although 
it is unlleard o It is linked \-lith the music of the spheres, 
and "lith the idea that music is the purest art because it is 
free of all dualism, either of inner and outer experience or 
of form and content~ and is therefore a direct eA~ression of 
the primordial unitYe Music moves in time, but in eternity 
it must be a simultaneous harmony perceived more directly 
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than through the physical ear: HaLl its tongues s in silence 
overflo1'l/ Tha-b movement only should be melodyff 6 I) The motion 
of the heavenly ones is knO\ID to us as melody~ hi but; in the 
visionary 1vorld it is a silent chord, a perfect it unit yo One 
thinks of Eliot I s lines in tiThe Dry Salvages Vtr ::111: 
Muslc heard so (0 deeply 
That it is not heard at all, but you are th6)ihe music 
While the music lastsQ 
.And so the poem falls back to the plane se of ordinary 
existence, to tlthis road"", The heavenly ones ~ walk on the 
Bother road u , inhabiting the "place of peace, Cqocontent to be tt 0 
It is a \'/orld of reconciliation, harmony and fu]u·ulfilment, 
which Ball 'tve tt have seen, although we walk on liijll Hthis roadf~, 
a..l1d uwhile vie look we are/ There truly". In otbJother words, 
we are transported to this realm in acts of contfrrontemplatione 
HWe are tt ~ emphasized by its position at the end Dad of the line 
and taking up the suggestions of "content to be'190e11, refers to 
pure Being as ~lell as serving as the verb COIDIJleIc;>lemented by 
UthereJle Even 1-vhen the moment of contemplation~ion has passed, 
the powers of memory enable us to recapture the ~ne experience, 
or, as the image fades, at least to keep £"aith "'In "lith "lhat it 
signifiese 
BEere on this road, following a falling lfng stex U 0 Con-
sonance and dissonance in "following" and ttfallii.D..lingu capture 
the sense of faith balancing fading vision, a.nd rrrn.d the itar 1 
va.nishing into the dark void, is a small, brigh:~gght but transient 
image of the eternal light of the mountainland ibd that illuJuines 
the opening scene of the poemo 
It is in the affirmation of inspiration Jo.on and direction 
upon t1this road 1f that f1uir's :poem differs most DJ.t markedly from. 
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Holderlin' s, 1tlhich ends with a painful sense of man 1 s head-
long jarring fall into time and uncertainty~ 
Doch uns ist gegeben 
A~ keiner Statte zu ruhn, 
Es scrli~inden~ es fallen 
Die leidenden Menschen 
Blindlings von einer 
Stunde zur a..l1dern, 
Wie wasser von Klippe 
Zu Klippe geworfeu 9 
Jahrlang ins Ungewisse hinabo 
(But on us it has been laid never to rest in any place; 
suffering hun1all beings dwindle and fall headlong from one 
hour to the neL~, hurled- like water from precipice to 
precipice dO\iU through the_years into uncertaintYe)2 
How does the ancestral wisdom of the unconscious, 
speaking in uThe Journey Back 2 H , become raised up into the 
prophetic vision of mystical insight that is grasped for a 
moment in poem 61 It is certainly something to do with the 
If sougH and ttthe blessingH that transfigure the fallen 1I1orld 
into the Ukingdomlt in poem 5e> Yet, in some ways, uVaria-
tions on a Time Theme Xu, vJritten more than a decade before, 
forges a link between the two kinds of experience~ It 
presents a consciousness of the wa.1ring \'lTorld in 'which we are 
confronted vIi th ancient signs and emblems, the traditional 
symbols of art~ that express transcendence of contradiction 
in the eternity of the imaginationQ These hieratic emblems, 
cast up from the .fabled seas of dream, move calmly in proces-
sion up the ffmolmtainsidetf towards the world of light <) In 
them 7 the great memory of myth and man's intimations of his 
ultimate spiritual destiny are embodied and made oneo 
--------------------------------~----------------,-----------------~,-=--
2UHyperions SchicksalliedfJ , The Penguin Book of German 
\[ers~~ po 290<1 
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Issuing from the Word 
The seven days came, 
Each in its O\qn place, 
It S OvID name 0 
AP.PENDIX E 
THE DAYS 
And the first long days 
A hard and rocky spring, 
Inhuman burgeoning, 
And nothing there for claw or hand, 
Vast loneliness ere loneliness began, 
Where the blank seasons in their journeying 
SaH vlater at play with water and sand \~ith sand G 
The waters stirred 
.And from the doors viere cast 
Wild lights and shadows on the formless face 
Of th8 flood of chaos, vast 
Lengthening and dwindling image of earth and heaven. 
The forest's green shadow 
Softly over the water driven, 
As if the earth 1 s green 1'londer, endless meadow 
Floated and sank within its own green light. 
In water and night 
Sudden appeared the lion!s violent head, 
Raging and burning in its watery cave o 
The stallion 9 s tread 
SOillldlessly fell on the flood, and the animals pOUI'ed 
Onward~ .floloving across the flowing wave & 
Then on the \vaters fell 
The shadow of man, and earth a.nd the heavens scra~'lled 
With names, as if each pebble and leaf would tell 
The tale untellable GI And the Lord called 
The seventh day forth and the glory of the Lord e 
And now we see in the sun 
The mountains standing clear in the third day 
("!here they shall always stay) 
And thence a river run, 
Threading i clear cord of water, all to all: 
The '''looded hill and the cattle in the meadow, 
The tall wave breaking on the high sea-wall, 
The people at evening walking, 
The crescent shadow 
Of the light-built bridge, the hunter stalking 
The flying quarry, each in a different morning, 
The fish in the billow 1 s heart, the man VIi th the net, 
The hungry swords crossed in the cross of warning, 
The lion set 
High on the banner, leaping into the sky, 
! 
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The seasons playing 
Their game of sun and moon and east and west, 
The animal watching man and bird go by, 
The women praying 
For the passing of this fragmentary day 
Into the day where all are gathered together, 
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Things and their names, in the storm!s and the lightning's 
nest, 
The seventh great day and the clear eternal "'leather 0 
• • - ~.'. .1 • 
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THE DAYS 
UThe Daystl is a logos poem about the symbolic shaping 
of reality. This theme is expressed in terms of the coming 
to consciousness of the natu~al world and suggests~ by 
implication, the process by which a poem comes into beingo 
One may see it as a repetition OI the archetype of creation, 
a cosmogonic ritual which relates the imaginative conception 
of images j or Platonic Ideas, to the structural elements of 
the myth of creation in Genesis o 
The verse is free, with lines of irregular length 
and a flowing rhythm, but many lines ax-e linked by a series 
of end-rb~es which will be referred to later~ Effects are 
achieved mainly by the phrase or sentence and by the larger 
movements of the verse; hence, the poem as a whole does not 
respond well to the kind of close analysis that examines it 
word by word. 
The initial \-"lord, "issuing" ~ suggests a continuous 
process, a fluid outpouring, l."1hich is arrested almost at 
once by the stressed monosyllable, H\J'ord tf , and is transformed 
into the idea of .ordered progression evoked by the measured 
tread of the three stresses in the Hseven days camee H Rank 
and identity within an hierarchic order are established_ by 
the third and fourth lines : "Each in its 011D. place/ Its OlAm 
name U , though this impression seems intended merely to 
provide a f01L11.dation and frame~vork :for what is to fo110\'/, 
:,; 
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since it is not sustained in th& succeeding sentence. 
Here the sense of order and progression is dissipated 
by the Hfirst long daysH, lvhich seem to represent the indis-
tinct begirmings of a temporal world~ They are ordinary days 
in contradistinction to the traditional, symbolic days of 
Creation vlhich spring from the eternal shaping thought of the 
divine Word, and they introduce a world devoid of organic 
life (Uno-lJhing there for cla\"l or handU)Gl The spring is 
Uhard and rocky Ii ; j_ts Hburgeoning!t, lvhich normally implies 
budding and shooting vegetation j is lfinhumanlfo Something 
must be growing and moving~ yet there are no signs of life 
as vIe knO\'\T it eo Th.e seasons are ublank H , perhaps because 
the cycles of natural process reveal nothing of the gro~~h , 
and decay of living forms which s1;l.ould distinguish them one 
from another1) There is a Hvast loneliness fl , though no one 
is there to feel ite This suggestion of hu~an personality 
and experience, expressed chiefly in terms of its absence, 
is supported by the ttjourneyingH of the seasons and their 
act of seeingG They ltsaifl vlater at play "t'fith water and sand 
.with sandlt, that is, they \fl.tnessed only the separate play 
of elements 1'lhich had not yet mingled in a creative dialogueo 
This image~ despite its suggestions of freedom and spontaneity, 
is strangely forlorn, matching the dominant impression of 
emptiness and sterilityo 
The following sentence commences witb. the image of 
waters, 1lIhich seems unrelated to the viater in the previous 
line, while the statement: tlThe waters stirred ll , immediately 
dispels all sense of sterilityo One is L~ the mythic world~ 
associated with the first chapter of Genesis, where the earth 
is \'lithout form, and void, and darkness is upon the face of 
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the deep; but it is not the SpiTit of God that moves upon 
the face of the waters. They stir of their o~m accord in 
response to the l1 it1ild lights and shadot1's it cast f'rom Itthe 
doorsfl& There is something incongruous in this civilised 
human image 'of doors in such close proxilQity to primordial 
chaose Perhaps it refers to the udoors of perception" of 
the Platonic Ideas; but~ in any case~ it replaces the barren 
evolutionist vision of primordiality with a mythic oneo 
. Shado"Vls accompany the lights; lengthening and dwL"'1dling upon 
the heaving waters, they seem to reflect a complex image 
coming into focus and revealing both a distinction and a 
relation bet~leen em~th and heaveno (In the scriptural 
account, the establishing of day and night and of the firma-
ment called heaven corresponds to -the first and second days 
of creation~) In this part of the poem" the earth ancl the 
seas (which are separated on the third day in Genesi~ are 
somehow intermingled so that the advent of plant life (which 
also appears on the third day) is the ftgreen shadovl tJ of a 
forest driven over t~e water~ a meadow floating and sinking 
in Hits 01ffi green lightft. The fifth day of Creation, in 
vlhich fish, fO\11 and animal life are created, is represented 
by the Itlion' s violent head/ Raging and burning in its \vatery 
cave" and by the tread of ,the stallion soundlessly falling on 
the floode These two images, which~ like the green plants 9 
are mythic shapes ~ \<lavering and dxeam-like, rather thful. 
ordinary concrete images, introduce a much more definite and 
dynamic sense of progression~ for nov! the animals pour 
It oll'tvard, .flo~Jing across the flovling 11ave ~ Jf This free move-
ment gathers up the suggestions of ffissuing tl in the first 
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line of the poems and recalls an. intensely vital Tintoretto 
painting of the Creation, in which the creatures of the air 
.fly \·lildly forth from God's hand across the surface of the 
waterSe 
Then, man r S shado\V' falls on the 1vater, and, 1'lith it, 
the reflection of all earth and heaven H scrawled 1rlith names" ~ 
The advent of self-consciousness (man's 01in reflection Dl the 
mythic imagination) and the exclusively human po~ver of naming 
things gives meaning ani significance to the images of the 
natural vlorld. The focus becomes clear and sharp (lfpebble 
and leaf H) ; each object seems to tell a tale, to form part 
f """1" f . tId tb th U th o a neo-~ a~onlC cosmos 0 slgna ures, an Bn e seven _ 
daytf is called forth as the cro\~n and consu.rn.mation of the 
. 
conception of meaningful images, which is expressed here in 
the Hebraic concept of Hthe glory of the Lord H o This symbol...,. 
ises transcendence and is imaged in scripture as the 1tshekinahH 
.or refulgent light of the divine presence o In the mythic 
vlorld that Muir creates in this part .of the poem, progression 
sW'eeps unhindered to\vards the contemplation of total reality 
in a single, simultaneous act of the imagination, and?at this 
point, the first phase of the poem comes to an end. 
In the second phase, there is a change in tense from 
past to present and a different kind of progression of images 
unfolds itself 0 Whereas the first kind are archetypes 
mirrored in the 1'laters of the mythic imagination, vlhere they 
form an organic microc osm, IIno,"l 1.'le see in the sun U ( that is, 
all humanity perceives in the light of consci.ousness) a 
differently ordered world disposed upon the dry 1~~d6 But we 
lSir Thomas Bro1\rne, in common wi th other seventeenth centu . ry 
Plato~ists, sa\v Nature as a Iluniversal and publick :m.anuscriptti 
(B..eli~io I·i~~dj.ci, Part I, Sect & rn,,) 
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are able to see it in this way precisely because the hier-
archie images have already been inwardly conceivedv One 
thinks of Cassirer's view that reality exists for man only 
when he has created it in symbolic form~ In this more sharply 
defined but 'more eveiday reality, the waters have withdrawn, 
A 
the mOUlJ.tains of the third day appear, and there is a river, 
a flcl ear cord of water", threading 11 all to all tt... This image 
recalls the function of the tranced movement that breaks out 
into consciousness in "The Journey Back 2" and the Hshining 
vein of 1"later H in tfI'1oses It 0 The images thus threaded together 
create an illusion of the natural world as opposed to the 
mythic one, but they are primarily emblematic in effect and 
represent some interaction of the separate Ifd~ysU or 
categories of crea:tione Some, like the wooded hill and the 
cattle in the meadovI, are harmoniously combined; others, 
such as the hunter stalking the flying quarry, express 
conflict and contradictiono The sea is no longer a uflo'i1inglf 
vlave, but one that breaks against the "high sea-y.lall JJ e The 
image of people walking at evening stirs a faint recollection 
of the scriptural image of the Lord God walking in the ga~den 
in the cool of the day; the ttcrescent shadow/ Of the light-
built bridge" is the rainbo'Vl.; a sign of the covenant and a 
curved mnlti-cololITed reflection of the link between appearance 
and reality that springs from the original white light of 
eternitYe The f1iish in the bil101fl, s heart" is an emblem of 
spontaneity and harmony, balanced, but not cancelled, by the 
contrary image of the timan with the net ti • The flhungry s1-lords 
crossed in the cross of 'lfla.rningH is an heraldic image express .... 
ing a more sinister conflict: a state of opposition within 
the sa~e rank and order of creation& 
• The rhyme pattern in this part of the poem seems to 
link ideas of unity and harmonious order l'lith those of 
division, for example, Hall to ?-llfl al1d "high sea .... 11all H , 
flwalkingtt and "stalking", "different morning" and ftcross of 
warning H , the "man vIi th the net 11 and the ulion set If on the 
banner (an embiem of transcendence), the useasons plc..yingff 
a game of opposites and the H\Vomen prayingU e The image of 
the seasons Ilp laying/ Their ga.m.e o.f sun and moon and east and 
1'1est tJ suggests a creative tension "lhich is clearly in contrast 
to the slackness of the earlier image of the tfblank seasons 
in their journeying U tI The animal 1V'atching mml and bird go by 
seems to express, in emblematic terms, a combined idea of 
stasis and progress which takes up the significance of the 
lion on tho banner leaping into the skye The I1women praying H 
are related to Muirts other images of women as agents of 
unit Yo In this context, they are caught up in an act o.f 
intercession for some revelation or epiphany : lfthe day where 
all are gathered together fl , a moment of total vision in 1'lhich 
ffthings fu'"1d their names" (natural objects and their ideal 
counterparts, external and internal reality) are united in 
"the storm I s a.nd the lightning I s nest If, a supernal realm 
where the clashing elements of earthly experience are recon-
ciled and laid to rest~ At this climactic moment, the poen 
returns to the sacred time of myth in which the Lord_ first 
, 
called forth the Ifseventh great dayHe As it does so, it 
soars above the turbulent rack of the storm into the Hclear-
eternal weather". 
The latter part of this poem in particular, l'lith its 
procession of emblems and its repetition of the definite 
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• article, reve~ls the paratactic order and the general loosen-
ing of texture which often characterize Muir's movements 
toward total synthesiso The poem as a whole presents a 
development from a chaotic and barren kind of perception to 
, 
mythic vision and, finally, to the symbolic ordering of a 
world which springs originally from l1the \~ordU (the shaping 
thought in the divine l1ind) and ends in the IIsingle infinite 
and eternal verbal symbol U2 of Sabbathe It is a more com~ 
pletely imagined and distanced treatment of the three phases 
of vision represented earlier in tiThe Three Mirrors", and it 
exemplifies the process of transformation of chaos into cosmos, 
culminating in the abolition of historical dl.lration o In this 
" area of Muir's poetic world, the sinister aspect of divided 
experience disappears; its sting is drawn, and the need for 
redemption ~rom guilt is no longer relevant Q In one sense, 
the poem imitates the way in vnLich poetry gives form to things 
and names them in a timeless contemplation; in another sense, 
it is curiously reminiscent of a seventeenth century model for 
meditation in which the mind ascends to God Uby the ladder of 
created. things It 4) 3 More significantly for the purposes of 
this dissertation, it is a ritual imitation of the progress 
towards a centre of absolute reality, a return to the sacred 
time of the original creative act, 8..t"1.d a Platonic ascent from 
multiplicity to a single unified symbol o 
2 Frye, Anatomy of Criticism~ p$ 121Q 
3Fisch, Jerusalem and AlbioE, pe 490 
.A.PPENDIX F 
HTHE HEART COULD NEVER SPEAKtt 
The heart could never spe~~ 
But that the Word was spoken. 
We hear the heart break-
Here with hearts unbroken. 
Time, teach us the art 
That breaks and heals the heart. 
Heart, you would be durab 
But that your word was said 
In time, and the echoes come 
Thronging from the dead o 
Time, teach us the 8~t 
That resurrects the heart. 
Tongue, you can only sa:y 
Syllables, joy and pain, 
Till time, having its way, 
Makes the word live again. 
Time, merciful lord, 
Grant us to learn your word. 
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U THE HEART COULD NEVER SPEAK f1 
This poem~ which was probably ~~itten tow8xds the end 
of Muir's li.fe and whlch remained unpublished till after his 
death,lis more concerned with the feeling and beLng that give 
rise to poetry th8~ with seeing. The emphasis is upon.the 
incarnation of verbal symbols in the human world of suffering 
and regeneration, and the whole poem takes the form of a song, 
a closely contained musical expression of emotional and 
in·Gellectual equilibrium. 
Each of the three short rhyming stanzas is composed o:f 
six trimeters and each comprises some gnomic utterance 
followed by an invocation to Time which serves as a refrain o 
Imagery is limited; the words are few and mainly mono~ 
syllabic; in fact!j only ten words in all contain more than 
one syllable o The key words are constantly repeated, ll1Jhile 
the refrain varies in each stanza. Concrete terms like 
t1heart tf, fttongue If and Hv10rd tt are employed in a universally 
metaphorical sense and are combined with abstractions like 
" Iltime ff and Hart" to make a fundamental and readily translat.-
able statement about life~ poetry, the incarnation of meaning, 
and the education and renewal of the natural feelingso The 
untrrulslat~able part of the poem lies in the delicate balance 
of s01..mds, ,¥lhich is achieved through rhythm a.nd rhyme, and 
;. \~. 
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in the calm musical tone, which re~lects an lUlderlying ltnity 
of thought and emotionc 
In the first stanza, -the separate lines interact in a 
kind of antiphony, a compressed dialogue vlhich creates a 
tensi.on of oppositese These lines call for a ~airly full 
paraphrase~ The heart (the poet's emotion or the world of 
human feeling) could never speak (express itself, utter its 
truths or be transmuted into poetry), but that the Word 
(language, creative thought, poetry or the eternal Logos) was 
spoken (incarnated, uttered in space and time, made flesh)" 
U\1ord", with a capital letter~ surely refers to the divine 
Logos, which, 1'lhen spoken in space and tim.e, gives rise to 
the phenomenal world o It recalls the silent chord which, when 
heard in time, becomes a melody in HThe Journey Back 6" 0 It 
also suggests the ~Jord tfmade flesh ft ~. the Christ who d~lelt 
among US$ VIe hear the heart break (there is a 1,\Jorld of human 
pain. and a poe-try of human and divine suffering ; tragic poetry, 
words from the Cross) here 1vi th hearts unbroken C-~vI1ich speaks 
to us while vIe ourselves are still unscathed or indifferent) 0 
These two lines express a complex idea, more complex than the 
above paraphrase can indicate~ "VJith great economy fu"'1.d ef.fect 
by repeating three key vvords: hear, heart and break o tfHear H 
and flhere H are the same sound with different meanings, while 
ffbreak ft and tfunbroken" are the same l"lord used in positive and 
negative senseso The invocation: ffTime, teach us the art/ 
That breaks and heals the heartft~ suggests that there is a 
skill in transmuting grief and pain into maturity and wisdom 
that only life in time can teach uS 0 The breaking and the 
. ~ 
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healing are complementary aspects of one prof'olmd experiencec 
responded to in the same way as Wordsworth responded when he 
said, HA deep distress hath humanized my soul tJ 0 
In the first stanza, the equipoise between positive 
and negative meanings and feelings is emphasized by the 
reciprocal pattern in the liningo In the second stanza, 
enjambment creates a sense of continuity and flow which 
matches the idea. of movement back'V'lards and forwards in timeo 
Here the heart (the poet's own and that of hume~ity) is 
apostrophized and reminded that it would be dumb if tithe word ft 
(hu~an language) were not spoken in time (through the genera-
tions) so that ffechoes come/ Thronging :from the deadffe 
Language moves through time; its sounds -and meanings are 
enriched by the distilled experience o£ past lives and by 
the imaginative shaping of the old poetsG Since the echoes 
come ttt11rongingfl from the dead~ they are not merely sound 
l"laVeS reflected .from the 1hIalls of a distan.t tomb, but Vlords 
and feelings approa.ching in crowds, gathering about us in 
the present, escaping from their own death, ~nd re-vitalizing 
contemporary language and emotional experiencec Words can 
create a unity of past and present, of life .and death& The 
refrain once again invokes Time, but now as the teacher of 
an art that not only breaks and heals but resurrects the 
heart 6-
The third stanza apostrophizes the poet's tongue 
(the mother tongue, an inherited Iffilguage of learnt words), 
reminding it that it speaks only a set of syllables without 
2A fulfilment of the frustrated experience expressed as 
"the insulting vleight that stays and breaks his heartH in 
ItThe Enchanted Knight"!) 
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authentic personal content until the deeply felt experience 
of each human life and each succeeding generation "makes the 
"tvord live againtt and re .... charges the tension between such 
poles of emotion as Hjoy and pain". The phrase, Htime, 
having its "la:yfJ, suggests an intimate human action, an 
expression of personal will or desire, perhaps a relationship 
like that of a lover fu~d his passive or reluctant mistresso 
One is reminded momen-barily of I"Iuir's image of time (in the 
sonnet nIJove in Time t s Despite II) as an. unfeeling lover wi th 
a subtle a.'1d keen embrace $ In the invocation which follo\vs, 
Time is addressed as much more than an artist a~d teacher; 
it is no\v a "merciful lord It, a noble master to whom one owes 
.fealty and 11ho, ill return, grants boons to his humble subjectse 
The boon the poet asks on our behalf is Time 1 s l1v.lord ff , a 
language of continuityj relationship and new life that 
embodies the perennial wisdom of the heart. This 1-vise ~ 
magnanimous lord is afar cry from Muir f s other, demonic 
image of Time as the betrayer and destroyer who ceaselessly 
bears away into the past all that one holds dear. 
The disciplined form of the poem imposes a necessary 
compression of thought and language, curbing any expansion 
'. 
of theme and requiring each It'lord to carry maximum metaphorical .~ 
reference", It Vlould seem that such a close-knit conjunction 
of form and content occurs naturally when Muir needs to 
express lfaccept81lce and gratitude ff : the rare moment of 
equilibrium betvleen the actual a.l1d the ideal j for it is then 
that he breaks into his songs and inc~"rJ.tations 3 1vith their 
surface textuxe of paradox, their slow, swinging rhythms~ and 
their underlying mood of joy or serenity. 
3Eog () ltThe Poet H , If In Love for Long", uSong 
the dayft ~ 
Sunset ends 

